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ALBUQUEJ RQUE MORNING
II.
Albuquerque, New Mexico, Monday, December 25,
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PHYSICIANS SAY

AssoSf no
Paris. Deo. 24
Rernhardt,
ciated Press). y
fered a rethe famous actrr
lapse during tV'QgAr hours this
had another
morning, who
.eh lasted confainting spe'
siderable tiy
Is said to bo susCourage ,Q
'cress.
Her physitaining y
declrred to be fas-cal atre
Joctors who constantebbing
tendance upon her
ly arr
e opinion tonight that
only a . iracle could save her.
Christmas eve in Bernhardt's
little mansion in tho Boulevard
Tho
Perlere was a silent one.
servants and others of the housemoved
hold
noiselessly through
of the hulls
tho
which usually at the Christmas
tido glowed with brilliance.
butter,
Bernhardt's 1 year-old
Arthur, was sad of eyo and dis
consolate,
"Madame Is Very Low"
"Madame is very low." he said
with quivering lips. "Madame was
progressing favorably," e added,
"until this relapse."
Professor Obissier, chief of the
medical staff attending Bernhardt,
said to the Associated Press tonight:
"While we still have hope for
her recovery, it is certain that
Madame Bernhardt never again
will face the footlights."
Madame Bernhardt is being
kept alive with consomme with
tho wliito of an egg beaten into
it. fhe is being given no solid
food whatsoever. She is gradually
growing weaker.
"Her fir Italian trip greatly
fatigued her," declared Arthur, tho
butler, who added somewhat bitterly, "and thero was no need fur
it."
Madame Bernhardt is said to
reallzo tho hopelessness of tho
situation, but is meeting the crisis with tho same fortitude as she
has met many other crises in her
78 years of life.
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MAN DEAD,

OTHERS

ILL AS RESULT OF A
THRITMAS PARTY'
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ancient Maya civilization of Yucatan and Guatemala, with particular
reference to the Maya hieroglyphics, are expected from Dr. William Gates of Charlottesville, Va.,
who has tniade extensive explorations of Central American ruins.

KELLER ON VERGE OF
NERVOUS BREAKDOWN
Washington, Dec! 24. Threatened with a nervous breakdown,
Representative Oscar E. Keller,
Minnesota,

whoso

charges against

Attor-

General

recently
Daugherty
ney
were heard by a congressional
committee, is at his home here, under a doctor's orders to stay nway
from work for a rouplo of weeks.
His physician said his omulltlon
Was not Bcrious.
i

WEATHER
'

l'OIU.CAST
Denver. Colo., Dec. 24. New
Mexico; Monday and Tuesday fair;
not much change In temperature.
Arizona:
Monday fair; Tuesday
generally fair; 'not much change in

temperature.

Local report

Conditions for tho iwcnty-foti- r
hours ended nt 0 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by tho universlt;-...lid
Highest temperature
28
Lowest
.23
Range
42
Mean
..64
Humidity at C a. m
0
n
30
Humidity at p,
;

Precipitation

Wind velocity'
Direction of wind
Character of day

0

.10
Southeast
Clear

PRESIDENT SEEKS

O

MAM IS SHOT TO

ENVOY'S ADVICE ON

north and south; Mrs. Todd.
No. 7 Edith. Walter and South
Hleh; Mrs,, L. R. Thompson.
S
No.
to
University
High
Heights, south Bide; Mrs. D. E.
Thompson.
to
No. 9 High
University
Heights, north. Ride; Mrs. Bradford.
Mrs.- Faw10
No..
Sanatoriuma
Washington, Dec. 24. President
Harding, In a Christmas
message
to disabled war veterans made LEADVILLE MAN IS
public tonight, declared they were
"entitled to the utnioFt assurance
INSTANTLY KILLED
that a grateful people stands willto
anxious
and
will
do,
and
ing
Eagle, Colo., Per. 21 Charles
continue 'to do, everything possible Weaver
of I.eadvllle, Colo., was
for them."
The greeting of the president, Instantly killed, here today when
disabled
which tho
American he was struck by the locomotive
Veterans association, through its of a northbound passenger train
national officers here, 'sent out to In front of the Eagle railroad station.
its members, follows:
Weaver had purchased a ticket
"It is deemed especially fitting
that at the Christmas season the for Olenwood Springs and waited
half
train. As the
gratitude of the nation should. re train an hour for thewitnesses
said,
extended to the sick, disabled and
approached,
maimed men of the country's mili- Weaver walked between the tracks
forward,
These men are be- and suddenly
pitched
tary services.
of
Friends
yond all others the most sorely falling on his face.
tried victims of the armed service Weaver say he was siject to faintin which they and their comrades ing attacks.'
He was 45 years old and a salesuphold the national security und
It Indieutcd the national honor.
man.
"Our obligation
has prompted
the nation to n very considerate
WOUNDS ARE FATAL TO
dealing with them, which, it is
hoped has been, in some meusurc.
NEVADAJPR0 OFFICER
at least, commensurate with the
debt owing to them. For such misReno, Nev.. Dec. 24. Atha Carfortunes as have como to thousands of them there can be no ter, a prohibition officer who was
no
compensation,
adequate re- wounded Inst Thursday' In a fight
real
quital; but they are entitled to the with Alleged moonshiners
utmost assurance that a grateful Palisades, Nev., died heroitoday:
as
to
was
due
His
death
exposure
utnnds
willing and anxious
people
to do. much as to his wounds, his physito do, and will continue
cian said. After Carter was sho!
everything possible for them,
"That the coming year may he laid in the snow eight hours
measure
while fellow officers went for asin
the fullest
bring them
u restored fortune,
health and sistance. Two ranchmen are beprosperity. Is the earnest wish of ing held in connection with thJ
tho entire nation,"
shooting.

These Men Are Beyond All
Others the Most Sorely
Tried
Victims of the
Armed Service, He Says

'
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FIRE STARTS IN

LOUISIANA MOB

DEATH; GIRL IS

RESTAURA1IT AT

VICTIMS BURIED

SERIOUSLY HURT

JUAREZ; HALF

Famous Actress Suffers a Stores and Residences at
Mer
Relapse; Courage Alone Is
Rouge Reported
Stocked With Supplies of
Said to Be Sustaining
Guns and Ammunition
Her; Is 71 Years Old

New York. Dec. S 4. While the
High Government Officials
season has served to quiet
holiday
Are Taking Notice of It the chief flnantial markets appreciably during the past week it has
RANKS ArFbEING
active retail
distinctly
brought
AUGMENTED DAILY trade and has had remarkably little, checking effect on' the major
"steel production
in
Are
Prog- Industries. - Thus
Preparations
continued- to approximately 80 per
National
ress for a
cent of capacity and trade reports
that the year end closing
to Be Held in the stato
down of plants will bo for briefer
periods than usually is the case.
Capital Next Month
Most of the producers will reopen
:
plants Tuesday.
Mexico City. Dec. 24'. The fas- their
Steel makers are confident that
cist! movement which at its incep-- . their
scale of
satisfactory
present
tion In Jalupa several months ago operations
maintained
will be
was ridiculed as of no importance,
the first quarter of the,
lias made such rapid strides during throughout
books are fairlvl
Order
vear.
new
the past few weeks that high gov- well filled and, prices of finished
Lieut. Charles L. Webber.
ernment officials now are recog- products remain firm. Even pis
nizing it as a political factor to he Iron prices, which have been reComrades of Lieut. Charl: 1 L.
reckoned with in the near future. ceding ever since the coal shortage Webber have about
given up hope
Reports from various cities of began to be relieved, have turned or
finding the titer who, with Col.
.clashes in which the fascisti have upward.
Francis
C.
Marshal, left Rockwell
taken part against the radicals,is
Railroad car loading meanwhile Field for Fort
indicate that the movement
Huachuca, Ariz., and
hold
up
to
remarkably
continues
ThllS flir tllCSC well,
vulnlno- Imnntlw.
normal seasonal mysteriously disappeared en route.
thp
although
sannot been 1.1.of a "I u
I clashes have
itself felt. Search by twenty-seve- n
.
slackening is making
planes failftulnary cnaracter. rrewuvm
Loadings for the week ended De- ed to reveal any trace of the missbo
could
there
920.000
cars,
said
Kou
recently
cember 9. aggregated
men.
no fascism in .Mexico because it which is 178.000 cars morP than ing
was a movement against bolshe-vls- were loaded in the corresponding
und bolshevism did not exist week a year ago.
in Mexico.
Bituminous coal production Is CHRISTMAS EVE
Fascisti headquarters here re- being-- well maintained.
hundreds Commodity prices have shown
port they are receiving anil
that distinct strength during thp past
of new adherents daily
for a week. Both
in
are
cotton nnd wheat atprogress
preparations
IC
national convention which is tosec-be- tained new high levels for the year.
Insistent buying of the more disheld in Mexico City during the
IILnUd
ond week of January. Every state tant futures carried May up to apin the republic is to he represented proximately 26 cents.
Influences were mixed In the
by several hundred delegates.
wheat market. It seems probable
SEASflJTS
th firmness In prices was
that
SAYS INTELLIGENCE
duo largely to general optimism.
As the holidays approached, the
OF THE POPULATION
.
absence of any pressure to liquiClub Members
IS ON THE DECREASE date was noticeable in the markets. Fortnightly
Technical
conditions
Sang Carols Throughout
apparently
greatly improved during
Standford University. Calif., Dec. had been two
City Last Night; Masonic
Most obmonths.
past
24. Any one with a relative in the the
servers
are
looking forward to the
as
times
25 Strong, Played
Band,
genius class lias 500 more
new year in a cheerful mood.
many chances to be a genius himacforbears,
self as ono of
ordinary
Members of Uio Fortnightly club
'
cording to observations by Prof. UTAH AND ARIZONA
tang Christinas carols through all
.Lewis M. Terman, head of tiie
parts o the city last night. There
GRID ELEVENS ARE
Stanford university psychology do- -SO
v..t mnnt nnd C n II e Of illteliiwere approximately
carolers,
war.
CONTEST
FOR
READY
j
genre tests used during tlie
divided into various groups, and
life
originates
"Every human
thesu
groups covered every section
from R Binslo fertilize. germ ecu.
Phoenix, Ariz., Doc. 24. The
Trofessor Terman paid. "This tiny University of Arizona and Utah of the cily. Tho carolers siartcd
e'e,
tell, invisiblo to the naked
college football teams j on their rounds at nliie rro'clock nndcontains those elements which de- Agricultural
miaedge tonight awaiting the boiuu were tciii singTrrg-urtor were nr whistle
termine wITaTTnafirier'
their Interseo-tlon- night.
woman that cell will become ulti- opening clash onfor the
tho
afternoon
During
yesterday
slate fair
ore
elements
Theso
mately.
band, with 25
grounds here tomorrow afternoon. the Masonic Shrine
known to science as "genes."
of the sanatoriuma
visited
all
Aripieces
of
F.
McKale
the
Coaches
J.
of "genes.'
Tho combination
in the city and played Christina
which are confined within tho walls zona suuail und E. O. Koviney of selections'.
Eater they visited the
of tho cell, determine whether one the Aggies pronounced their men home of A. L
Riedling, manager
in fine physical trim for the game.
or brown-eyeis to be blue-eye- d
d
or longThe largest crowd that ever and drum major of the band, who
tall or short,
has been ill with typhoid fever for
headed, feeblo minded, normal or attended a football game in Ari- the
past 12 weeks. Yesterday was
declares zona Is in prospect when the
brilliant,
intellectually
teams take the field. More than the first day the doctor had perProfessor Terman.
If thp seed of unusual success Is 3,000 tickets have been sold In the mitted him to tit up and the double
not in the original germ cell there advance sale, the Phoenix Junior Joy of being out of bed for the
is no chance for the developed man Chamber of Commerce, which or- lirst timo and the serenade of the
or woman to become "unusual" in- ganization is staging the game, Shrine band, mado It Indeed a Joytellectually speaking, according to announced tonight. Arrangements ful Christmas season for him-The carolers were started on
Professor Terman.
to caro for
have been
their rounds after church services
Professor Terman thinks that a crowd of completed
10,000.
of
the
had finished. Miss Valyne Gazley
the average intelligence
started them off in 10 cars. Tho
population is decreasing and that
tho number of geniuses in thp fu- WILSON FOUNDATION
last car was started at a few min
ture is destined to be comparativeutes after nine o'clock and each
HOLD
WILL
TRUSTEES
accounts
fact
Ho
this
few.
for
ly
ear contained from 'four to six
by quoting statistics Knowing the
LUNCHEON WEDNESDAY carolers. Some of tho carolers
intellectually superior to bp slower
found heavy demands upon their
in reproduction even than the
In their districts,
many
Xew York. Dec. 24. Trustees of services
socially Incompetent.
having placed the candle signal in
the
Wilson
Woodrow
foundation
'
the window, and were kept busy
will meet at a luncheon hero next
until long after midnight.
..3,000 SCIENTISTS TO
Wednesday to celebrate the success
Old
time
favorite Christmas
MEET AT CAMBRIDGE! of the foundation's efforts to ob- songs
sung were "Joy To The
tain an endowment which. It Is exCame
Jl. 000,000 on World,"A "Silent Xiglit," "It"Hark!
pected, will reach
Cambridge,
Mas., Dec. 24.
Upon
Midnight Clear,"
Secrets of nature and man divulged Mr. Wilson's birthday next Thurs- The Herald Angola Slug," and "Oh,
by tho most recent scientific inves- day.
Little Town Of Bethlehem!"
A delegation will co to Washtigations will be discussed at a ington Thursday to extend greetTho districts which were visited
3.000
scientists front ings to the former president and and the leaders o each district
gathering of
all parts of tho United States and advlso
him of
completion of were as1 follows:
Canada here this week. The Mas- tho foundation'stheendowment.
No.
First to Fourth streets,
sachusetts Institute of Technology
Miss
north of Central avenue;
and Harvard University will act as
Helen Sisk.
to
hosts
members
the
Joint
of the
No. 2 Fifth to Tenth streets,
American Association for the Ad- GREETINGS SENT
north of Central avenue; Mrs. S.
vance of Science at Its annual meetB. Miller.
ing, opening on Tuesday evening.
to Fifteenth
No. 3 Eleventh
Men eminent as specialists In many
streets, north of Central avenue;
fields will deliver addresses and
Mrs. Underwood.
BY- HARDING TO
the delegates will give their views
No. 4 First to Sixth street:
on a widp range of subjects at tho
south of Central avenue; Mrs. Hergeneral meetings of the association
bert Galles.
and before the 15- sections 'Into
No. 5 Seventh to
Fourteenth
which the 4 2 affiliated societies
DISABLED VETS streets, south of Central avenue,
have been divided.
Mrs- Ray'Railev.
Important disclosures regarding
and
No. 6 Broadway
Arno,
Co'n-venti-
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BIG INCREASE

BODIES

VERY LOW, HER

;

Ended
MUU TotalDec.for9 theWasWeek178,000

Has

BERNHARDT

FOR ARMY FLIER,
LOST FOR DAYS

RAILROADS SHQW

HE

FASCI5TI

HOPE? ABANDONED

CARS LOADED BY

MPETUS BEING

1922

21. Ralph
).. Dee.
Shelby,
Longley is dead, twoother men are
and
a dozen
reported near death
others ar.e J1U h"re .tonight sim n re
suit of a "Christinas party'' at
'which wood alcohol is said by
to have been need as a beverage in the belief that It was "corn
whisky." Police are, holding one
of the party,
a'logod member
pending further Investigation.
to
was
have
played San
Longley
ta Claus tonight at a family gathering.
He and his companions are said
to have partaken of the contents
of a Jug early this morning. Soon
'after, Longley tiecame very sick.
dying within a few minutes,
Tho two men believed to bo dy- Ing tonight are in a hospital here,
threatened with blindness and sufit was
from convulsions,
fering
said.
Police recovered tho Ju? from
which the men drank and say it
contained wood alcohol, a 'small
quantity remaining.
o

MRS. LEARY CHANGES
STORY OF ALLEGED
MURDER OF A GIRL
Mrs.
Portland. Ore., Dec.
Helen Ijeary, according to police,
has modified her story of the alleged murder of a girl on a houseboat here last September by Cash
riverman.
Weir,
She now declares, according to
tho officers, that sho did not witness the murder, but that she
found Weir in tho houseboat with
the girl's dead body. Sho fcaiglit
Weir, she said, and blackened one
of his eyes.
Her original story of the disposal of the girl's body by Weir
and his son, Captain Earl Weir,
remained unchanged.
2 1.

iN KILLED!
TRAIN WRECK ON
AflDFFATT RDHTE
Engineer
Royal Watkins
Life Following
His
Loses
a Crash When He Loses
Control of His Brakes
Denver, Colo., Dec. 2 1. Royal
Watkins, engineer of a Denver
and Salt Lake (Moffatt) railroad
freisht train was killed today
when he lost control of his brakes
and the train was wrecked after
than a
running wild for more near
the
mile near Tolland. Colo.,
top of the continental divide.
of
H. J. Wilson, brakeman,
Tabcrnash, Colo., was buried In
the wreckage of the locomotive,
and It was feare.l ha would be
found dead. TJ. A. Lemmon, fireman, of Denver, was seriously injured.
Thirteen cars of tho train, which
were loaded with coal, piled up
within a distance of 100 feet of
the wreck.
Ten other cars remained. on the trucks.
The wreck occurred when the
train readied the first short turn
In the tracks west of Tolland, at
Giant's Laddor. Railroad officials
here declared their report was
that the locomotive's airbrake had
frozen whilo making a stand at
Tolland and refused to work.
W. U. Freeman, receiver of tho
Denver and Salt Lake lines, announced that it would be 3 hours
could be
before .the wreckage
cleared for resumption of truffle
through Tolland.

Bastrop, La., Dec. 24. Morehouse parish was spending a quiet
Christmas eve tonigr.l in tiie midst
of the startling investigations
hy the stato last week to
solvo the mystery of tho kidnapease
of last August when five
ping
prominent citizens ot M r Rouge
were ubductcd hy masked and
white robed men.
Bodies of two of the alleged victims of the mob, blown up from the
bottom of Lako La Fourcho last
Thursday, identified as Watt Daniels and Thomas Richards, were
I'liri' d in the Daniels family ground
sevt. n miles from Mor Rouge today,
side hy side in the presence of a
throng ot relatives, friends and
onlookers.
Salute Is Fired
The Episcopal service was read
and a squad of national guards
the bodies to the graves,
sounded taps and fired a salute as
tic- bodies were lowered into their
resting place. I'aniels was a world
war veteran, having seen service
in the tank corps. He was unmarried.
Richards was married and the
father of two young children. Both
wcro members of families that were
pioneers In Morehouse.
W ith ti e funeral services ended,
tho crowds started quietly for
homo. There was no outward expression of the feeling that has
breu reported as surging within
the kin o the dead.
Fearing that pent UP emotion;
mi'.'ht he lcost'd during the dead
watch last nlt'ht and following the
funeral today, Governor Parker
late yesterday rescinded the order
Issued previously in the day for the
Monroe national guard troops stationed at Mer Rougo to proceed to
Join two national guard troops here
guarding the court house and
Stores, and residences aro genwith
erally reported us stocked
unusual supplies of guns and amto
are
said
citizens
munition and
bo moving about In vehicles und on
foot with fire arms at their side.
The Mer Rouge community lias
been divided into hoHlile camps
since the events following last August, it Is admitted.
Lone Suspect In Jail
T. J. Burnett, the lone suspect
to leach tho parish jail, discussed
the charge
today with his attorneys lacu-.tt.the
ot murder l.o must
open hearing set for January 5 by
tho attorney general.
Visitors were denied admittance
today as the military patrolled the
Jail grounds which arc flunked
with machine guns.
A former deputy sheriff of Morehouse, a farm owner and a member ot a well respected family.
Burnett is declared by many to
No
have come to his assistance.
further arrests were made today-Athe conclusion of the open hearannouncing is was
ed here, the men, if indicted, will
be moved to some other parish for
trial, most likely Baton Kongo.
;uards Ordered Out
Governor Parker's program ill
sifting the kidnapping mystery was
set in motion last Tuescfay when,
after a conference with stato und
military officials, ho ordered Company G, Monroe national guard infantry, to entrain under sealed orders.
Tho military men made their
nt Mer Rougo early
Wednesday and went into camp in
tho heart of the little town. The
same afternoon a detachment was
thrown about two lakes in Morehouse parish for guard duty. Professional divers under the direction
of department of justice men began to rake the bottoms of the
lakes for the bodies of two men
missing since tho five were kidnapped by a robed band last August.
On a chart prepared by federal
agents was drawn a ring around
a ferry landing on La Fourche
lake, as the most probable resting
ground of the dead. This location,
which had a depth of 0 feet, was
penetrated first but without success.
The next day the state's principle
forces were directed to Lake Cooper, 3 miles from La Fourche. Men
and boys of the surrounding community joined the searchers and,
linking hands, waded through the
swampy portions of tie lake. A
previous plan to drain the shallow
waters was abandoned.
Men Scon in a Boat
'
Shortly after midnight on Thursday a party of eight or ton men
were seen in a boat on Lako Cooper in the area under military guard
in which traffic was forbidden.
Tho men refused to answer calls
of the guards, whereupon a machine gun was turned upon them
and 150 shots fired. The men escaped. Two guards rushed on foot
many miles and reported tho event
to tho commanding officer at Mer
Rouge. Tho entire company was
mshed to tho scene of the skirmish
but investigation after daylight revealed nothing.
Whilo the troops 'were rushing to
Lake Cooper, blastin.. was in progress near the ferry landing on Lake
La Fourche, 23 miles away. The
concussion shook the houses in the
vicinity. Unidentified men had set
off ut least 1.000 pounds of dyna-mitexperts have since declared.
Saw Two Headless Bodies
The next morning when tho ferry
man went to board his ferry, he
found it had been released from the
spot where tied and was drifting
along the lake. He saw a portion
ot the bank blown in and hundreds of dead fish floating on the
surface of the water. Among the
fish ho saw two headless bodies,
wire bound and in a bad stats of
It was believed the
decomposition.
dynamiters had attempted to steal
tho bodies.
Tho bodies were permitted- to
float on the water until sunret,
during which timo relatives and
friends of tho Daniels and Richards
families recognized bits of clothing
remaining on tho men.
With tho first object In the program attained, Governor Parker

Fired Upon as They
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Deer Trail. Colo.: Twoj
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RUINS

BLOCK- IN

Flames
Suspects Are Being Held
Peer

Howard

Spread
Quickly
Through ti Bui! Lilil

'Jl.- Trail. Clo.. Dec.
ars old.
Hamilton, 2

Giroyin-'-

Con- -

Ameri

sula'c Offices

was shot to deaili and Miss Pearl
Coeur. 10, was serionslv v. oi.nder!

when they went fired upon as tin v
were leaving n dance l:a!
here LOSS ESTIMATED AT
early today. Two suspects are be
MORE THAN $150,000
ing held.
The Rhontlr-!under
71 p.,- - ,
mysterious circiimMatic." and fol- - LI
.1 Arp P',!!pr!
'
lowed a number of
oo; r,..i t...i i ivM.ii in : ah-danclnr; partner-'- according 10 ruuuij ij'u
thnrities.
During1 the dance,
n :os I IMuIrss Duo to the
say. nr, man. after being refused "cve;:il dancer. rri
Lack of Water
and fouiisie,
v'""lei-- eiyiocr:
v, lie
her-."I will shoot. c'.ir

r' ti,.

nr

i

dc

not da !!"c VII h :1'"
Tiie inn u v:. rrti.-l-.
Til";'"
cay,, Ilifit- pine-- p; Jacob
l.eal and William r.ri.f: 'it ii r.mei-- ,

cur-ioii-

.

A

Ambassador George Harvey.
U. S.
Ambassador George
envoy to England, ia preparing to
return at the request of President
Hardintr. It is believed that Hard
d
informaing is seeking
tion on conditions in Europe.
Ha-ve- y,

first-han-

1ST

1GII

'

,;

M.
were
fired nt Hamilton and M.--s t'm- -i
on ,hp doorstop of the danco hall,
"" ""-- ,"'"""'"
"""is'"autlwrld a id.
came fi oin the
lie- - said, nddimr iha' llicwen
.without a opto fi low ib sla-- or
I.nl ar.d 'irdfitii at-- I
escaped.
tended t'i,, dance,
Hamilton was the on of .1. X.
Hamilton.
keeper and postmaster at Uitick, Colo,, and Miss
,Coenr is the daughter of William
Conor, a. we'l known rnnel-prThe
rj- -l was removed
to a hospital in
Denver, where physicians expressed
littlo Itiup fnr her recovery.
l.eal and Crlffith were taken to
Littleton, where they were lodged
In the Arapahop county Jail.
.

l

at lo o'clock,
t

t;e

hrutifjh

hulld-trvyit'-

sr

the American con- n
'jllV.'e. Ollieo' on it v. cut and
out nunc
one halt of tho
Idoi-!of business houses on Com-- c
ercio s'rect before it was stopped
hy the 1'niled efforts of the Juarez
and l T'aso fire departments. The
less is estimated at more thaa
sir.o mo.
Althnnt-almost the entire El
Paso fire department responded to
the call and rushed all available
fire fihtlriB equipment across tin
International
bridge into Mexico,
tho tiro firliters were almost help
less due to the lack of water. Tha
canal was almost dry, which mad
it impossible ror tho firo engines
to pump cnouli water to ho of uny
praetical'uFp in extinguishing; thu
blaze and the water pressure in
the Juarez water mains was too low
to be of any real use.
The firemen were obliged to confine their efforts to attempting to
check tho spread of the fire instead of extitii;uishin(r it where it
was burnincThe blaze was checked about 2 o'clock belore it'reachel
tho Paso del None construction
company buildinprwip-tha-
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G0NZAGA GRID TEAIVI
WILL RECEIVE FLOOD
Football Enthusiasts Are on
OF MESSAGES TODAY
Edge in Anticipation of
Spokane, Wash., Lee. L't. Near-!Grid Game
the East-We- il
ihl't telcsrams of
for

at San

litis

.In-

(I'll

s

inspiration
tho Counaca
university football
team which will meet the West
Vii'Kinia. team at !a
Licco, tomorrow, were forwarded today to
Coach Charles I i. "tins." Dora is
w
,.tin Nicl;
,,t
California, cily.
The teloKiams were from (Jover- nor Louis 1". Hart; president Hen- ' o
'
"
; ;
colka.-e- .
.State
Washington
nm, (mfiUH (f i(hfT
nii!utlt;iis
individual.
, ,d,rasinir. the
r- em.
oohsiz.-me laci mat in uiu game
(Smizaca's team represents not!
on'y t,lp state of Washington but
nm enure ..esi.

Kirn

Oriental

r.
res tan ran!
iti'er.;cc!!oti of
CulUM'TciO
it ai d Jmire
of
:ienue in the hvi'dii' ss

Tiail.

"c--

;t.

nr--

.

ToKdh1
j

n'ar

employes

!.

Pao

El

San Diego, Calif., Ik P. 24. Football enthusiasts were on edee today
.,.
-- o
m anuc imu.., m
contest hitween the West n ptnia
ut
teams
and (lonzaKa university
Three Firemen Trapped
the city stadium tomorrow.
Trapped in tho Ronion Garcia,
nowever. )a,i
Tim two syuaC
brokerage
offices, Fire Lieutenant
a ouiet timo taking only mild ex- Bob
McArthur and
Firemen
a
In
the
erciso in the morning.
Smith and lirooks narrowly escap- ternoon potn lea ms, w nn ......
vith their lives when the roof
coaches, went to ri.ihua la, mx
of the building crashed through tho
ico, for, an an omobile rni
cellins
into the brokerage office.
Tho West Virginians, who arrlv
' iwi
iiiKtiion
i v,
i,
liur nt"lit ...Hfter haviiiK
John W: W'ray of F.l Paso, the
,
. ,
,
p....Menn
..i.,
'
men
were rescued from underneath
rpinn fnol in hod later than their
ine tieoris. j.ieurenam; .vjcrtnur.
but
from tho northwest,
who
was seriously injured, was
looked fresh today, despite their
rushed Pack to Kl Pago and taken
Ions train trip. Their conditio;: i HOLIDAY GREETINGS
to Hotel Dieu, where his wounds
was credited by the men to Coac
attention. No bone
ARE SENT TO ARMY were civr-Spear's "grass drill," which gave
were
e:-broken and physicians exj
the players a lot of wholesome
the
belief
coast.
pressed
tonight that ha
ercise on the way to the
Washington, Dec. 2. Holiday
serious dangrer.
It was declared that two of the rreetings to tho rank and file off was out I'.ofni Miners
Pest roved
West Virginia
r'gidars probably the army have been sent hv Score- would not start In the game i)e-- tal-- yVeeks. General Pershing and! Poildinqs, offices and cornmer- in
houses
latelhv Major General Harbord, deputy
completely
br
cause ot injuries received
fire !"r Il,de '"" UI Ci" Kil!
They are Pierren cM,,t ( 8taff gnaiizcJ his
pnmes this
Junrr-!back
ht,rI.lfrht
Power
his
and
strained
who
end.
to
Hill,
proachiiiK retirement
private
,
few weeks ago, and .Tallman, end.,ilfo ,,y ,jt11(jing )je.st wishes to his ""mnnnv offices-- the Garcia and
TJWoodsido brokerage offices,
who hurt his lest in the game comrades.
"You are the guardians
and 'he American consulate office-.- , tlm
against Washington and Jefferson.
preservers of that peace and pood enro Aiocn.in orug store, on ire
nt thl
WTY
,,V1" which we reverence
fIC
CCATC
uvwki
'season,"
gLn I w vi rfl
Secretary Weeks said P.nilway company, storehouses of
IN
"None deserve to a greater
OFFICERS-ELECand Gonzalez, c.istonis brok
T
the benefits of the peace we nowiers and a. number of small offices
U I Afl Ant UUN I Do I CU enjoy, the security of which yon and booths.
Coiisorvalive estimates made to.
guarantee by your personal service
iiurl t bv P.onion Garcia, president.
Salt Lake City, Dec. 24 ., Tho to the nation."
tu uio anarea cnam""r oi cumrnercw
vj.aoa.ti i vioii.ufc, .u .us ju.-sseats of every county oincer-eiecisage said I:
wnose iironeraci ottico was
Including that of sheriff, in which
1
on
contribut-i
havf
local
nletelv destrnved. Placed the en- there has been exceptional
. en to ttie welfare ot uie American tire loss nt nnprnxlmately S I jfl.nnft.
interest. was contested late Sat-ne
i
year just ciMiinir.
lieopic during
AUhivifh every effort was made
afternoon.
urday
yours has been a personal service Jv An,.wM Consul John T)v an,!
.. I,. Oi ct i,,n ia fcoiorht In con
ol
I
the firo to save
J'("V
will-thother fbrtitin
sheriff's position
nection
f)0, t ;e.-some or I tie records at 'ne consul
tiie election,""'"
on the ground tha
s
uurnoru
, m ,.,!,. ...nni. Lf th9
greeting ia":
for that office was invalid, utio in wcnerai
the nature
a formal farewell
w
,)esi roved.
for legislatie position, to the servlco of
contest
m
;
he
had
been
that of state senator, was filed
more than 30 years.
bust
was
the
Saturday
Saturday.
ENTRY
RECORD
LISTS
:t 1MTIKXTS
day on which contests of offices
could be filed.
ARE ANNOUNCED FOR
New
Dee. 2 4. Ammonia
York.
It is possible that if the legis fumes escaping from a large tank
NET CHAMPIONSHIPS
lative contest is pressed t lie mat
l,n..A.
.,..1,,.. .
v
ter will be decided by the state mpn(. Q, Bn Un.
rn.
New York. Pee. H
Record ensenate.
3
dnnsercd
patients today. The
'
ecr,, ...
for
nest iamoerKcr.
fire department rescue squad. try Psls !'aC la en
11Willlari
national Inthe junior a'td
candidate opposing
lra'-hs- .
w ith e
avri'ed
CCj'jlpned
be'it1-nin-T
to
King, democrat, for election
otilcklv and succeeded in stoppins door teri:!s eha ini.ionslilps,
Tuesday and cord iiu.latr
congress, has not yet filctl pro-- ! the leaks In the tank.
tipt
until Pat urday. on the courts of
ceedings in any stato court, and:
the Seventh regiment armory.
the common belief is that if a
T'.nti'les
for thn three, ever'
contest Is finally filed it "ill be
th- .lunier
include (
Ho has vet two, DES
in Washington.
IS
infor
an
the beys' xinrles nrd
s;
weeks to lile in Ptah, undor
10 teams in
the Junior dnuhlfs.
loi'prctatlon of the law.
draws wore mad ' f.r both,
events
for the p'.iy begin-uit'- .slt.vlcs
COACH BEZDEK TAKES
AGAINST CUT
Tuesday mormag.
The douhle tea ri will sw:Jug late
PENNSYLVANIA STATE
aciicti Wednesday.
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MOINES

WARRIORS

FOR

Pasadena, Calif.,

Doc.

Pennsylvania

A

HIKE

24.

The
squad

stato football

m

arrived here today and went niu- ing as part of their training for Hears
the gamo .New lears uay wuu
the University of Southern Cali- fornla in the annual east vs. west,
gridiron feature ot the tourna-meut of roses.
There were 29 in tho party. Of
that number 22 wero players nnd
included
seven
the remaining
coaches and trainers.
A delegation of tournament or
roses officials welcomed the easterners and escorted them to their
hotel
Hugo Dcadek, in taking his men
for a hike, announced they "would
not touch a football before Tuesday."

ABANDONS PLAN TO
HOLD MIDNIGHT MASS
r.olfast. Dec. 24 (by the AssoPressl. Cardinal
ciated
Logue,
antoday
primate of Ireland,
nounced that he hud abandoned
his previously unnounred purpose
his usual midnight
of holding
His
mass to usher in Christmas.
action was taken on learning that
the government Intended to throw
a cordon about thu church at the
curfew hour which would prevent
the congregation from leaving un.
til 6 o'clock in the morning.
nOMH IS EXPLODF.D
Lisbon, Dec. 24. A bomb was
exploded tigainst the door of the
Italian consulate here. Only slight
Uuroase was catted .

COUNTY

That Move Is Under

E. MONT REILY
IS IN WASHINGTON ON
A LEAVE OF ABSENCE

GOV.

HaVe Strip SiX
Washington, Dec. 24. Governor
a
tniE- Mont lleily of Porto Klco amy
on leave of ab
Long HMIICACU,l IU e,i here vesterday
sence. Jlio gocrnor oeciarea m
Colfax County
trio was duo to personal matter

Way

tO

Miles

Ties Mi.inrs

V. V

that a
'been circulated in
surrounding country
strip six miles wide
not known here be
'

llie t

Tt

his
petition
Dedmiin mid
asking that a
and of length
cut off Lnion
couniy and annexed to Collux
county. It is reported to the Dcs
Moines Swastika, that the reasons
Het up tor the chanijo in county
boundaries are that taxes in lower
Colfax county and that school
warrants aro convertible into cash
Instead of being carried by the
teachers.
The proposed cut would taken ir,
the town of Folsojn. The Swastika
opposes tho proposal on thu ground
that the 'cause for high taxes in
Union county can be traced more
or less to llio facts that a portion
of Union county was cut off to
create Harding county, and says
thut ti further cutting of the county will increase the taxes for those
left in it.
The Swastika says further: '
"This proposed cut is n new one.
During the campaign there were
rumors from tha Haydcn country
that Harding county wanted a strip
of territory from that section. The
southern part of the county distinctly went on record as opposed
to further cutting from Union
county."
S

reported

only.
bava
officials
Administration
said repeatedly that the, visit of
conwhoa?
Governor
Tttlly,
duct of affairs in Porto Rico havs
been order fire from various quarters, did not foreshadow n ehar'go
in the personnel in the Island government.

NOBODY WANTS THE
PERSHING STADIUM
Paris, Dec. 24. Nobody wants
the Pershing stadium. The city of
Th
Paris cannot give it away.
union of federations of sporttnpr
tinwhom
municipal
to
societies,
council offered the stadium
refused to accept it uiilei
the city guaranteed tbe lOO.tH'O
francs necessary for Its yearly
This the citv is not. prepared
-

p.

to do.

The municipal council now risa
offered Pershing stadium to the
spoiling federation of the labor
unions.
k
B

SLIDE IX TAX.VMA CANAL
Panama, Dec. 24. A slide Inth
F'ridav
Panama canal occurred
f
Meanwhile
It
niorniti'f.
through tho waterway will not J

raff

lliaini'CtC'J.

MO

LEADS

GIT! BOWLERS;

Karman Has High Ave-- .
racie With 193. but Bowls
Only Three Games; New
League Is Organized

Bill

the Prlmo-ilorate's rrprrsontnlive in tho Y. M. C.
A. bowling tournament whirh was
ttnisluil during tho past week, was
F.iil

o

Korman,

nominal loader, with an average of
193. However, Karman bowled in
only three panics ami wag not
for the InvinR cup awarded
for Lih average of tho tournament.
John G. Wanner, i'irst National
bank representative, captured the
trophy with an average of 176 for
15 Raines

Vaguer was fully entitled to the
showed no great
trophy. Ills
spurts duriiiK the tournament, but
ho bowled a highly consistent same
until tho linal match, when ho fell
off aliphtly. .. liy that time, however, tho Banker had estaollhhetl
euch a substantial lead through his
consistent work that ho was uble
to finish with a margin of three

over
average,
pins for general
.Marsh and Knrtehner of tha Forest Service, who had an averugu of
17.'!.
This pave him a lead of 45
pins for the 15 games.
In the comini,' tournament many
look for the Kesteratcur, Korman,
to finish well ahead of Jianker
Wagner. Others look to one of the
or
Forest service men, Marsh
Kartehner, to wind up the season
on top. However, the majority of
thOFe who saw the Kesteratour to
rapture top Ecore. A few look to
Swalm, a "dark horse."
Members of the howling commission met at the Y. SI. C. A. .Saturday to arrange for the organization of the regular league. The
one Just closed was merely a preliminary to obtain averages and
organize teams from the averages
compiled.
The first business of the meet-wa- s
to officially announce the
winner of the prize for hlsh score
tho final week. This prize, a
shaving set, was awarded to Ken-iiC. Kartehner, supervisor of the
Manznno national tjrest, who rolled 211 last Tuesday night. Through
this win the forest service captured three of the five prizes offered
for high game each week. Kitsch
and Marsh had each won the rrizes
in previous weeks.
It was then announced that Raymond K- Marsh had resigned as
a member of the commission. K. V.
Merry, general secretary of the Y.
if. C. A., and O. M. love, a;stant
secretary or trie same orlganization,
were elected to membership.
Compilation of averages was then
taken up and John G. Wagner officially announced winner of the
loving cup awarded for high average. Then teams were organized
according to the averages. The
teams were selected so as to obtain
as nice a balance 68 possible. In
order to assure balance it was decided to follow a handicap plan
after the first two weeks If necessary.
It was decided to use the name
names for teams in the coming
tournament as was used in the preliminary affair and to give each
captain of a team in the preliminary tournament tho same name for
team. Thus Karman drew the
Navy, Wagoner,
Cornell, Evers,
Yale, Graham Army, Berry, Princeton and Keldman, Harvard.
Some of the players were allotted
.slightly different scores for the
coming tournament than they
made in the past tournament. Tliis was arranged in the
opinion that some rolled slightly
the scores they will reach in
the regular tournament, while
others were somewhat below it.
That Hill Karman Is figured ns
top bowler of the city was indicated in tho fact that hp was allotted
an average of 1S5. This is nine
pins more than any other bowler
was Flven. Wagner being placed
second with the ITS ho average in
the past tournament. Swalm, Is
r.lso rated at 185, but bis average
is merely guess, as he has not yet
bowled here.
The definite rate for openinar the
big league has not been set. How-tve- r,
it is expected to be set for
week. Tha bowling
early next
commission will meet next Friday
and determine the date.
It was officially ennounerd at
the mee'innr tr.at the Knvy had won
the preliminary tournnment, with
14 games won
only cn lost,
Cornell
for an average of .833.
was second, with nine irames won
' and six lort and Harvard and
Army
finished in a tie for third, with seven games won and eight liHt.
Although the I'ri'icetnnlans finished in lat place the Pierry TMck--r- s
were f;tr from belnr Tvithoiit
After lnlnt? 12 stralTbt
honor.
Fames, tho lowly T'rinTtoTitnns finished with a trrcat rrsh and knocked Uie runner-u- p
Cornel! crew out
of r possible chnnce for first place
by Inking two nut of three pnmes.
nut the lowly
Pickers
er

ly

ad

'

lrry

for the reason that in the average
year the average hunter doeg not ELEGTRICITY IS
know where to look for them, and
when he sees a great many does
and no bucks ho concludes there is
a buck shortage, whereas he has
failed to find the bucks.
BEIMG PRODUCED
LOW 111 simply
The truth of this was forcibly demonstrated during tho past year in
the Silver City region, whore for
past a buck shortage has
BY A WINDMILL
SUNSHINE STATE years
been recorded!
When the 1922
drouth, however, forced all of tho
bucks Into tha lower country, ev
was astounded at the num- Estimate Shows That Only erybody
bor of bucks seen, and almost ev- Kansas Farmer Illuminates
succeeded in bagging ono.
His House.
Barn and
One Buck a Year Is Pro- erybody
It remains a fact, however, that
l
n
U l Stnnls
II...
II IU IsUUIS,
shortage exists in some
duced for Each Town- the buck
UIUUIIU5,
places to a dangerous degree. There
Feed
Grind
and
Churn
of
la
a certain school of thought
Range
ship
it
6
.400
Yale
among sportsmjn which advocates
2
13,1
13
Prineton
Kans-Dec. 24.
Hutchison,
that the way to meet this situation
RV AIiPO I.KOrOT.D
Tho individual averages for the
A.
is to open tho season on does. The Across the Atlantic ocean on the
M.
SotTPtury
tournament follow:
For the past ten years it has New Mexico Game Protestive As British Isles, men are discussing tho
Total
the opin
Pins Aver been apparent to observant sports- sociation has so far held
Games
Name
ion that this line of reason is a probability of windmills producing
r.HO
3
Karman
W
men that the deer supply of New dangerous fallacy, and tho exper olectrlclty in rural sections. Three
15
176
S,B3.
Wagner
Mexico was gettins low and thai ience of other States bears out and
miles south of Hutchi173
2,077
Kartehner ..,.12
which remains this opinion. New York has twice son a Kansas man
2.5H3
173 tho breeding stock
has
done
.Marsh
.,!;",
to
It
as
same
ought
the
situation and has that and found that italready
faced
171 Is not as productive
15
2, 5 til
Hollman
works sucis
season
on
probably
year
bucks
twice
500
tho
per
does,
1.(11)7
IBS be;
opened
r.iair
m- S
167 a rough average of what Ncw
1.33!
only to find that the annual kill cessfully.
Perry
15,000,-00- 0
H. A. Pennington tested his
of bucks did not decrease, where
165 ico has been producing on
1.1)80
Feldmnn
electricity-generatin- g
acres of country suitable for as a great slaughter of does took windmill
12
160
1,922
Meyers
" 422
and the annual number of plant and found that he could il181 producing deer. This is less than
15
Push
place
of
160 one buck per year per township
P022
...12
hunting accidents increased prodi luminate his house, barn, grounds
Myers
15
154 deer range.
2,302
giously.
Hogan
record,
and have electricity to spare for
this
with
As
4
compared
55
152
3
Fields
Increasing the kill of females is pumping, milking,
incubation purS0
152 Pennsylvania has been producing
device for increasing
a
Murrnv
poor
mighty
a
on
n 2 r, 7
15
150 around 3,000 bucks per year deer the supply of males. The best way poses, churning, cooking and grindOrahum
of
area
feed.
smaller
12
149 very much
P7SB
to
a buck supply is to Insure ingA twelve-foPnatiight
wheel on a forty-foWhile all of thesp figures theinsure
148 range.
892
adequate observance of game
Whittenberg . . 63
close
are
tower is the main part of the
they
are
approximations,
444
US
bound
are
Arnot
These
refuges
refuges.
conclusively
plant, Pennington says.
12
145 enough to demonstrate
1,745
Henin7
as a nat- to be preferred range for deer, and generating
when
windmill will operate
143 that our deer, considered
12
1,744
will be naturally appropriated by The
Ilusscy
a
not
In
are
thrifty
Is
resource,
an
ural
there
'5
141
845
bucks
and
older
and
Kelly
the
stronger
most n.ansas
oreeze, no explains,
15
140 and productive condition.
2,09!)
Johnson ,
these will then bo safe against breezes
Remedies lTopORcd
are that strong or stronger
13S
12
1.6U2
Lovo
been killing. This will force the young- and
have
remedies
Two
general
the wind does all the, work.
9
137
1,320
Pveppert
situation. The er bucks and the old stags into
When stronger winds come, the
11
136 proposed for this season. The sec- the
1,484
Stoddard
or open territory, mill
thB closed
is
first
still generates electricity
130
11
1,491
Campbell
of a sys- where they will not only furnish a
the wind becomes better than
!)
135 ond Is the establishment
W. Hinith
1,21
or constant supply of hunting, but will
areas
closed
of
tem
permanently
A
8
1.07H
135
Mean)
to Insure against the existence
The latter is the
will automatically shut
134 game refuges. now beins tried by tend
1,201
Schumaker ... !
of dry does on this territory. Of off thegate
of action
line
6
13S
795
Uraim
generating.
commission.
course the present refuges will
9
130 the state game
1.173
for KanOstertag
Each of the alternative remem: have to be gtven time to got into sasCalms hold iton isthreats
!
129
K. Smith
declared, since
1,029
farmers,
The
weak
and
effect
before
this
points.
its
has
strong
real
operation
125
12
of the
1,504
Roberts
closed on the buck shortage may be ex- tho storage connections
strong point of the proposed
1,880
Windmill, for days when there Is no
Poppenwell ...15
is that it is conservative pected.
122 season to
12
accommodate
will
the
1,469
Goelitz
breeze,
appearances,
superficial
On a
many of the smaller of most rural homes and needs
3 61.
120 and,
Irwin
tholr
weak points mountain good
Its
thorough-goinof New Mexico,
ranges
118 are
9
1,062"
Putnick
needs for ten days without the
difficulty of enforcement, tho deer supply has been allowe
thp
115
.
.
1.37S
.12
revenue
O. M. Love.
of
windmill turning. Kansas periods
curtailment
re5
492
99 the
the to become so decimatedbe that
Garduno
and
enforcement,
days are unknown,
from
expected of windless has
alone can hardly
9
80
717
VuVi n
seafuges
the
been Informed.
when
that
Pennington
such
danger
In
normal
to
It
restore
to
Following are tho teams selected son is opened again the deer will
"The system is entirely automatic
seaclosed
local
cases,
temporary
the
be
allotted
and the averages
by
have become tame and may
State Game as all the electricity is generated
commission:
i
eaRilv slaughtered in large quan- sons establlsher by the,
while pumping water for farm purCornell Wagner, 176; Meyers. tities. Its greatest weakness, how- Commission under its now regulaposes." explained the man who In118; ever. Is that it is negative in its na- tory powers are undoubtedly the stalled tho system, believed to be
160: Ilussey,
145; Futnlck.
should
be
which
repursued.
129;
K.
natural
F. 'Huberts, 125;
remedy
Smith,
ture. To protect a
one in Kansas Intended to
The sportsmon of New Mexico the firstthe needs
source by refraining from using it
total, S53.
of a farm. "The
Yale Evers, 165; n. Griffith, may be preservation, but it is not should not bo satisfied until the supply will furnish lighting,
and
Stato is producing 5,000 bucks per plant for
120; Shoemaker, 134; W. Smith, conservation.
milking four cows at a
The strong points of tho game year instead of the present 600. power
135; Prann, 133; Kartehner, 173;
and
for
Ironing,
washing,
buck time,
total 8110.
refuge system are that it is prob- Even this would bo only one
about tho houso
150; Bollman, ably easMv enforced, does not in- per year per 3,000 acres of deer other purposes
Armv Graham,
and
farm."
breeda
171; Goelitz, 122; Wittenberg, 14S; terfere with revenues and keeps range and it would require
motor may be
A
Johnson, 140; F. O. Wagner, 120; the deer wild, but at tho same time ing slock of probably five animals run from tho power
The only
battery.
total. 857.
insures against depletion of tho per buck killed to sustain perman- cost of
the generating machinery
Its weak points ently this production.
It is quite
Navy Karman, 183; Love. 1 1 i: breeding stock.
New which Is placed at the top of the
obvious that tho average
Hogan. 154; Murray, 152: Field, are that It may not be sufficiently
to offset the con- Mexico range could provide feed windmill, is that of the oil necesthorough-goin- g
140; Eicholz, 110; total 856.
Princeton Berry. 107; Oster- stantly increasing drain on the deer for five animals on every 3,080 sary for lubrication, according to
may
Pennington.
tag, 130: Poppenwell, 135; Swalm, supply and that the refuges
without the slightest
well enforced acres
Harry T. Taylor, also of Hutchinother resource or
185; Kahn, 80; Blair, 153; total, not be sufficiently
with
to actually function as a safeguard industry, andany
to
852.
thus son, built a similar windmill elecfailure
our
Felman, 165; Gar- against the depletion of breeding stock the New Mexico deer ranges trical plant before Pennington's
Harvard
tested. Taylor's was a pastduno, 100; Reppert, 137; Stoddard. stock.
to more than. 10 per cent of their was with
him and was placed at his
ime
Refuge System
measure
13(i: White. 150: Marsh, 173; to
the
in
the New productive capacity which wo are country home on Little river- A
speaking,
Generally
tal, S61.
-'
of
the
opportunity
associaProtective
Mexico Gamo
Denver man Is believed to have
Hon has favored giving the refuge wasting year by year.
been the first to have used a
BODIES OF 2 LOUISIANA
svstem n trial. It will take two or
plant. His name Is O. P.
rv,i,m ftrln or Influenza
to complete this
more
threo
years
Frltchlo, and his invention dates
MCB. VICTIMS BURIED trial. If, after that time, u sun and as a Preventive take Laxative back
to four years ago.
The
appears that tho deer are going BROMO QUININE Tablets.
Vf
Continued from Page On.
down hill, it may be necessary to box bears the signature of
close the season entirely as a last Grove. (Be sure ;ou get BROMO.)
Immediately Inauguarted the sec- resort. It is probably the attitude 30c.
of
of
ond phase, arrests
suspects
of the average good sportsman that
the crime. .During Friday an In- ho would
CKANDCHTlyn HAD C'UOI PY
rather cease hunting than
and
Alexandria
ut
company
COUUII
to have thp deer exterminated, but
fantry
a machine gun company at New that ho would prefer not to cease
grandchild could get no re"My
188 PROOF
Orleans were ordered to entrain hunting if there is any other way lief whatever
from a very bad
seat of to conserve the deer. Ha looks croupv cough," writes Peter Lan-dlfor Pastrop, the parish
Pints, quarts, gallons
Morehouse.
upon the game refugp system as a
Meyersdale. Pa., "until I gave
other way, holding out him Foley's Honey and Tar. It Is
Accompanying tho machine gun possible
For Your Car
a great heln for chest and throat
company was the attorney general, igood promise of success.
What are the factors which will trouble." Cojghs. colds, croup,
who went to set the legal machinALBUQUERQUE
of
ery of tire state in motion, and nlso determine the success or failuredeer
throat, chest ril bronchial Irritarelieved with Foley's
LUMBER CO.
two eminent pathologists of New game refuges as a device for
tions
quickly
An analysis of the Honey
production?
and Tar. Contains no
states
and
Phone 421
of
other
on
this
thp
experience
Arrest is Mado
ingredien's printed
on this opiates
wrapper. Stood the test of time
Yesterday, the first of the many throws a good deal of light
423 North First.
Sold
arrests promised by the attorney question.
serving three generatior.s.
It is obvious in the first place everywhere.
A dv.
a
when
former
was
made
general
that unlets tho refuges arn endeputy sheriff was jailed charged
will be a failure. To
with murder. Two national ffiiard forcedthetbv
whole matter in a nut
companies established camp oh the put
Mexico
has mor area
New
court house grounds and trained shell,
to
and less money for patroj
machine guns on the Jail. The at- thanpatrol
almost any other state in the
torney general set January 5 as union, H follows, therefore, that
An even with
the date for open hearings.
the most careful finan
innuest was held after pathologists cial management on the part of the
anand
bodies
examined
the
had
state
game
department, it can
nounced the men had been beaten never hope to adequately patrol a
and some bones broken before they system of big game
refuges by
of the purely police methods.
died. Tho identification
Public sentiment can, however,
bodies was pronounced satisfactory
to the authorities and were turned secure a substantial observance of
thp refuge system. If the average
over to relatives for burial.
sportsman will make it plain to his
fellows that he considers it an unCHINESE TO STUDY
derhanded practice to trespass on
There are days to send merchandise- refuges, then his fellows will gradAUTO CONSTRUCTION
come
same
to look at it in the
And days to send bills;
ually
IN DETROIT FACTORY way. Also, if the average citizen
But today of all days we send
will declinp to accept gifts of venison from parties known to be law
T.n Ancreles Dec 24. Whn the
GOOD WILL
breakers, the average law breaker
steamship
City of Dos Angeles will soon fall in line with the prevu
nere
docked
urougni alent public opinion,
jesieraay
five graduates of Chinese univerrredatory Animals
sities who will go to Detroit to
It Is obvious, in the second place,
learn tha construction of automo- that refuges cannot function sucDRUG
biles in an automobile
factory cessfully unless kept fairly clean
there. Upon the completion of this of predatory animals destructive to
study, they wilt return to China doer. There is grave danger that
The Rexall Store
and be placed in charge of an as- unless additional finances can be
aid. secured thp present predatory anisembling plant there, they
First and Central
Phones 63 and 65.
mal campaign will not make sufto keep the refuges
ficient
DELIVERY
FREE
Kuropo could easily liquidate clean. headway
of thp unsolved
her indebtedness to the United problemsThis is or.e
the sportsmen and
States if it could bo done with stockmen facing
of
state.
There is
thp
liquids. Cleveland Commercial.
very strong evidence that if the
can
be
refuges
pnforced aid the
Journal Want Ads. bring results. predatory
animals cleaned out, a
went much further than that. In
their grand final rush they made
a show of all the other teams, including tho "Gobs," with tho best
They
game of tho tournament.
rolled a framo of S77, high Eingle
game record for tho tournament by
many pins. Had it not been for a
slip in the second gamo of the
night they would Juivo pwanified
with
Cornell and finished
high
threo game? tolal. As it was Navy
hud high total for threo games
with 2,452.
Tho final standings of the teams
la as follows:
W. U
Pet.
.'.in
a
ti
Cornell
.67
s
7
.417
Army
s
7
.407
Harvard
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1 This advertisement is
rected to the people who
have received money for
di-
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Christmas.

If you are in the business
world, or hope to enter, to
what better use could you
put this money than for a
course
at the Western
School?
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MISS ANNE
BERRYMAN
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With Associate Players
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"Dawn of the

fountains"

We suggest:
Stenography

Plays changed Sundays,

Wednesdays and
Fridays.

Bookkeeping

Secretarial
Accountancy

i'

WESTERN SCHOOL FOR
PRIVATE SECRETARIES

Tijeras at Eighth.
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I
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.
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NIGHT,
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Wind Shield

Glass-Lumb-

J. C. HAI.IIRIIMiE
431 Smith I'lmt

8lrt

8:15

PRICES:

V

55c
25c

Adults,
Children
E. FORREST

er

TAYLOR.

Tax Included

CO
Hione 403

LUMIIKR

tin-lo- ss

.

one-hor-

intei1-feren-

TO

-

wind-rleetr-

OUR

CUSTOMERS

AKD

FRIENDS

5
r !

With beat wishes for your prosperity and
success during the coming year

'

ALCSifi

we extend to you the

j

Greetings of the
Season

--

and assure you of our earnest desire for
a continuation of the cordial relations existing between U3.

Seasons Gree tings,

A

4ii
1

fAlV

large increase of deer is almost
bound to follow.
Tho meat of the matter seems to
be that a refuge is an enormously
effective device for gamn production in a "clean" country. This is
the big lesson which tho history of
Pennsylvania has taught. Predatory animals were practically exterminated in Pennsylvania decades ago,- but no increase of deer
took place until the refuge system
was established and well patrolled.
The minute this was done, however, the phenomenal increas of
deer occurred, and this accounts
for the present heavy annual kill.
One of tho perplexing problems
In connection with our deer situation today Is the buck shortage,
which undoubtedly exists in some
parts of the stato. It is obvious,
of course, that no breeding stock
can bp productive if there is an
actual shortage' of males.
There is good reason to believe,
however, that the buck shortage is
not always so serious as it appears,

I

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M

F.

"Peace On Earth;
Good Will Toward

ien"
,

ALL

THE

year these words

their rythm into the

warp and woof of living
but at Christmas time the exultant melody 13 flung broadcast into
the world.
Hold it fast this lovable, beautiful, livable Christmas song.

Giw

WE WISH YOU

Merry Christmas

"i
':

'

Happy and Prosperous.

Star Furniture Co.

I'MmS'

.

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST
107 8.

Crown Piinee Carol of Roumania and his wife, formerly Princess Helen
There Is no royal road to marital bapplneu and so Prinoo Carol,
fceir to the Roumanian throne, and hia wife, formerly Princess Helen of
O recce, have sffftsud to disagree.
The pruice3s is reported about to file
irit lot divorce in Paris, charging desertion and misconduct. She is
UJicved to bo in Athens. The prince has returned to Mine. Jcann
XuibriafhU .momaatic wife. ,
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WOMEN SEEK TO GET COEDS ON FARMS

U.S. INTERESTED

,

Page Three
at this time of the year, which oirl; a. picture. I claim the right
commemorates the birth of Christ, I' work and service.
J he
what might have happened it
sentiment of every church:
some ot those who now lieaiilc-imi Christmas day will le 'IVmf
denounce me. had been pre.- - ut mi Earlh and rtoodw'.ll to all M m

TATTY" QUOTES

II

SANTA FE ROM

THE SCRIPTURES

REPARATIONS

What will be the nlUtud
tent thief on the crns. in words tlir ihy lifer Clu'i: 'Wis. to l:i".
that have influenced the liuntir.
th:ur,
race more, than any oilier word
K AniitX-KLK.- "
Would not some of
uttered.
ever
fJ ft
these
have denounced
persons
ri ii;i;m, .icdoi, j) i res
Christ and stoned him for what In
New York.
M.
said
.lihlre Thomas 1.
'li.it I'!' Id. of
JIls l'lcliircs Are ( loan
Declares He Is Innocent of "No one ever suv a picture el Jirooktyii 'iicil s.i.l.l-nl- y
in his home
(hat was not clean ami today, while decora ling a Cbrbt-rmi- s
the Crime of Which He mine
So one will ever sec
wholesome.
tree.
Was Accused; Asks Pubpeni-

'.

.

V

Company Expects to Put in
Summer Rates Next Year,
to a Letter
. According
From Traffic Chief

Problem Must Be Solved or
We Will Lose All the Advantages Gained at the
Washington Parley

That the Santa Fe road is
advertising ' Albuquerque
tively
now, and expects to put in sum-mrates next year, is indicated in
a letter from W. J. Block, passenger traffic manager, to the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce
under date of December 14. Dr.
Black eayfi:
"We have in mind fixing;
upi
summer fares fur Albuquerque the,
coming season.
"In referenco to advertising, it la
our purpose to do 'everything we
A llm
niiprnn a cnTiwiKtpnt
with what we do for other points
in New Mexico.
"I am sending you tinder separate cover examples of tho literature exploiting New Mexico, and
particularly Albuquerque.
"First, is tho winter tourist loaf-lfares
conspfrtiuosly
showing
from all points in the north and
tho
to
are
east which
tributary
Santa Fe system.
"Second is our general folder of
New Mexico giving,maps and other
particuinteresting data, and your to
illuslar attention is directed
trations on page thirteen and
fourteen, of tho splendid buildings
in AlDuquerque.
j niw,
with tho map of New Mexico on
the back pages of the publication,
makes Albuquerquo distinctly conspicuous.
"Third, is our leaflet entitled
'Off the Beaten Path in New MexYour particular
ico and Arizona.'
e
attention is invited to pages thirty-onpage thirty-on- e
to thirty-foudevoted to various sight-seI:being
.n Via
.......
J
"a mnHa frnnl
1I1J WIUl.II lllrtjr
Illg 41
X'Albuquerquo to points of interest
nearby. Tnla circular, iroro. uuis of niaadvertising standpoint,
tcrial value to rve.w .Mexico as u-'
in part whole, and to Albuquerque
tieubir.

Washington, Dec. !M. Expressing confidence that "Moro mature
reelection" would serve to diminish
opposition to his proposal that the
of
president call a conference
world powers for discussiou. ut
economic uucstions and further reduction of land and sea armaments,
ot
Senator Borah,
republican
Idaho, in a formal statement to
that "wo have
night, declared
l reached a point where wo arc to
,
.
...j
;...!' ..t tin,
Washington urms conference" unless a solution of the reparations
problem is found."
The Idaho senator made no direct referenco to the statement, issued lust night by Senator Johnson,
another
California,
republican,
'irreconcilable" in which the Borah
amendment to the pending nnvul
appropriation bill was ussailed in-uo
a proposal which would "dump
t
to America's lap the economic
Europe and tho reparations muddle." Senator Borah did mention,
however, opposition to tho
which, he said, was along
the lines of that to the arms conference when it first was proposed.
Timidity'. and opposition in that
case, shifted, ho added, to "very
general support" tin tho proposal
was studied.
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pamphlet entitled
"Fourth, is
'Fred Harvey Meal Service.' Page
at
sixteen mentions Albuquerque
the head of the list, of dining
attenrooms, and your Particular
tion ts called to pages twenty-thre- e
with illustrations
and twenty-fou- r
of the Alvnrado at Albuquerque,
coupled with data on page twenty-si'By
"Fifth, is a folder entitled
is describthe Way.' Albuquerque
e
thirty-twand
ed on pages thirty-onYou will also notice that at
the folder
throughout
places
many
n,

x.

'

Albuquerque is given conspicuous
place in captions.
Evey one of tho Santa Fe's im- -'
of the
portant agencies and each
! district
representatives in forslgn
with
I
territory is amply provided
as our gen- these publications
ft
SittiOCHl
ttlPV fire
fl n
i.n.aanirQK
1
being mailed constantly to proepeci ttve passengers. . . . Jn 11.A C11TTV1A1
;
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mentioned, Albuquerque, Las
win oe amuiiK
Vegas and Santa
the very few points in the United
States which enjoy me Denems m
being advertised as both winter
and summer resorts, with reduced
rates for both winter and summer

travel."
It is understood that theso and
other favors result largely from
the visit of B. K. Putney, president, and M. I.. Fox, manager of
t the
the Chamber of Commerce,
Chicago offices of the- - Santa Fc
three months ago.
1

SHERIFF RELEASES
ROBBERY SUSPECTS

Left to right, Mrs. Frances King; Mrs. Russell K. Tyson, president
Motional Farm and Garden Association; Mrs. Bertram W. Rosen-tonsnapped at the Chicago convention.
"The hope of the country lies in getting women with education on
the farm," Mrs. Newton B. Ashby, sister of Secretary of Agriculture
Wallace, told the delegates at tho meeting of the National Farm and
e,

Garden Association in Chicago. "The women with college degrees will
not stand for tho drudgery of the farm women of yesterday and will,
consequently, turn their effort to running the farms on scientific
'
lines."

Listen,WorJ&!
AND

UTZITTCM

tLLiST7?ATT

By C0& koomsort

HOMAGE TO I'ASTEf

I've been moving. And this talk
is going to bo about pn'int. I im
going to fay the roughest things
possible about paint and if you've
ever moved and tried to pniut. some
second hand furniture I'm sure of
a sympathetic audience. Of course
it was second hand furniture. Me
being a writer, it. goes without saying that it was second hand. But
it was nifty furniture at that
classy lines although somewhat
uecayco. as in suriai'e, y Know, mo
says I to myself, "I'll get mo somej
of theso art tone
enamels
and
camouflage this hardware so's it'll
look like a second cousin to a rainhow."
Then down I hied to the paint
shop and
proceeded to buy the
paint. Now, I'm not an expert in
paint buying. In tho light of my
recent discoveries I realize that I
have tasted n
should probably
spoonful, sent a sample to tho bureau Of horticulture, wired Volstead, and enlisted the (sympathies
of the better babies campaign. But
instead, being of a guileless nature
(I might remark in passing that
I'm the sweet
kind of
a girl you so seldom find any more,
to tho deep grief of all commercial
crooks) I just stuck my finger on
th color card and said glmmcthat.
So they gave it to me gladly.
Now according to the color cards
and labels on tho cans I had n
that would have
palntorial line-u- p
satisfied
the Royal
academy.
There was a galloping
green, a
ramping rose, a bellowing blue and
a ticklish tan. Or at any rate, the
cans said there was. .But .when I
opened 'cm

mation points stands for. If you
haven't, go buy some for yourself.
You
needn't, expect to learn all
lessons- at. my exlife's saddest
pense. Suffice to state that J will
never trust a paint can again.
Never. Why. tho contents of those
tins had about as much relationship to the remarks on the labels
as near beer has to thn, stuff we
lougnt the revolution on.
-
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M erry Christmas
TO ALL AND MAY EVERYONE

HAPPY

BE

It is our wish that, no boy or girl in Albuquerque be without a Christmas gift'
and may the good cheer and happy wishes of tho
be extended to all.
.sea.-n-

"Without the door lot sorrow lie
And if for cold it hap to die
We'll bury it in a Christmas pie
And evermore bo merry."

'- -f
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The Good W ill you hao shown
is an obligation which wo attempt to repay with the In all
of these Cuod WiHiS:i we
nd you today.

CHRISTMAS

MERRY

arid
HAPPY

NEW

till

YEAR

NiM'lli

l'irst

v.

r

Remember, that Albuquerque is now passing from
a haphazard desert village into 'one of the most
beautiful residential and business cities in tho
In this vast inland empire filled with
country.
inexhaustable latent Wealth she is without peer or
You are here above the clouds in this
competitor.
city of homes enjoying sunshine and exhilirating
mountain air, where coughs and colds do not linger
long; instead of being elsewhere shivering at sight
of icicles and gloomy- skies. Here you can retain
or grow back to health. Here you may also prosper if you .participate in the increase of values by
owning a well selected bit of this city. To be conscious Of the abovo, some think is to be contented
to a large degree. Contentment, some claim, is an
element of peace on oarth and good will toward
men.

3fEKRY CHRISTMAS

National Garment Co.

......

I

MEYER OSOFF, MANAGER
403 West Central Avenue
-

;

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

'
i.-'if-

tj

pott

55H

JOSEPH COLLIER
Constructive Real Estate Service
Number

207 Wett Gold Avenue.

i

WE THANK YOU
FOR YOUR
VERY GENEROUS
PATRONAGE
AND WE WISH YOU
THE
COMPLIMENTS
OF THE

f

OUR BESTWiSHES

MERRTi, Ail

SEASON

XMAS

L L Washhiim

Co.

"Albuquerque's Exclusive
A

.wish of

player, has uat
the challenge of Rubinstein,
Wnner of the recent international
tourney in Vienna. The match is to
be held in England for a $15,000

tlTwrnW

AN OLD

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX.
STORC WITH A NEW

I0D

.A

Wiampion chess

Smp ihtTH wiHwiltimif.

iiid'i.-tm- ?

f'rintii:v

One of tho most precious jewels we can present
you with at this season is to direct your attention
to the fact that, at least, for once in your life,
you are in the right place at the right time you
being in Albuquerque at this time of year and at
this period of this city's evolution.

1

Cotfcnr

wns

r3"

May your Christmas be a
happy one and success attend
your New Year, is the cordial

He.

ican

hesi-rone-

'r-- v

The good Avill of our patrons
and friends is one of our most
valuable assets. The spirit oi
the season brings to us renewed appreciation of the old
associates and of the value of
new friends.

Shaving Soap

Dec. 21 The America n einicisM' buil.lin,,- - ;a the exposition ground.-- i and also tho Amer-

In--

ii.r

.

HALL'S ROYAL PHARMACY
121.

Corner Second and Gold.

Clothiers"

.

bright little greeting
To wish you good cheer,
very Merry Christmas
And a Happy New Year.

We have enjoyed a most excellent business during
the year about to close, and we fully appreciate
of our customers in making this
the
business a great success and hope that trade will
be as good, if not better, in 1923.'

Phone

J

,
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WORLD CHESS KING
ACCEPTS CHALLENGE

The Safety Razor

IUILHINC OPENED

C. S.

K'o

.

all-st-

jCuticura Soap!
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Kohcoe

!!!!!!

ciated Press). Four thousand fans
baseball
saw the American
20 to
team defeat the
1. here today.

purse.

Illinois.
Her son .diehard. 71'
in !he celebra
years old. viil l
h:oi mi'ttlicr
who is
jVnri oliler!
in

,

It

Jose P Capablanca.

1
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AMERICANS
Dec. 24 (by tho Asso-

'

If

Ami while our bitterness is welling up, let mo pause to remark that
there arc a whole lot of folks just
like that paint. Alabaster Angics,
with the exterior of saints, and a
solid tobasco disposition hidden beBlushind their pearly profiles.
tering, Benjamins with backbones
that a fish worm would be asharru
ed to own. An' others. You never
If you have ever bought paint you can tell by the labels, either in
will know what that row of excla paint or folks!

France's hom-'kg- e
to Louis Pasteur, chemist and
biologist, on the occasion of the
tocentenary of his birth, began Pasday with a ceremony in tho
teur Institute. Delegations from
scientific bodies marched in procession, before the tomb "of Pasteur.
24.

.Mrs.

her
rniett, who
11 I'll birthdav Inmnm.ii'
on
oo.l-- i nek. Ill
a nn near
Is i.jiy-'- d
to be the t'Mct I'liristniad baby'

-
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Paris. Dec.

1

Yf AHS OI.I)

:.
Mary
will celebrate

a Square Deal

Angeles, Calif.. Dee. 21.
('. (Fatty) Arbuckle, motion picture actor today ijuotedthe
scriptures "As yo Judge, so shall
yo.hc judged" in his first official
statement on the controversy which
followed the Christmas
"pardon"
,y Will II. Hays,
grunted him
titular head of tho motion picture
Joseph
indusiry. Simultaneously.
M. Sehcncli, producer, who will reemploy thu' comedian, announced
he Was sei King a scenario suitable
for Arhiirkle and that work on a
pietui'o would bo begun as soon as
it. w:is found.
Arhurlilc's statement follows:
".Ml
ask is the rights of an
Ann rii'au citizen
American fair
and
misfortune
play.
Through
tra::le accident I was tried on a
clwrai of which I was absolutely
of
Innocent. A jury composed
eight men and four women, all of
whom were of high character and
excellent civic Mamling, and all of
whom were members of various
fai: lis. found me
Not
innocent.
only that, but the sumo jury sent
a. message to the American
people
in this language:
Aciiiiiital 'nt Enough
" 'Acquittal is not
for
enough
n
Arbuckle, We feel that, a
great Injustice has been done him.
ur Debt.
We also feel that, it was only our
r.'.iropc-'fDiscussing Europe's war debt to
duty to give him this exonBorah
Senator
eration under
tho United Stales,
the evidence, for
be
to
seem
tin
was not trm slightest proof
"Some
said:
people
exercised over tho cancellation of adduced to Connect, him in any way
this debt," nddi.ig. "I am far mon with tin commission of a crime.'
"1 alike the
exercised over Europe's inability to
jury, those denouncI have not any tear about ing me heard no part of the evipayaro
dence
without knowledge
inn
debt.
of
this
cancellation
tho open
the facts. Tho scripture says
But no child now living will see in- of
t
lliut
'as
judge, so shall yo be
payment if tho subject ot reparaMow would my accusers
tions is permitted to go from bad Judged.'
to he Judged as they are judgto worse until another war lakes like lur?
ing
place. ..
Inst il ut ions of mv country.
"The
"Wo are interested in inc. recourts and juries, and tho law
therefore, jtho
questions.
parations
of the land
;
declared me
because we are interested in the iioccnt, and have
I a in . entitled to the
payment of what F.uropn owes benefit and protection of the law.
us. We are also interested In it Those who are unjustly, uhtrutli- wo
want
because
European
usly and venomously
to our farm fully, maficii
markets opened
nir are refusing to abide
are.
Millions
hunger- attacking
products.
by the established law of the land.
ing and dying in Europe lor the
Says Ho Is IniNK-cn- t
"I am not only wholly innocent,
products which are rutting on
wo
that
Shall
say
our farms.
but mor than that. There Is a
these matters do not concern us'.' higher law which deals with the
Xohtlng concerns us more."
sniritual side of mankind,
Asserting that, tho reparations slll.oly )llis ijhHstmil!, time should
"directly,
tangle
immediately nnt , the season when the voice
I'nited of tlio Pluirisco is heard in the
concerns
the
vitally"
States, Senator Borah declared: land.
"But even suppose that I had not
"It involves millions to our
Involve an- been able to establish conclusively
people and it may
1
over
not
am
conflict.
other
my innocence but. that I were conbut Hutu scientiously endeavoring
fond of conferences,
through
are times when they aro helpful. an orderly life, to atone for my
This seems to bo ono of theso mistakes, would I not bo entitled
to an appeal for .forgiveness- actimes."
Many Precedents
cording to tho scriptures, the letter
There aro many precedents for of which so. many in tho pulpit
the
seem to observe, und the ppirit of
tho conferenco he proposed,
senntor said,
adding that the which somo in the pulpit seem to
I'nited States had participated ignore?
"If is not difficult to visualize
officially in such conferences nnfi
nations inOre
with
Europrttn
o
than once, and had mever
ment continued, "have never been
tatcd to confer with ref
to economic, financial and com regarded
by the most zealous
advocates of our traditional polirnereial matters.
the state cies as in contravention to them."
"Such conferences,"

ur

Santa Fc. Dec. 24. Tho . seven
men arrested hero Saturday morning, in the belief that some of
them might have been Involved in
the robbery of the United States
mint at Denver, have been released
John
from custody
by Sheriff
Shoemaker.
trav-iin- r
to
tourists
be
They proved
frnm Denver to California
in a. big touring car.
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Have More
Letter Men Next Season
Than in Any of His Experience at Columbus
Will

Columbus. O., Toc. 24. Ohio
football
Stale university's
for 1 y i: 3 are much brighter
than they were for tiic season just
ontled, according to officials of the
athletic department. Coach Wilce
will have more letter men next season than in of his experience here,
together with some pood fn simian
material.
llucUeyes
Of the twenty-seve,who participated in Hlg Ten game
this year, only eisht are certain
Practilosses through graduation.
cally the entile line was loet Inst
are
l'lxley,
Captain
They
year.
Konncth Pauley, tackle; E. .1. Kan-loMiC.
center; fullback, A.
chaels, and Halfback, AVilrrp r Isabel, H. H. Blair, Constatin
and I,. S. Moorohtad.
Veterans who will form the nuinclude
cleus of the 1023 ruuad
fttar forward
"IIokp" 'Workman,
passiiiff linlfl'aek: Frank UnnaUer,
fullbiick; Honi Pcteoff, X. 11. Dtin-laand II. W.
lluroW Waswn
,
Oherlln, tackles-- and Tom Lonit
Eleven
and II. IX Steel, guards.
of the 1!) lettermen available next
season are sophomores.
'Our prospects for next year are
they were for the
brighter thanended."
said Couch
season just
Wilce. "We will have more letter
men back than rver before, and we
have a fair freshman team to pick
from. However, you can never tell
about football. We thought at
The beginning of this ecasnn that
we would have a winning team,
but we won only one conference
game."
The season wits the most disastrous experienced by Ohio State
sinco It became a member of tbe
However,
conference.
Western
accomnearly 2.010 Ohio fans 111.,
for
panied the team to Urbana.
last
the
Illinois,
Its clash with
game of the season, which It won.

P

ts

pros-lioc-

Sr

BH

What Is So

Manila, Dec. 24. Death sentenofces of eleven
ficers of the Philippine constabulary were commuted to life imprisonment and life sentences of sixty
six privates were commuted to 1'
years imprisonment here today b
Leonard Wood, governor genera
of the Philippines.
The sentences grew out of riot
of December 16,1920, between th
Philippine constabulary and th
native police; during which fou
Americans and seven Filipinos wer

BRIGHTER
Coach Wilce

L0

Answers

to Questions.

-- O
Fifth and Central.

Phone 823.

a

1'ar-casl-

r

ierry As Christinas

On Kelly Tires?

.

n

'
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DEATH SENTENCES OF
11 FILIPINOS ARE
COMMUTED BY WOOD

mrasr ff 600 A'ST V0U:MAHY
6vTiA!lWVIJWiY
L7 N0THH5

December

tjou

merrij,
merrij
To Our

SHOE STOHB
West Central

209

J

MOSUL OIL

111

(Any reader can get the answer
to any question by writing The
Albuquerque Journal Information
Bureau, Frederic 1. Haskln,
Washington, D. C. This
offer applies strictly to information. The Bureau cannot give ad- Turkey Refuses to Accept
vice on legal, medical, and finanthe British Arguments
cial matters: It does not attempt
to settle domestic troubles, nor
That
Disputed territory
to undertake exhaustive research
Is a Part of Irak
on any subject. Write your question plainly and briefly. Give full
Settlename and address1 and enclose two
Dec.
Lausanne.
'
cents in stamps for return postage. ment of Mosul oil dispute reAll replies are sent direct to th ceived a setback today when the
inquirer.)
Turks notified the British delegates that they could not accept
be
automobileQ. Should an
contention
that
the British
In the winter time? V. 11. Mosul is part of Irak, and thereA. Varnishing should not be fore of Mesopotamia, over which
done with temperature below "0 there is a British mandate.
The
degrees Fahrenheit.
allies and Turks have been try
Q. HoW many miles of streets ing to solve this question ever
has New York? W. F. R.
since they arrived in Lausanne
A. The. streets of New York-hav- in connection
with
general
a mileage of 4.267. which is by means of private the
about one and a half times the dis- It will come into the discussions;
conference
tance from New York to Pan Fran- in connection with the general
cisco. Of this 2.295 miles are fixMng of Turkey's boundaries.
,
paved.
Mosul oil fields are said
ever made from to The
Is rhp-esQ.
be among the richest in the
reindeer milk? E. 3. G.
world.
Under the San Uemo
A. In Norway and Sweden the
Kngland gave France
milk of the reindeer Is sometimes agreement,
25 per cent of the output, but
used for cheese making.
came to Lausanne with
Q. How We nro the freighters Turkey
that the Mosul
used on the Great Lakes? F. II. II. the argument
A. The largest are 625 feet long vilayet, containing most of the
to Turkey
oil
property,
0
belongs
and can carry 14.000 tons or
chiefly because the population is
bushels of wheat.
The Turks want EngQ. Please! frlvn number of cas- Turkish.
as
Mosul
to recognize
o land
ualties In the collapse of the
Turkish
but
say they will allow
B.
brldce sonio scars aeo J.
A. In the first collapse; of the the British to work the oil fields.
Recently England sent a memOuebee bridge, August 29, 1907, 74
lives werp lost. In the second dis- orandum to the Turkish delegates
historiaster, September 11, 1916. there arguing that on ethnical,
economic
and
was a loss of eleven workmen in cal,
practical,
grounds, Mosul was really part
addition to those injured.
Turkey's answer, forQ. How mnoli are air mall avi- of Irak.
warded todav. is a refusal to ac- ators paid? T. E. T.
In
A. The base pay of aviators in Icept the British arguments.
be
document
the United states mail service is an eighteen-pag- e
Mosul
Turks
the
insist
that
In addition tbey receive
$2,000.
5 rents n mils for each flight.
should be considered
vilayet
Q. What preen vegetable is most separate from the rest of Irak
and as a part ,of Turkey.
productive? G. W. S.
A. Common cabbage Is said to
They deny that the population
be. the most productive, for it is of Mosul is chiefly Kurd and
believed that an acre of ground that for racial
reasons Mosul
will yield a greater weight of green
in
of
matter
the
shape
vegetablp
cabbage than in. that of any other without any definite Veeding, and
from uncertain stock. It is thought
vegetable whatever.
Q. How docs a rope cable com- by some authorities that a considpare with a chain cable in erable foundation of this local
Rhode Island poultry was an old
strength? A. G.
A. Compared with thP strength smooth-4eggeChina"
"Cochin
of hempen cable, a chain cable of stock; but that ordinary Cochins
one inch diameter of rod is eqifiv-alo- were also largely bred is undoubtto a hempen cable 10
ed, and thero is strong evidence
inches in circumference.
that the Asiatic stock was considQ. Io jtold coins vary In fine- erably crossed and
intermingled
ness?
with Brown Leghorn.
A. In the United
Ptntes gold
Q. What Is the difference becoins may vary from S99 to 901 in tween blue laws nnd blue sky laws?
fineness.
A report of the assay J. D.
commission
A. Blue laws Is a tprm commonshowed that they
actually varied only frotn 809.5 to ly applied to legislation regulatlntr,
900.2.
restricting or prohibiting certain
Q. What is the origin or the activities, on the .Sabbath or Lord's
PJiodc Island Kcd chicken. S. K. day. The term blun is also applied
A. Its origin waH similar to that to certain other legislation regulatof the Buff Orpington in F.ngland. ing the selling of slocks and bond.-- ',
it was a local race of poultry found to prohibit fraudulent dealings.
extensively in Hhode Island., pro- These are known as blun sky laws
duced by thP farmers themselves and are operative in many states.
.

should go to Irak, end conclude
that Mosul must be deemed an
integral part of Turkey.
Turkey's determined stand was
another vital problem to the list
which muBt bo settled when the
after Christdelegates
mas. The United Etatcs has a
the
in
disposal of
great interest
because of the oil
Mosul
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country

camp

at TIjeras was the
of honoring the presence
of several of the school teachers
last Saturin the neighborhood
A. Gibson,
day night. John Taylor, Childer-son
Louis
and
F. Walker
of the camp were among the
promoters of what proved to be
a very happy occasion.
John Taylor has taken up his
resl&ence
for the current two
weeks at the ranger station, relieving C. L. AVarnock, who, with
Mrs. 'Warnock, has gone to Rincon
for the holidays.
Among the visitors to the camp
Sunday last were Miss Irene M.
Burke, Carl Webb and P. H.
Clark.
Paul Stevens has gone to his
home in Fulton, Missouri, for the
Christmas season.
Tuesday and Wednesday even
A dance

ing Mr. Stabletord of Albuquerque
demonstrated his radio set for
the fans at the camp.
Drs. Gekler and Weigel of Albuquerque paid several calls at
the camp, on Thursday,' and were
the guests of the camp for dinner
that evening.

iany Friend- s-

"lis to wish you Merry Christmas
That we print this greeting card
'Tis a sign in this glad season
Of our friendliest regard.

Cfaaplins
SETTLEMENT OF

Patrons and

'

THAT'S THE WISH OF THE

.

De Luxe Cafe

.Seasons Greetings
mm m

3LJf FALLS DEAD
New York, Dec. 24. J. Howard
Edwards, said to be a former newspaper publisher of Youngstown, p.,
and a personal friend of President
Harding, fell dead of heart disease
today, while walking down Fifth
avenue. A widow and two daugli-- j
tcrs survive him.

mm wmii

..

"The Home of the Best Cooking."

CHRISTMAS DAY MENU

i

SPECIAL TURKEY AND CHICKEN DINNER
AND SUPPER, $1.00.
Fruit Cocktail
RELISHES
Hearts of Lettuce, with Thousand Island Dressing
Sweet Pickles
Celery Hearts
Sliced Tomatoes
Ripe Olives
SOUPS
Cream tof Chicken, with Vermicelli
Turkey Broth, with Italian Paste
ROASTS
French Stuffed Young Turkey, Cranberry Sauce
Stuffed Young Chicken, Apple Sauce
VEGETABLES

t

Wishing you a very

Re-- !
Prohibition is' gaining.
cently 67 carloads of ginger-al- e
hooch
turned
suspected of being
out to be ginger-alBrooklyn
Eagle.

MERRY CHRISTMAS
And a Bright and Happy New Year

e.

WITH 'VEAK KIDNEYS
"Have been troubled with wealt
kidneys since childhood," writes
Mrs. G. Hyde, Benzonia. Michigan
"Now past fortj and have had
backache and that tired ou'
feeling, hardly able to do my work
By using Foley Kidney Pills accompanied wlt
Foley Cathartic
Tablets I soon felt like a new person." Backache, rheumatic pains
dizziness and blurred vision are
of kidney trouble. Foley
Kidney Pills give quick relief. Sold
Adv.
everywhere.

TROUBLED

Isnrsai

he

'or-rlbl-

Laundry Company

Phones

147-14-

8

California

West Silver Avenue

211-213-2-

French Peas
Asparagus Tips in Cream
Potatoes au Gratin
DESSERT

Vanilla Ice Cream or English Plum Pudding
DRINKS
Milk
A.

'

Tea

Coffee

la carte bill of fare will be served during the dinner and
supper as usual to those desiring it.
,

MUSIC, OF COURSE, BY DE LUXE ORCHESTRA
5:80 to 8:30 p. m.

450,-00-

Juc-be-

I-

i

.
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YOUR CHRISTMAS

-SF

nflux

nmv

1

FIT

,

d

did all we could this

is always merry, happiness

Christmas

cies of the

INSURANCE

CO

'mm.mit fit turn m.

mmt
-

MARTIN S.

TI-ERNE-

CHRISTMAS
and

HAPPY

THE

0.

K. SHEET METAL WORKS
(L.

Phone

HEW YEAR

1870-J-

J. Walsh, Proprietor)
.

217 North Third.

H
H
Al
MMy

,'

"
x

A

.

'

Merry Christmas

S

Happy Hew Year

m

To All
'

Or

Patrons and Friends.
'

MINDLW'S
"What We Say It

It

la,"

Is."

Jeweler
Diamond Merchants,

'

m
W?
ml

M.LLHi.r.

218 West Central

Y

Phono 335

General Agent for New Mexico.
Rooms 4 and 5.
Barnett Building.

Copyright,

VOO NEIEDIS'TTHINK FOR

MERRY

1B.l,w'Wll!p."-SD(lw-

WWli ItWJDtW

(WE WISH

m

MISSOURI STATE, LIFE

444

OHE MOMDST THT VOli'
ARE COINS TO ET OOT

and Friends a

figj

dashery.
We knew that, privately, our customers would hold us responsible if they
got things they didn't like.
Of course the fit of some things had
to be guessed at. If you received anything purchased at our store that doesn't fit just bring it back, we'll change
it cheerfully,

and prosperity for each succeeding New
Year is secure for those whose homes and
loved ones are safeguarded by the poli-- .

BRINGING UP FATHER.

We Wish Our Patrons

to encourage the purWEchase'men,
of tasteful gift haber-

V

,.

'

the International New Service.
U. 8. Patent Olflce.

11111

I MKHT A? WELL
BE HOME
IM

'"fp

INDIA

Av--

KAN-sr-

THE

1921, by

Registered

r
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NEVER
OOT TO

EE. ANYTHtNQ- -

By George McManus

THE .WARDEN OF THE

FAN0U5 OAL Or INDIA
WOOL.D LKE TO HA
THE.
TOU--

1

OF'

T

PLEA-bORE-

MEETING
MO

I

-

C

i

Vs

I

DON'T
WANT
TO MEET
ANY
J

'

WARDENS

rj

VHAT

)

TELL HIM

1
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ALBUQUERQUE
HER TEETH ARE TIE

A STENOGRAPHER'S
J AXE

CV

FORTUNE

ROiAFJGE

Ml ELI'S
Dear Mrs. Thompson:
"Wo arc
a couple of girls thirteen years. of
Ko aon't nke our
age.
teacher
and wo can't get along as well as
we should. Wo have to work hard
for our grades. We ore forwards
on our tusketbnll team.
How can wo learn to love our
teacher'.'
Should wo havo dates with boys?
WAITING.
Your ntiltudu toward your
is wrong and just as long as you
think you dislike her and talk
about, it, you will not be able to
love her. hook for tho best in hci
and never fail to do littlo kindnesses. Instead of lettfng yourself he
antagonistic In class, listen to what
slit says. Good conduct an:! conscientious study will do mu'h to
make her like you better.
You are certainly too yotins to
have dates with boys.

KXGAGEMENT
85

to.ii.-h-e-

T

1

-

'4

,1

prize-winnin- g

ui

I

i

dance and made ar
rangements for me to stay vtith
a girl who lives at the dormftory.
In tho last letter he wrote lube said, "How about a diamond
I know h
ring for Christmas?
isn't correct for me to give it to
you, and I will ex'plain when W"
arc together." Of course I will
wait and see if be says anything
about marriage, but if he doesn''
would you advise mu to usk him
if he means that?
GI.OKIA.
By no means ask tho young man
if he means marriage.
From the
way he acts yon can tell he loves
you, but. sinco he is still in school
and unablo to support a wife hi
prohnbly feels that .'in engagi ivicnl
would be unwise. Be patient and
do not try to rush matters.
u big school

At the time she thought he
would t in the office sho dispatched
the note and parcel. Then
Chapter
t "I can't do It, Mrs. Roberta I she sat quite still in her room and
she would rfceive an
waited,
ijust can't!" Nellie Durst out, bury- answer. sure
The same
messenger
ing herTace in her hands,
brought it.
"Can't
Nellie?"
what,
will-se"I
j
you at 4 o'clock.
J "I can't go on.
I can't marry Please wait for me," was his
'Mr. George' !" unconsciously calHow the
ling him by the old oftice name.
passed Nellie
5'He'd only be ashamed of me! Oh never knew. longIt day
seemed tile time
1
t just must tell him I can't marry would never go. Then,
as the hour
a r
;hlm."
approached, she would havts given
"But, Nellie, have you thought much to hold it back.
ifit his disappointment? Ha loves
Hut when finally she stood be?you and It is only ten daya until fore him she was calm and quiet.
;he expects to make you hia wife."
"It is best, George. I feel it
"I know and I want to be lair. here." She laid her hand upon her
That's why I can't marry him."
"1 tiuvo tried uo hard to
heart.
I
"i'ou still love him?"
mako it right but I couldn't- I'm
But when it sorry to hurt you. It hurts me.
; "Why. ef. course!
was nt;w my love I mean, I didn't But it's better now than to havo
think of anything else. I only us both unhappy for always."
Dear Mrs. Thompson:
Is vaseline good for growing hair? I al'thought how wonderful.it was that
He talked long and seriously
ho loved me and I loved him- with her, argued
so have dandruff.
his love, called
T. N.
Hut I see now it was all wrong, her fears "foolish" and so on. But
Vaseline is one of tho best hai:
'lie belong8 to a different world. Nellie never wavered and, at last,
growers, and will help to get rid
It isn't my world. Never could be. he sadly accepted her decision.
of dandruff. It depends on tho dryness of the scalp how often tl.i
Oh, help me. Tell mo what to do?"
George Fallon was by no means
And brave, little Nellie sobbed bi- a dramatic sort of a person.
vaseline should be applied. Once
On
or twlco a week, however, should
tterly.
the contrary his emotions wero well
be often enough.
"There's only one thing to do, disciplined;
so ho accepted his deMako a part straight from the
tfcar tell him. Talk to him frank- feat gracefully, declaring
he would
front to the back of the head tin!
ly. See what he says. Then decide. always be her friend, always caro
rub the vnselino in thoroughly. Be
I wish I could help you, my child, for her.
on refill not to let it get on the hair
but I am afraid this is a matter
"I want you too!" she said imItself'.'
When you have finished
two
must work out for your- pulsively. "I want you always to
jou
that, part of the sealp, make an:
selves. Don't cry fo. dear. It will like mo, and not feel hurt or hard
other
and continuo thus until
come out right. There is One toward me. You will always bo my
you iiuve massaged
whole
the,
.who always helps, who never fails 'Mr. George to me.' Ho had told
bead.
.us when we try to do right. For her never to call .him that again.
"lie that toss'd you down into the But knowing what she meant; that
near mvb. Thompson: When a
J'leld. He knows about it all He It put ljim back in his old niche in
girl is deeply in love with a young
knows HE knows!" sho quoted her heart, he said nothing, save
man
who has gone with her four
eoftly.
to wish her all tho happiness in
years but has said nothing about
Nellie wrote many letters that the world:
teeth.
Mile. Lucille Kaccau Einilingly showing her
marriage, would it be correct for
"All you deserve, little Nellie,"
night but none were satisfactory
The services of Mile. Lucille Raceau, French beauty, as a model ars herI to usk him if lie means that?
ffind she tore them up. Finally she ho siiid as ho bent and Uiswd her
twenty years old r.nd the
Jwrote a short note, telling him cheek.
Ho made her n lie back much sought by artists and illustrators because of her beautiful teeth
man 1 go with is twenty-onpost as she had Mrs. Roberts that (he ring. "Just to remember your and features. She recently won !J,e prize in a contest held to find the young He is away at school most
marry him; that she friend." lie urged when slip object- woman with the most hsautiful teeth.
yhe couldn't
of the time, but conies to seo
Jivas
sure she wouldn't make him ed. Then sho
took it, promising to
night when be is" home ( n
She took off her lovelv keep it always.
Iliappy.
a vacation. This is his junior year
in the little velvet lined
it
j
put
When
he
had
she
I am quite sure he loves me, begone
gave way
fing,
them on her bureau. to a long, bitter hour of weeping.
cause he writes such wonderful letfPox, anii laid
wouia sena inem to ine oitiee Her romance was over. She must
ters and hasn't any interest In any
messenger the first thing in the Pick up her life where she had
other girl. Ho even invited mo to
left it when she promised to,
J That night, for the first time in
Fallon's
wife.
was
She
George
She once more Nellie
several, sho slept soundly.
the workDEATHS AND FUNERAL?
Iliad went over her nnts. lmlopH it ing girl not NellieRiley,
Riley,
promised
jjwas blotted in one or two places wife of a rcfi manHelen
KEMlIERhl NG M IS.
with her tears, but her worry was
Tomorrow-'-Nell- ie
Goes to the
Annabel
Jewett Kenimcrling, 31 years old
Wort hr f. on
Ttotllc CleaiiiiKT
"over.
Country.
died
at
her
here
in
yesterapartment
Put some crushed egir shells
A CUTE STUFFED TOY.
the botlli; to he cleaned, fill with day. Her husband was with hei
A toy lamb that heralds his strong soapsuds, shake thoroughly and took the body to their form'
coming by ftte tinkle ofa tiny and then rinse, in clear hot water. home in Cleveland. Ohio. Stroii'-Brothers were in charge.
bell that hangs- about his neck
Once a Week
will probably not ever be left
CHAVEZ The funeral of Teo- Place sonio dry ly,. at the open
to himself to die of loneliness
in if of the drain
pipes and pourlHosio Chavez, who died Saturday
once his new owner spies him
cut
over
will
it. It
at
at his residence
boiling water
morning
Christmas morn.
HINT
dates, prunes, raisins, nut meats
all the grenso and remove any Uanchos do Albuquerque, will be
The pattern No.
cuts in odors.
and cocoanut,
with very littlo
8
held
o'clock
at
this
morning
one size and requires
with Sugar work.
yard
Equal parts of figs and
from tho residence to the MethKollea Oats
material. Price 15c, stamps
dates put through food chopper
Top Milk
Hid l.iiicil
odist
where services will
church,
Graham Bread and Butter. . together, then formed In small
or coin (coin preferred).
The bed will never stay neat with bo held, l'.urlal will bo at Fair-vieCoffee.
balls and rolled in granulated
too short.
When
sheets
that
arp
Crollott is in
cemetery.
JviiiM'lieon
sugar is one of the nicest combuying sheets, allow ten inches
Oyster Soup Crackers
binations.
A few nut meats may
over on each side, top and bottom charge.
Lettuce with French Dressing be added to the fruit mixture, or
of the bed and you will have satisHICK A RD J. H. Rickard, aged
Rolls and Butter
the fruit balls can be rolled in
factory results.
21, died at his rooms here Sunday
Coffee
or
cocoanut.
A
chopped nuts
Ho came hero about tt
morning.
Dinner
little orange extract or a very
Salad for Dessert
Browned Potatoes little orango peel helps vary the
loast Beef
The jellied salad acts as a wel- year ago and is survived by his
Creamed Turnips
at father, mother, brother and other
Celery
for dessert
come, substitutp
flavor, or a little roso extract
Cranberry Sause .k
times. Apples, nuts and celery can relatives in China Grove, N.
may be used. These fruit balls
and TlilHef
Graham
can be dipped in melted chocolate
be moulded into lemon jelly, which Tho remains will bo shipped
.
, Bre.id
1,
i
UL
TI...II
xreau
Wlin
la delicious served on crisp lettuce North Carolina for burial. C.
or coatd wiht fudge or uncooked
fuuuili
lyuiiucuiaio
V
French is in charge.
j
with mayonnaiso dressing.
fondant.
cioe
Coffee
H.WIHARA INSTALLED
For the Small Kitchen
Suggestions
Tokio, Dec. 23 (by the AssToday '8 Recipes
If your kitchen is small and
Removable Holder Cover IronI
California French Dressing In- ing holders, and in fact all holdociated
is
satisfac
Press). Masano lianihar.i
scarce, thp most
space
table
formerly vlcp prime minister anil
teaspoon ers, are bound bound to get soiled
tory
gredients: (a)
powdcrcd sugar,
when used for any great length ull orders direct to Fashion In-- the wall by hinges and which can recently appointed ambassador to
teaspoon of time, and it is not an easy parlnient, Albuquerque
salt,
Morning be lowered out of the way when the United States, was formally infour
tablespoons task to wash and dry them when .loimial,. 230 South Wells street, not in use. The top is of porco- - stalled here today.
paprika; (b)
two tablespoons they are so thick.
olive oil: (c)
lain.
To easo the Chicago, III,
grapefruit juice. Mix (a) well, washing of tho same, mako the
dd (b) and (c) and beat well foundation pads of tho usual size
coi'pr.F, loi'M) Di:.i)
Los Angeles, Calif., Dec 24. Mr.
before
HILL PARAGRAPHS
serving.
and
Then
make slip DOG
' Graham
Bread Hot Two cups coversshape.
Charles R. Murphy, formMrs.
and
same
size as the pads,
the
By ;kohgk niGii M
feour milk, one-hawere found
cup molasses, having Hhort tapes on the edges.
erly of Adell, Wis-All
littlo
two teaspoons soda, a
salt, These covers slip over tho the
dead in their home here today.
one cup white flour, three cups pads easily, being
Tho pollco advanced tho theory
tied in posiGraham.
a
death came when Mrs. Murphy, in
tion.
When soiled, the covers
One alone aro removed
Raised Graham !3roa
her sleep, opened tho jet of a stove
washed.
and
one-half
in
dissolved
yeast cake
near the foot of their bed.
Gingham, percale, or something
cup lukewarm water, one pint firm and washable is satisfactory
one
tablespoon
scalded,
for
yillk one
the covers.
COCGHS AND COLDS IN
.teaspoon salt, one cup
sugar,
WINTER
Trotect Ironing Board It is
of
to
four
Graham, surprising how must dust ran
white flour
Indoor sedentary life in Winter
let milk cool, and knead. Put in collect
on an
has a direct bearing on the prevaboard cover
bread pans, let rise until light when it is notironing
in use. To avoid
lence of coughs and colds. Keep
and bake about an hour.
cotbowels active and overcome
this
a
the
make
very thing,
:
with just
grapes.
Candy Malaga
ton
i,nto which the
constipation with Foley Cathartic
the stems left on. dipped In melt- - boardbagcan be slipped afterironing
Tablets.
each
Colds, coughs, croup,
coated with fudge or uncooked time of using.
Sr
Make the bag
throat, chest and bronchial trouble
loctlon for Christmas.
to
fold
with Foley's Honey
over
relieved
at
the
quickly
lonj enough
and Tar. Contains no opiates Intop and thus protect the board
V
Wlthont
Cooking
Candy
o.
wrapper
gredients
printed
without from dirt and dust.
candy
WALTON STUDIO
ji ;'A delightful
Largest selling cough medicine in
l
cooking can be made from figs,
the World. "Foley's Honey and
313a West Central
is
attacks
Tar
wonderful
if
for
RIPPLING RHYMES
coughs and colds." writes W. II.
rhono 023
CLAIM COOLIES ARE
Sold
Gray. Venice. California.
Adv.
By Walt Mason
everywhere.
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Pear Mrs. Thompson: I have
straight hair and would lik" lrii
know what I ran do to' make

stay curly. I do not want to have
a permanent wave, however.

v."'.u
'
J

GKUTRimR.

Nothing has been discovered thai
will positively make and keep the"
hair curly, bu tho following fluid
for tho nnTr will keep it in euri
when it is first put on curlers:
Take a - tablespoonful of bruised
nuinocpeed to n pint of hot water
The water is poured over the seedand the whole is allowed to stninl
for several hours. Tho resultant
ne imnncii
mucilage may tnen
with a few drops of essence of
Viith
t.
moistened
is
viol'
The hair
the fluid before curling.
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A Merry, Merry
Christmas

To One and

,

--

Merry
Christmas

.1

and a
Happy New Year
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AVOIDING

(Correspondence

Press). The
it the Associated
has announced that

has lodged a complaint with the
French government against allegedcitizens .re-. I
ill....treatment
. - of i.Chinese
t i.
eiamg in r rencii iiiuu-iuii- nui..is
said,
has been received it
i

that

i:-&yi-den-

a.

Chinese coolies in

Indo-Chin-

a,

were bru
working on small pay,cases
or aland in
tally treated, were
not
fair
crimes
given
leged
trlnls.
Th foreign office asked thatthp
Chinese be given the same consideration as other nationals. It was
fcothted out that formerly Chinese
a
were required to
In
wear numbers on their backs, but
hut- tho French covernment had
abolished this practice on com
plaint that it branded tho coolies

J

.

Indo-Chln-

I

as servile.

;(

f,

After-Dinne-

if-

Tricks

r

-

1

:

TROUBLE

Along the line of least resistance
I take my calm and cheerful way,
and so keep trouble in the distance
and have a picnic every day. Some
friends of mine are always ranting, they hunt up evils to reform,
up some hard road forever panting, a 'weary and bedraggled
swarm.
They hope to rend tho
world asunder and make of it a
whiter spot, but it all ends in
smoke aud thunder, and they'rn a
disillusioned lot. I hold it true
that every error will some day
shrivel up and fall, but if I were a
holy terror, I wouldn't hasten
things at all. So oft I've seen the
ardent martyr go forth to hew
abuses down, and in the end he
hired a carter to haul his weapons
back to town. . I've certain rights
that should be cherished, men sav
but if
my vigils I should keep;
some tinhorn rights have perished,
I let them slide, and losp no sleep.
I've noticed that the people Jealous
of all their rights are short of
friends, and they are bores who
like to tell us a narrative that
never ends. Let dauntless souls go
forth to battlo with windmills or
chimeras dire; in peace I sit and
deftly rattle a stream of discords
s
from my lyro.

1
WE WISH YOU ONE AND ALL

Hocks

took his mouse
trap along with him and set it
in church last Sunday, but did
not catch a one during the whole
three hours.
Sidney

Yam Sims has been very un- -i
comfortable for tho past few Jays
with his coat nil buttoned up
right tight, In anticipation of a
cold spell, but unbuttoned It today, and says he is going to pay
no more attention to hearsay.
Slim Pickens went
huntlne
Tuesday of this week and came
within a few feet of hitting ,a
rabbit.
BANKS ORDERED CLOSED
Vladivostok, Dec. 24. All foreign and Russian banks ordered
closed here today by the soviet government of Vladivostok which recently took over tho administration
of tho city and surrounding territory, known as tho Prlniorln- Russian white officers were ordered
deported from Primeria and sent
toward Moscow.
-

A MERRY CHRISTMAS

AND A HAPPY, HEALTHY AND

We extend a special welcome to all readers of
The Journal and others to visit us today.

PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

Delmonico Cafe
311la West Central.

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS

N

DINNER

OYSTER COCKTAIL
SOUPS
Chicken Broth, with Rico
Imperial
Pottage
RELISHES
Hearts of Celery
Ripo Olives . Sliced Tomatoes

Send if

W

:n A iv in
dsQundrii

SALADS
Combination Salad

Thousand Island Dressing

TheA.L.M.Ca

ROASTS

6t

,
-

?

as One Trick for MMhemaUclaa
Fonr matches are laid to form th
Soman numeral Boven (Vli). 'in
problem is to move one match an
the number Into one. The sec
did figure showi the trick. The thlr
icitch from the left Is placed horizon
(4111
injiu mv i nuiui Hun v o u
represent the square root of on
litre
firhlch ir ONE.

I

fc'o.
i

hnc

'CsyvrOM,

it it.

V JNMto

lsr

,rlistedNational
aspirations
under the
'

;war

JPress,

material,

'

MERRY CHRISTMAS
and

PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

Ccmpn

should be
head of surplus
ueirotc

We take this occasion to wish our Patrons
and Friends a Right

jrree

THE CARTLEY SHOP
309 WEST CENTRAL

Eoaat Young Turkey, Cranberry Jam
Chestnut Dressing
Roast Young Chicken, Candy Yams
Roast Young Goose, Chestnut Dressing

Blackberry Jam
VEGETABLES-

.!.,...

Asparagus Tips, Cream Sauqe
Macaroni Au. Griatin
Cream Carrots and Peas
Coffee

BEVERAGES
Milk
DESSERTS
Hot Minced Pie

...

Tea

'

EXCELSIOR

1
'

'
,",

The Soft Hater Laundry
177

PKOfl- E-

177

j

I
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rage six
STAR'S WIFE TELLS OF HIS FIGHT FOR
HEALTH RUINED BY "DANGEROUS HABITS'

CE OF CHIMNEY,

December 25, 1922

sucker had been permitted to live PREMIER P0INCARE
in tho Johnson home up till the
date ho and the woman left to come
AND HIS MINISTERS
to Albuquerque.
HOLD A CONFERENCE;
Gere stated Inst night that It will
bB necessary for him to file his
THEFT HELD complaint In the case today. He Parle, Dec. 24. Reparations and
will leave
to'Tlit for 151 Paso, guarantees were the subject of
where he will take over tho direc- a meeting today between Premier
tion of the department of justice Poincare, M. Revel, minister of
office there, during the absence of liberated regions, M. Do Lasteyrle.
the representative there. As he minister of finance,
Yves Le
will bo gone for several days at Trocquer, minister of public works,
lease, he will have to file complaint Louis Barthou, president of the
commission and other
Five and Ten Cent. Hot today.
Thn proprietors of the Five and reparations
The meet- personages.
prominent
Ten
Hot
Cent
Lunch
informed
the ing lasted three hours.
Lunch Robbed Saturday police that the entire day's receipts
for Saturday had been taken in tho
Night; Two Suspects Now robbery.
This, they say, amounted
Irresistible Eyes
tb about $B0.
Held on Another Charge
Since GerA has taken the Case re those which are Bright
nd Spirkllng. Ktep Your fcyci
A couple who first gave the po- over for the federal government
tho police will probably make no Young and Ho.utiful through tho
lice the names o( Mr. and Mrs. Bob effort to press the charge of theft daily ut of Murine, lttimitnod
Smith and later told the police and against the couple. The police the test of time, AttUDmwUu.

TWO ARRESTED

II

FLUES IMPDHTMTT

CLEARANCE

j

Universal $1.50 Oil

j

IS FIRE

FORilftCT

CAUTION

ft

"Fireman" Says Fire Fighters Lost a Good Friend
e
in Passing of the
Old-tim-

Chimney Sweep

j

BY T1IK FIT1EMAX
firo departments of tho
lost a genuine friendf.
Homo yonrs n(,', when tho
chimney sweep passed out
His pnsftltiff Ws
of the picture.
vnrious causes but the
to
duo
onlv point of interest to the fireman is that lie follows his calling .no more.
o
The
chimney sweep
figwas indeed a pieturesiiue
ure.
How the urchins used to
prw
watch him with awo,
they
him nt work on a chimney on
How they
top of a residence!
him
the privilege of
envied
climbing slop the slanting roof,
with no Blern parental "nay!"
And how that awe was increased
in they saw him work Inn on top
of tho highest buildings then
four or five stories high.
of his shrill
The. sounding
whistle or his vibrant "Yo Ho!"
rail was the signal for children
10
troop from their homes to
follow the black clad figure, with
feet high
a black hat three
perched jauntily atop his thatch.
The black hat tapered to u point
at the top, afier tho f.iKhion of
used in the
the "dunce
cap"
schools of that, day to punish
to learn
failed
had
who
pupils
their lessons.
How the children would follow
on his
lilm as he
proceeded
rounds!
Then they would gav.e
as he worked his
or
down,
long pole up and
tho
pulley and rone,
manipulated
with an old sack on the end.
which ho used for the "high"
buildings.
But the chimney sweep lives
only In tho memories of those
who were children in his time.
The picturesriuo figure, tho llttlo
i art
with two or three old ladders and the other necessary
of his trade are but
11 misty
memory us memories of
nven the picturesque from childto
become
hood
the
misty
Tho
nation

j

'

"grown-ups.-

"

tho chimney
The figure of
sweep was a jdcturcsque one to
the children. Hut his occupation
was n "messy" one. And with his
Vassing rhlinncys "Pre often neglected.
the householder
For
rloes not relish the task of handling soot.
Yet keeping tho chimney clean
is essential in fire protection and
be
Flues
should
prevention.
cleaned at least twico a year and
stove
if
iftener
tho
begins to
throw back smoke or does not
draw well. Smoke coming back
or a bad draft is a certain indication of a dirty flue nnd the
Jone cure is to clean tho flue out,
Tho best method of cleaning
is to take down the stove pipes,
where there aro pipes, and clean
ihe pipes nut if they reed cleanClose all the flue holes
ing.
tightly so no soot can escape
Then take n
through crevices.
long pole, long enough to reach
from tho roof to the flue, tio an
old sack or a bundlo of rags on
the end and swab up and down
until all soot has been freed
from the sides. The chimney may
be cleaned in this manner in a
.surprisingly short space of time.
The soot which Is not gathered
on the swab will drop to the
bottom.
In case the building is one of
more than one story tho best
method is to place a number of
atones in a canvas sack, a double
gunny sack or something similar
which will stand both wear and
Tio a ropo of tho re- weight.
Itilred length on this pack and
then work it up and down tho
from top to bottom.
chimney
After finishing be sure none
of the brlcica nave loosened or
fullcn out of the chimney.
Alter the chimney has been
cleaned
care should be exercised in opening tho flue at the
bottom.
This should bo done
Kradually, so that all the soot
and dirt will not come out at
once.
Finally, tho dirt should
all be carefully removed from
the bottom.
Burning out a flue Is far easier
than this method. But it is pro
more
dangerous.
portionately
Many fires have been caused by
"he burning out of flues and the
fir loss of one is frequently far
more costly than tho value of
time and labor expended in a
dozen years of tho slower, but
3'ur safer, method of cleaning.
It is almost a physical
to determine the condition of a flue excepting for one
who has seen the flue built or
Its
knows
Even
construction.
then only on estimate may be
lormcd. And even the best are
not built for fires inside them.
Their function is to carry smoke
out of the building and if there
is the slightest crack in brick or
cement it is only a question of
time until the heat will so expanded that tho flame in burning
out of flues licks through to
Htart a serious fire.
Fire danger does not exist
solely for the building in which
the flue is built. There is the
grave danger of sparks, especially in t' dry climate. The sparks
may drop to the roof of the
building whence they come or
may be carried on the wind to
other buildings.
Several of the
largest fires in tho United Slates
the
five
years have
during
past
been caused in this manner and
disin them entire residential
tricts have been wiped out.
.

'

impos-Kibili-

DEKR HUNTER

SHOT

ty

Jfarshfield, Ore.. Dec. 2.
While hunting deer near here last
night M. Martin saw the spotlight
on the head of his hunting
panlon, A. G. Byers, and mlttak-jn- g
it for the eyes of "'the deer,
fired, tearing his companion's head
jiearly from his body. Byers died
itlmost Instantly.

i

'

it

3T

- v

7k

old-tim-

open-mouth-

Raymond Gere, special agent
for the United States department
of justice, that they aro Mrs.
Furnie M. Johnson and Robert L.
Hunsucker of Vernon, Tex., were
arrested yesterday morning by Police Officer Tom Hogan on a
charge of having robbed th Five
and Ten Cen Hot Hunch restaurant (B), at lis South Second
street. Later in the day they were
taken in custody by Gore, for the
federal authorities. A complaint,
charging violation of the Mann act,
will be filed before United States
Commissioner 'Lawrence M. Bliss
today, Gere stated last night.
The Five and Ten Cent Hot
Lunch (B) on South Second street
was robbed some time between
closing hour, at midnight, Saturday
night and 7 o'clock yesterday
P. T. Janos. joint promorning.
prietor of the restaurant with J.
A. Janos, discovered the robbery
when ho opened
up yesterday
morning.
Ho immediately called in Policeman Tom Hogan, who was on beat
tn that section of the city at that
time. Officer Hogan investigated
and concluded that it was an inside job. The spring lock on the
back door had been cut off, evidently with a hatchet; a hatchet,
used for opening boxes, was found
on a box close to the door, while
the screen door had not been cut,
although it was hooked from the
inside.
Officer TTogan learned that a
man who had given the name of
Bob Smith was night cook in the
restaurant. He also learned that a
woman who was supposed to be
tho wife of the cook, was a waitress at thp Narrow Gaugo restaurant, also on South Second street.
Suspecting thn two, Hogan went
to the house where they were staying, a private residence on West
Lead avenue. There ho learned
thoy had been living together as
man and wife. He found the man
at homo and took him into custody.
Passing the restaurant where the
woman worked ho took her into
custody also.
After some questioning of the
couple Hogan began to suspect
their statement that they were man
and wife. He notified Mr. Gere,
who went to the police station to
assist in thB questioning.
Both Gere and Hogan stated yesterday that the couple admitted
that they are not man and wife.
They say the woman confessed that
her right name is Mrs. Furnie M.
Johnson and the man that his correct name is Robert L. Hunsucker.
The officers also state that the
two said they had come to Albuquerque on either the eighth or
ninth of this month from Vernon.
Tex. They add that both admitted
that Mrs. Johnson's husband conducts a restaurant at Vernon, Tex.,
that Hunsucker had worked for
Johnson as cook, and that Hun- A.

old-lini-

Wallace Held and Mrs. Reiil, Dorothy Davenport, resting at their home.
Wallace Reid, motion picture star, who was recently reported pear
death from a nervous breakdown and then influenza, is improving1. Km
wife, known in tho lilm world as Dorothy Davenport, announced recently. In a statement issued with that announcement the star's wife
said her husband's breakdown, which came about six weeks ego. was,
Bhe believed, due to habits "peculiarly dangerous to ono of Wallace's
high strung- temperament." "Wallace always drank to some extent,"
she said, "and about two years ago began to use drugs. He was very
ill at that time but there was a great deal of work at his studio, and he
felt he must keep up somehow, and he resortad to the artificial means
which have so nearly been his undoing."
-

LOCAL ITEMS

I

.

!

speeding on South Walter street
and on Central avenue early yesAccording to
terday morning.
Officers Carter and Salazar, who
cited him, he was making 28 miles
an hour.
Harry Lawrence was arrested
Saturday night at the Santa Fe
depot. Ho was charged with being drunk. Bond was set at $20
and was not. made.
llernsa liistran and Milton
O'Uryaft were arrested early yesterday morning by Officer Hraden.
They were charged with vagrancy
and being drunk.
Officer Salazar
arrested Joo
Hernandez into
night on
suspicion" of being connected with
the salo of a stolen" bicycle. lie
Is being held for investigation.
Luciano Anuya was arrested
late Saturday nigtit nna confined
in tho city jail on a charge of
drunk and disorderly conduct at
the Colombo danco hall, lit was
on his own
released yesterday
recognizance.

Mrs. Arthur F. Kcllam, well
known in this city, has been Invited by Mary Anderson, director
of the Woman's bureau of the U.
8. department of labor, to attend
a conference of women in indusin Washingtry, called to 12meet
and 13. Secreton, January
of Labor Davis will preside
tary
one' day, and it Is expected that
President Harding will address
the conference. Mrs. Kellain expects to leave for Washington
soon after tho New Year.
Chester T. French has issued
his beautiful sacred art calendar
for 1923. The calendar containsof
beautiful colored drawings
biblical scenes, and is probably
1he most attractive which will be
issued in Albuquerque during tho
year. Mr. French has 1.000 of
these calendars to issue, and will
distribute them to adults calling
Dr. Murray, Osteopath. Violet-ra- y
for them.
Dr. II. M. Bowers returned last treatments. Armi.io Bldg. Ph. 741.
night from a trip to El Paso
where" he has spent the past
Factory wood, lull truck load,
five dollars. Hahn Coal company.
J. T. Young, who conducts the Phono SI Adv.
received
nurseries,
Albuquerque
word last night that his father
FIND llODY OF MAY
at
morning
had died yesterday
Los Angeles, Dec. 24. Tho body
The
Stone
Virginia.
Clap,
Big
a man registered as K. K. Bixby
elder Mr., Young was 77 years of
old and for many years had been was found in a room in a hotel
here today. The police said Indicaa, power in the politics of Virginia. Many Albuqucrqueans from tions were death came two days
aco as the result of an over dose of
that section of tho country knew
him well. Ho is survived by J. T. , a sleeping potion.
tha latter's
and
Young hero
is
brother, B. G. Young, S.who
F. at
&
T.
A.
the
for
agent
lsleta. Tho funeral is to be held
today, so neither of the sons will
be able to be present.
Miss Helen E. Goetz, director
of home economics in the Socorro
Countv High school, is here to
holidays with
spend the Christmas
her parents, Mr. ana Mrs. iienry
street.
Second
1023
North
Goetz nt
O. K. Jackson, engineer of tho
Indian irrigation service, left Sattho Christurday night to spendPaso.
mas holidays in El
to her
C.
returned
Navo
Mrs. J.
home here Saturday to spend the
Christmas holidays. Bhe has been
at Hot Springs for some time
--

fen-days-

.

Again we wish you a

Merry-Christma-

50c

hitney Hardware Co,

EVES

act further.
I

I

Theaters Today

I

The National Garment Company

"B" Theater "Through a Glass
Window," a great Realart picture,
is being repeated today at the
"B," featuring May McAvoy with
an
cast; also
the "Current Events" repeating
pictures,
and the "Come and Get Mo"
comedy of two reels.

ANNOUNCES THEIR

all-st-

Crystal

Opera

House

SEASON-EN-

Attend

the shows at the Crystal, the entertainers being the E, Forrest
Taylor Stock company.
They are
all right.
Lyric Theater Repeating today
tho
Wesley Barry, starring in "Hags to Riches;" it is
a great picture and drew out largo
crowds at tho shows yesterday
afternoon and last night; also
repeating "The Skipper's Sermon," the
comedy.

CLEARANCE

D

COMMENCING

TUESDAY,

SALE

DECEMBER

fun-bo-

Ladies',

rt

Pastime Theater "Shackles of
with
William
Gold,"
Farnum
playing the principal parts, Is
being repeated today; Farium is
assisted by an
cast. Tho
"Fox News" pictures and thp
comedy are also being repeated,

and Children's Coats

Dresses, Suits, Blouses and Skirts

.

two-pa-

iisses'

If iliinery, Hosiery, Underwear,

Eiimonas

all-st- ar

Silk Petticoats, flegligees, Bath Robes, Furs, E?:.

statesmen must
pino for the days when tho winner of a war would win something else In addition to the
war. North Adams Herald.

Special

To

Women

All

fill

Be Greatly deduced in Prices

We urge our patrons, friends and thrifty buyers to visit our store during thiq
sale' and learn what "The National's Season-EnClearance Sale means in
d

savings.
A soluble Antiseptic Powder

to be dissolved in
Water as Needed.

REMEMBER THE DATE

As' a medicinal
antiseptic fot
douches In treating catarrh, Inflammation or ulceration
of nose
throat ind .hat caused by feminln
ilia it as no equal. For ten year
the Lydia E. Pinhham Medlcin, Co
has recommended Paxtlne in their
private correspondence with women, which proves Its superiority
Women who have been cured say it
Is "worth Its weight in gold." At
dnir'Msts, 60c large box. or by mall
The Paxtnn Toilet Co.. Boston. Maes
The most iconomlcal, cleansin- - and
germicidal of all antiseptics is

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 26

(The Day After Christmas)

The National Garment Company
M. OSOFF, MANAGER)

Phone 617.

403 West Central Avenue.

s

ting.

A likeness

of Miss Burke

has been engraved in the stone.
Mrs. V. Sais left yesterday for
Kl Paso, where she will spend the
Christmas holidays with her sister, Mrs. John Mclntyrc.
Kalph Young was arrested yesterday afternoon by Traffic Officer Carter on a charge of speeding on South Arno street at 30a
rate of Bpeed between 25 and
miles an hour. Hearing has been
set for Tuesday morning.
Ramon

Chavez,

1C19

South

Third street, reported to the police that his bicycle had been
stolen yesterday afternoon from a
point on Central avenue and Sec-

"You Are Wanted on

May we express the hope that we
will continue to merit your con-

m
Illi
Plf

fidence and good will in the future
'
as in the past.

.ftevPhojne"'
Jp

Cha3. Ilfeld Company, Inc.

210

North

81

Fir.t Street.

ond street.

Goetz Saturday rehome at 1023 North
after having spent
months in the east.
She had been visiting, relatives in
New York and Pennsylvania.
Thomas Ryan, 217 West Coal
avenue, reported to the police
yesterday that his bicycle had
been stolen Saturday.
Augustlno Alvarez reported to
the police yesterday that Saturday afternoon an automobile with
license number 86961 had run
over his bicycle and smashed it..
Ho said the bicycle was standing
at the curb on Central avenue,
between Third and Fourth streets,
at the time, the accident happened,
The police received a report
yesterday that late Saturday an
automobile accident had occurred
at the cornor of North Fourth
street and Copper avenue. According to the report, Mrs. DIetz
was driving south on Fourth
street and William Johnson going
east on Copper avenue and the
cars collided. Tho Johnson car
was reported to be badly damNeither of the occupants
aged.
was inujred.
Jack Fairchild was cited for
Mrs. Iienry
turned to her
Second street
the past four

n

0

Opposite City Hall
A' THOROUGH BUSINESS TRAINING, such as is

our DAY AND NIGHT SESSIONS would
assist you to a good position.
WINTER TERM JUST STARTING
'
Enroll now,
May & Hosking.

XT' OU are prompt to respond to the ring of your phone.
The very idea that some one has a personal message for you intrigues your interest.
Has it ever, occurred to you that back" of every advertisement in this paper there is some one with a personal
message for you? More often than not these advertisements were written with you in mind. It is impossible
for most merchants 'and manufacturers to give you a
phone call about their goods, their wares or their services. So they pay us for the privilege of calling these
things to your attention in our advertising columns.
Give an advertisement the same attention you give to a
phone call. Many of them are just as important to you
and just as interesting. They will help you economize
and keep posted on news of vital interest to you and
your pocketbook.
Don't lay this paper aside, toclay, without reading the
advertisements.

YOU'LL ENJOY ME
and AH My Trimmings Sunday and

Christmas Day at the

PERSHING CAFE
SOUTH FIRST
Just Look at This Menu:
Complete Dinner.
YOUNG TURKEY DINNER..,
FRIED SPRING CHICKEN
STEWED CHICKEN
ROAST PORK
VEAL CUTLETS
ITALIAN SPAGHETTI

SOME FEED

t.,.65c

.....40c

...........35c
V. ........

WHAT

THEY ARE PERSONAL CALLS FOR YOU
Read Them in the Morning Journal

..l.'.BOe

.35c
.35c

?
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For quick disposal every article in the store is ' offered for sale, including

Year.

past.
Miss Irene M. Burke, superin- tendent of county schools, was
given a beautiful Christmas present by the Bchools of the county.
The present was a heavy green
gold ring with an amethyst set-

iops

DECEMBER 27

One Only To Customer.
NONE DELIVERED CASH.

and a Happy New

Telephone 627

given in

fomfivm

ON SALE WEDNESDAY,

Ad.

109

'0

j

have nothing to work on now exand as they
cepting suspicion
would probably bo taken by the
federal government In any event it
would be a waste, of tiin and nn
endless expense for tho police to

SAL

i
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FURNITURE COMPANY

304 WEST CENTRAL.

Phone 987.

C. SCHEER

GEORGE

MUSIC COMPANY
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May Christmas bring you everything
With all its love and laughter;
We wish you all a happy year
To follow brightly after

CHRISTMAS

A MERRY

Ms

AND FRIENDS

WE WISH

IP

You

314-31-

Albuquerque, N. M.
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SOUTH SECOND.
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EVERYBODY
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817-81-

OUR HOUSE WISHES

IN

EVERYBODY IN YOUR HOUSE

i

A MERRY

AND A HAPPY, HEALTHY
AND PROSPEROUS
NEW

YEAR

Albuquerque

TO ALL

PIGGLY WIGGLY

317-32- 1

"All Over the World."

5

.
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A

Co-Operati-

AND

CHRISTMAS

Phone 351

North Second

-

fcrJ

Yr-WF- $

Wy

and a

Vm Year

Are the Wishes of
No.

Broadway and Central

1

No. 2

1119 South

DOLL.VU

STORES CO.

Hione

299

OUR BEST WISHES

ERRttrfKf XMAS
CHRISTMAS
TO

and a Happy New Year
DIECKMARN REALTY CO?,'

Phone 138.

EdithPhone

13

Avenue.

CHRISTMAS

ALBUQUERQUE STORES CO.

LSI'

OXE CKXT TO OX
321 West Central

MMM

ferry Christmas

Happy, Prosperous

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

Hairy

we

t23WZZitt64l
SSSKHC.
ANMr-'i&3SL

CHRISTMAS

A MERRY

WE WISH YOU

MERRY CHRISTMAS

And now, in the friendly spirit of a
Merry Christmas, accept this expression
of appreciation for your business and
courtesies of the past. May that light

636.

REALTORS.

the road to health,
prosperity and happiness burn steadily
for you through all the New Year.
which illumines

3

raj

WE WISH YOU AND YOURS
A REAL
XMAS
D

' WITH

MUCH HAPPINESS'"

IN THE NEW YEAR

1

AND

' STATE TRUST & SAVINGS
V.

BAM

9

We are very grateful for the business given us
and we wish you all

A MERRY

itonaco

J

LOl&LFURNISHERS

"Whers Quality- - Is JIIgher, than Price

m

CHRISTMAS

' HAPPY, PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
NOTICE- -

Our store will be closed today (Christmas Day)
from 12:30 p. m. until 6 p. m.

S1S-2I-

VI
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AND A
SPECIAL

mm
m m

State National Bank

BRIGGS' PHARMACY
Fourth and Central

mm

m

Our Special Feature page gf Worth ffiile Stories
Sir Basil Thomson Describes Some Cases Which
Scotland Yard Solved Without Help of Sherlock Holmes
By STEPHEN SENNETT.
is nice to think what Sherlock
Holmes would havo to say about
Scotland Yard now. I lore we
have Sir Basil Thomson, K. C. B.,
rouping the United States prefacing
his "My Experiences at Scotland Yard"
with a few well chosen remarks about
of Sherlock.
the. utter impossibility
Sir Basil, formerly head of the Crimat
inal
Department
Investigation
Seotl.i7.fi Yard, confesses that he is
alrout fed up with the sort of Motion
that makes the Scotland Yard inspector the "stupid toil of the, brilliant detective."
Then Sir Basil goes on to tell the
rountry that the Scotland Yard man
Is sometimes quite a neat and speedy
worker, frequently petting somewhere
from nowhere In Just a moment a
few of Sir Basil's illustrations will be
forth. But as Sir Basil speaks we
i't
seem to hear the guffaw of Mr.
Holmes a guffaw, to be sure, tempered with regret that he should have
to take advantage of a most regrettable affair to win a point over Sir

IT

Basil.
As Sir Basil lays the bull whip upon
the bony shoulders of Mr. Holmes we

receive word that Sir William
present head of Scotland Yard,
Is rendered temporarily Inactive by
poisoned chocolates. The chocolates-o- ld
ones, It seems, in a disreputable
package slip through all the doors
between the outer gates of Scotland
Yard and the private ofllce of Sir
That should bo enough.
William.
Can't you hear Mr. Holmes speaking
to the bewildered Inspector:
YOU would
"Ah, yes. Inspector.
think so. YOU would do It that way.
YOU are from Scotland Yard. YOU
would permit a package to pass unopened to your chief. As I have said,
YOU are from Scotland Yard."
But It Is much worse than Just that.
An employee of Scotland Yard, having
tasted one of the poisoned and
chocolates, discovers that
the sweet Is bitter and not to easy to
take as nice chocolates should be.
Therefore (just listen to Mr. Holmes's
raucous laughter) this trusted employee throws the nasty chocolates
away! Think of It! Scotland Yard,
with its own chief poisoned, throws
away the evidence!
Well, let that pass. After all wa
know that what Scotland Yard has
done it has done. We know, too, that
what Mr. Holmes did he didn't do.
Sir Conan Doyle made him do it. And
also we know that Sir Basil Is right
In his opinion that almost any writer
of detective fiction can take a celebrated case, select a solution therefor
and then work backward to the beginnings of his mystery, handing tho
finished product right end to to the
public lor fireside consumption.
"I have never met Dr. Watson nor
Sherlock Holmes," says Sir Basil. "If
I might choose I'd sooner meet Watson because at least Watson was not
a drug fiend and he showed real horsa
sense between flashes of brilliant stuPoor fellow, like Sherlock
pidity.
Holmes, he was what his creator made
him."
And then Sir Basil goes on to explain that we all havo that advantage
of origin, detective and reader of
Hor-woo-

doctor chap happened along. Curious, of hundred times and you have sometoo, that he never noticed how rotten thing. Of course it takes nerve.
he felt until the doctor saw him. NothBad Spelling Leads
ing short of providential, this doctor
To Culprit's Arrest
happening along.
Well. Scotland Yard landed that
"Well, old boy," says the doctor
after a cursory view o the naked genius.
the grave deduction
By
The Patient Is Left Flat;
spine, "you've gut it bad, but never process of Sherlock Holmes? .Not at
Robber Has Easy Time say die. Stay whero you are. I'm all. Simply by getting the description
on to the chemist's at tho corner. of tho man and referring back to the
One evening, said Sir Basil, a reDon't move. Back in a Jiffy with the prosaic iiles. In the flies they dissponsible looking man with a medi- Nux
One injection covered a clothing thief' who correMethyl Codicil.
cine case under his arm rang the bell
havo you right us rain. Two sponded in appearance to the doctor.
I'll
and
of
lower
London's
one
a
of
of
resident
and six for the Nux Methyl Codicil Name, W. Herring. Had a record for
middle class neighborhoods.
"Good evening," said the stranger
to the man of the, house "Dees David
FORMER HEAD OF SCOTLAND YARD
Tulnis live here'.'"
"No."
"Pardon, I have the wrong house.
The fog you know."
Thestranger with the medicine
case Is about to leave the stoop. But
suddenly he turns upon the man of
the house and peers sharply Into his
face.
"Good Lord, man." he cried, "you,
too? By George this Is amounting to
epidemic sure enough." ,
"What's eating you?' demands the
man of the house.
"Thus far, nothing. But It Is eating
you, my friend, leather pronounced
case, too, I'll be bound."
"See here. What's all this you're
saying?"
"Sclotarum Probensls."
"Off with yoa!" cries the man of
the house, "I'll call the police,"
"See here, my man," says the
stranger, pushing into the hall, "you
have a bad case of Sclotarum Probensls. I'm a doctor, you know, on
my way to Mr. Tubbs's house to see
him again. Lost my way in the fog,
you know. But he's quite all right by
this time. Got him In time, you know,
and really only a mild case. Regular
'
'
epidemic of It. Started twenty-fou- r
C
"
' !
hours ago and seems to be sweeping
London. Papers will be full of It In the
morning, I dare say. If you'd like I'll
give you a quick examination."
The more or less apprehensive victim barks into the parlor half convinced that he's not feeling extra. The
strange doctor lifts his victim's eyecrime fiction. So consider, therefore,
the numerous triumphs of Scotland
Yard. Take, for example, the genius
who made off with the clothes and all
they contained of soma hundreds of
Londoners.

-
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H. DICKINSON.
considering the facts involved
in the return of Germany to a
normal standard of health and
moproductiveness I prefer for the
ment to ignore such technical matters
as reparations, the exchange value of
marks and the amount paid in taxes
by the German industrials and labor.
Peculiarly enough, I consider these to
be imponderable factors; they may
influence tho governing factors, but
they are too much dependent upon
chance events both Inside and outside
of Germany to support profitable
speculation.
Instead of these things I wish to
refer to certain matters which lie more
near to the life of the people; to draw
from thesy conditions, which are of
course but straws to show the way of
the wind, some hint ot the manner in
which German stamina is reacting
against the present desperate conditions. At the present time no conclusions can be drawn as to the effect
of the exchange rate of German marks
upon the life of the German people
for the reason that exchange has
passed into the realms of the absurd.
Manifest' one cannot say that cost
of living has risen in any Iegre
commensurately with the rise In the
Such an Increase
exchange rates.
would long ago have wiped out the
.
Even bread, which Is
Gersu peor-ley
a
state supported, cost
tiro's a much as it did In peacetime fcutter cotts one hundred and
much; potatoes two
ftftjr tsM
much, expressed in
'miiVnA ictttr
money. How much
ter
in terms of the
nvr 6rt
$ iV..", the people's economy,
j
trratJwi? These are
the pf(ttit'
tJu tod.ts by which to
tho
- Mvi.ey hag be'.ud7 lserai-- l
come an b'jrd;ty.
When th sl&tmUcc! bureau of the
that on a
League of Nations
scale of W, repreentliig prewar
s'ands In
values, the coat of
Belgium 367, Paris HI, Home 415,
Great Britain 181 and the L'nited
States 167, we can understand what is
meant. Common sense tells us the
figure are not far wrong. When
name- bureau tells us that cost of
living in Poland has multiplied live
THOMAS
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"By Jove, you are lucky and no mistake. All signs of spinal complications.
Maybe I can do lota this early In tho
disease. Take off your clothes."
The startled man of the house removes his vest, having vacated his
coat after arriving home from work.
There is a gold watch and chain In
the vest. Also a wallet of suggestlvo
embonpoint.
"Oh, no, my man!" cries the impatient doctor. "Off with all of the
clothes like a good fellow. Come, come,
we doctors are busy men in times like
these."
Off come the clothes, right down to
the heavy British skin. As they are
shed the solicitous man of medicine
catches them and lays them In a pile
near the parlor door.
"Now down with you on the sofa
there, old boy," he soothes. "Gently
does it. Remember the least haste, the
slightest excitement and off you go.
Heart stops. Quick pain and poof It's
all over with you. So gentle docs It.
Slowly down on the sofa."
The. victim is prostrate. Also he is
Hick with fright.
No mistake, he is
feeling no end ill. Good thing the

SIR BASIL
and you can pay me wuei i ve injected it. But if you care to live
don't move until I'm back."
"Right, doctor, and thank you,
kindly," groans the victim of the
dread Scolotarum Probensls, who has
his face buried In a pillow.
The doctor departs.
With him he
takes his patient's clothes. Maybe tho
clothes will fetch five bob or so.
Maybe a pound; who knows? And
there Is the watch and chain and a'
pound or so in- money. Do it a couple

A GLIMPSE OF GERMANY
BENEATH A GAY SURFACE
Bj

AM;$iC

hundred anu eighty times, In Austria
a thousand times and In Germany a
hundred times, common sense tells us
that whatever may be the dignity of
tho figures upon which these conclusions are based the conclusions themselves arc nonsense. Money Is a standard of value In the same way that a
steel yardstick is a standard of length.
It Is based upon gold for the same
reason that the linear measure Is
based upon tempered metal. But If
for any reason all the yardsticks in a
certain area were suddenly made
of their accustomed length, the
height of men in that area would not
While they
thereby be Increased.
might be called sixty feet high, they
would still be the same size as before.
one-ten- th

German People Living, but

Without Plan for Future
It is very far from my purpose to
imply that conditions are not desper-

ately bad In the countries named
above. It is my purpose to show that
these desperate conditions cannot bs
represented by the altitude of tho exchange rate, and that In seeking so to
visualize conditions we are falling to
grasp some of the essential features
of the problem. It Is not so much the
rise in the cost of living that is the
important thing. The German people
are living
a little more
it Is true, but still they are living. The Important thing Is the disorganization la German life, the Isolation tn German economy, the confusion In the psychology of the German
people, the lack of an orderly environment In which to plan for a future of
orderly development and reconstruction.
Before the war the German people
were among the most thrifty people In
y
all incentivo, even
Europe.
all excuse for thrift, has disappeared.
No one will put his money into savings banks when the depreciation of
a mouth will cut his deposits to
of their former value. When
one has money and manifestly money
is to be had in wagon loads the German has two, and only two, Impulses.
The one is the purchase of commodities, foodstuffs, first of all, or merchandise that may be later salable!
the other Is gambling in the Boerse.
The German W'as never a very wild
speculator. Paradoxically enough he
has gone Into speculation In commercial emissions during the last two
to-d-

To-da-

mea-gerl-

y,

.
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THOMSON
stealing clothes In Liverpool and
Leeds. Here were William's Hertillon
measurements and linger prints. Get
William.
He was
They got him.
identilled. He wont to prison. Mr.
Holmes would have made a better
story of it, but Scotland Yard d'...
qulto as effectively and more quickly.
And there was the respectable
household in Kent that was all but
divided against itself by anonymous
letters addressed to various members
of the family. Here in America the
This makes It necessary for the

ernment to Increase taxes.

A

Govcon-

venient system has been Introduced
into the Reichstag of retaining the
phraseology of tho old taxation act
and amending only tho figure of the
tax. Thus the sugar tax is Increased
seven times; the brandy monopoly bill
calls for an augmentation
of five
times; tho tax on lighting materials
Is Increased four times; tho beer tax
four times; the mineral water tax two
times.

years largely as a matter of thrift
and conservatism. Money which has
lost all contact with reality is quickly
for commercial
paper
exchanged
which is based upon a certain belief
in German industry, genius and thrift.
Prices have gone up by leaps and Taxes Are Multiplied
To Save Computation
But one is not to suppose that by
German Chancellor
these successive readjustments
the
entire structure Is raised together.
Each reorganization becomes the ex1
pedient of drawing the belt of national
standards a little tighter. Unfortunately the making ot money does not
mean the making of commodities of
use; unfortunately, too, every million
of marks that is printed raises by so
much higher tho barrier against
foreign articles coming in. Germany
must depend upon what she has and
what she can produce. Therefore the
people must use less. In spite of apA
1
1?
parent profligacy of expenditure the
German people are learning to do
this. Signs not so high as a church
nor so wide as a barn door, but still
large enough, show Germany to be
she may be In
'
pinched.
' ' "
',"- extremity.
y
Notice I am not speaking of tho
power of Germany to pay reparations.
I am speaking of the effect of present
events upon the lives of the people,
their power to come back, their
faculties of recuperation, the mental,
moral and physical factors which determine whether Germany is to be
again well and strong, Vital statistics
since the revolution are necessarily
slight and Incomplete, but such as exist make very interesting reading.
Particularly significant are those
which throw light on the equalization
cf the standards of living, the toning
down of living .standards In response
WILUAM CUNO.
to reduced resources and a more ecobounds. Following them wages liava nomical system of social organization.
Outside of the speculators and
golio up. The necessity of continually
only two classes exist In Ger.
adjusting wages to costs of living lias
On the one side are the
kept German industry always on tho tnany
anxious seat, has made it impossible minor and higher olfidals of private
to plan a month ahead on income and and Industrial firms whose earnings
outgo, has introduced an entirely new are practically the same. On the other
into German sido are tho skilled and unskilled
system of contract
affairs. Even tho German State In workers, whose wages likewise have
passing a maternal benefit act makes been equalized. No ono tan question
tho compensation purposely extensi- the necessity that has brought this
ble, for fear that the paymunts pro- condition about, but the effect upon
vided In the bill for milk allowance energy and incentive and cooperative
for a month would not be sufficient to effort must be bad.
When 'we come to consider the
buy a postcard.
As the State Issues more money standards of living in dwelling houses
costs rise; as costs rise wages rise. and apartments we find the same lev- -

papers, looked them all over and went enough affair. Watches are stolen In
to the scullery maid and said:
London as rapidly as they are In Jfew
" 'See here, young woman, Where's York. If a detective was put on every
case of stolen watch there would not
that typewriter?'
"Blest if she didn't brazen It out be enough detectives to cover that sort
until I showed her her misspelled of knavery alone, much less pay atwords in tho dictation and the same tention to murders, assaults and so on.
However, this was an extraordinary
misspelling In tho letters. And then
she took me off to where she had the watch belonging to an extraordinary
Scotland Yard wanted that
typewriter hidden. They'd never heard gentleman.
her using It, because she never used watch back. So out of Scotland Yard
went a young detective who knew his
it near the house."
London and his Londoner. From a
So how about that. Mr. Holmes?
nark (we call them stool pigeons) h
Sir Basil tells of one of the many learned that it was possible that one
missing and broken button mysteries. Jem Cooper was a man not above liftWhat city hasn't had its murder ing a toft's watch, and the nark took
where the only clew, was a button or tho detective to a pub where Jem was
a piece' of button found near the scene
friends at beer. To tackle
of the crime? But here was a London entertaining
Jem at the time would have been as
costermonger murdered of a Saturday dangerous as It might have been fruitnight In Llmohouse. His skull was less. There was no direct evidence
bashed In. Whoever did It took the that Jem had the watch. man's overcoat, too. Twenty feet
But the Scotland Yard man followed
away from the body the police found Jem and came to a district where seva piece of a fairly large and altogether eral pawnshops were located. A bit ot
common bone button.
skillful maneuvering and the detective
The button might have had nothing was ahead of Instead of behind Jem.
at all to do with the murder. To re- He took a chance. He stopped In front
peat, it was, after all, only a silver of of a pawnbroker's window, and out of
n button. This murder happened in the corner of his eye he observed Jem
the winter.
Scotland Yard men regarding that very shop. He hustled
searched the public houses in the dis- up an alley and Into the rear of the
trict and suspected this man and that. shop. He showed his badge to the proBut there was no arrest that winter. prietor of the shop and the proprietor
They did not find the missing overcoat obeyed Instructions to crouch below
either, although all the hundreds of tho counter.
In canto Jem.
pawnbrokers wore Interviewed and old
clothes men examined.
"How much will you give me for
Watson?
that beauty?" inquired Jem.
The
Broken
Button
Just one clew was turned up. All
Mystery;
The
was gloomy. The detecOr, Who Killed Costermonger tive hadplace
the letters were typed on an ancient
thrown his hat on the floor
typewriter The alignment of the type
But along about overcoat time of the and was leaning over the countor H
proclaimed the state of decrepitude of following winter one of the Inspectors took the watch, examined It critically,
themiachlne.
The lower case "e" was asked Sir Basil to let him
Just convinced himself that It was tho one
rather flattened out. Elementary! one more go at It. They had have
saved
the he was seeking.
Find the typewriter. foolish little sliver of bone button. The
Elementary!
"Ten years, Jem," he replied, grabEleLocate Its owner. Elementary!
inspector toftk it and fared forth to bing his man.
mentary!
Llmehouse. From pub to pub he went,
And he kept h,is word. Jem got
But they didn't find the typewriter. simulating drunkenness.
He'd paw ten.
find
is
didn't
the
That
They
typist.
men and tall against men. He would
Of course, as has been said herein
they didn't until Inspector Blodgett become embroiled In arguments and before, Sherlock Holmes couldn't poswent out from Scotland Yard.
fights. He was having a pretty rough sibly have done the thing so simply.
"See here, Blodgett," said Sir Basil. time of it. Presently
he came to a Had he not made It intricate and had
"Go out there and see what you can particularly mean
pub where the mur- a fearful time, with Dr. Watson and
do. Don't hurry. Take your time.. Of dered man had been wont to do
his the poor Inspector, Incidentally (not
course don't take too much time, but drinking.
to.'mention playing a sonata on his
do what you can."
The Inspector lurched among the as- violin and shooting a few grains o'.
was
Just
Inspector Blodgett
gone
sembled costermongers and suddenly morphine into his forearm), nobody
forty-eig,
hours.
he came to a man with an overcoat In the world would have
$2 a
"What's the matter, Blodgett?" de- that sported a button that was not volume for him or whateverpaid it was
manded Sir Basil.
quite whole. He picked a fight with he cost his ultimate consumer.
"Nothing at all, sir," explained the wearer of that overcoat and
And, of course, he would never have
Blodgett. "It was quite simple. We promptly knocked him stiff, as wo solved the famous Werther murder
havo her locked up and a confession, Americans are wont to say. The by merly going from laundry to
sir."
roughnecks present applauded the vic- laundry until he came to one whero
"Who?"
tory of a drunken man over a sober the mark on the shirt In which the
"The cook's girl. A half grown heavyweight
but paused, somewhat torso of the murdered woman wan
young woman. The scullery maid, so startled, when the former shed his pre- wrapped was identified as the sign of
tu speak."
tense of intoxication and coolly fitted a the linen of Werther, the Soho but"You see, sir." explained Blodgett, sliver of bone button to the incomplete cher. A ghastly affair, but simple.
"I asked them the minute I got there button on the dazed coster's overcoat.
The police found the torso and legs
That is all. The wearer of the over-co- of a woman wrapped In, among other
to let me read the letters. Quite a
was
for
the murder. Ha things, a man's shirt. Almost oblithanged
stack of them there was. Forty or
fifty I should say. I spent, two confessed before Jack Ketch ended erated was the laundry mark on that
him.
A
bit
of
brain
work, that. And shirt.
hours reading them. I noticed In some
A detective went from laundry to
of them words repeatedly misspelled he brain came from Scotland Yard.
Sir Basil sets forth the most valuable laundry with that shirt. And
eventuassets
the
of
detective
and
Ac. Well, sir,
department
ally, after visiting a thousand and ona
the
individual
detective
as
organizaI made up a list of those misspelled
laundries, he came to the one where
words and I called together all mem- tion, hard work, luck and knowledge of Werther had his linen cleaned. They
nature.
human
he
Includes
the
and
all the servants.
bers of
found the head and arms of the unNaturally
family
I had them all together and gave each the necessity of brains, but takes it for happy woman In Werther's shop. A
granted that tho possessor of knowl- sordid story. But can you imagine
a pencil and a block of paper.
" 'Now,' said I, 'you will be kind edge of human nature must have a Sherlock Holmes and tho faithful
amount of serviceable brains. Watson trailing from
enouah to write down what I dictate.' - certaln
laundry to
Consider the Scotland Yard man who
And would you have paid
"Well, sir, I dictated something or was sent out to apprehend a thief who laundry?
book
$2
for
the
that recounted his
other to them slowly, using all the had stolen a gentleman's watch. Now,
Yes, Mr. Werther was
misspelled words. Then I collected the the stealing of a watch is a common pilgrimage?
'
hanged.
police would call them poison pen
letters. First the circumspect lady of
the manor received a most Insulting
letter. Jt put her to her bed in a
nervous collapse. Then her husband
received a few of them. The old
gentleman was about done up. such
were the contents of these notes.
The young ladies received their
nasty letters and the sons of the famThe
ily were recipients of more.
thing went on for six months. Local
constables and private detectives surrendered the case, confessing themselves baffled. The letters didn't come
by mail. Not. a stamp was used. The
butler got them. The second man received a few. Cook got hers and was
so hurt that she ' couldn't cook fop
weeks. Nurse was made a target for
the abusive epistles. Even the small
scullery maid, as meek and inoffensive
as Sally Brass's starved Marchioness,
got two of them.
Every morning some member of th
household, servants and masters and
mistresses, found them in his or her
pockets or In the front hall or on a
window ledge or under his or her
bedroom door or under his or her
pillow. Whole squads of private detectives surrounded the houso and
watched all night and all day. Take
heed of tlu.t, Mr. Holmes. Other
squads of detectives stood about the
halls and chambers of the house all
night and all day. They saw nothing,
heard nothing, discovered nothing.
Now what do you think of that, Dr.

.

ellng movement going on. Facts on
this come from tho tables of demands
for lodgings and dwellings which come
Into the Housing Bureau, as well as
from the tables of new buildings. Out
of 2,000,000 applications which came
into this bureau in Prussia for lodging and dwelling accommodation for
the year covering the last half of 1920
and the first half of 1921 85 per cent,
were for three rooms or fewer; half
wero for two rooms. In tho larger
cities there Is a remarkable decline
in the demands for larger lodgings
and an Increase In tho demand for
smaller, ones. For one offering of one

proflt-tnke-

rs

y.

CopyrffM,

1923,

by The New York Herald.

The question of Germany's replenishment offers Interesting scope for
speculation, and here, too, the most
recent figures contain some striking
features.
By her own figures Germany lost 1,824,051 dead and 4.247,000
wounded and missing. After the war
marriage rose to a high figure. The
year 1920 saw the highest recorded
marriage rate throughout Germany;
the year 1921 brought back the figure
nearer to the pre-wrate. Marriages
per thousand population In 1913 had
stood 7.7; in 1920 they had almost
doublled to 14.6; In 1921- marriages
stood at 11.9 per thousand of the
population.
Years

Not Equal to That in 1313
How, then, about births? Strange
to say, the births neither in 1920 nor
1921 have equaled the births per thousand in 1918. In this earlier year
births had stood 28.5 per thousand; in
1920 this number was reduced 10 per
In 1921 the reduction was IB per

cent;

'J

,

the large apartment and
That same disorganization of the
private dwelling to the smaller units. mental environment which has done
Along with this there is a tendency to much to still the energy of German
give up servants.
incentives, to Introduce a factor of

Birth Rate for Last Two

,

Jf

Is away from

ar

Minister of Justice

sr.

t

i

tH. V?

v" ;vf
--

CARL HEINZE.;
and two room apartments there were
demands from twenty applicants. The
tendency from the larger to the smaller
apartments is marked In the applications of the succeeding quarters
of
'
1920 and 1921.
,
This demand for smaller lodgings Is
reflected in building statistics.' The
number of apartment buildings and
tenements built in thirty-fiv- e
large
cities Increased four times In 1921
over 1920; three times 'In the early
The number of dwelmonths of 1922
f.
lings erected increased only
Not only In the large cities but In
the smaller ones as well the tendency
.

one-hal-

cent. Though they are marrying the
young couples of Germany have not
yet begun to give children to the
fatherland at a rate commensurate
with the marriage rate.
When we come to consider the
status of the children we obtain the
most Impressive index of the situation
in Germany, Statistics are plentiful
showing the undernourishment of children in German cities, comparing the
height and weight of children born
during and after the war with the
standard of German children born before the war. These figures' find frequent reproduction in America, and I
prefer not to repeat them here. One
notices that these statistical
, usually
tables are accompanied by. comment
pointing to the blockade as the cause
of Germany's ills. Four .years after
the close of hostilities one can still
find in statistics given out for foreign
these undisguised atconsumption
tempts at propaganda.
As a matter of fact the condition of
children and
Germany's
less cannot be connected with the
blockade.
And undernourishment
among children is by no means limo
ited
Germany. : Undernourishment
is found as well among American and
English children. Ono does not need
to confine himsei: to physical condition of the children to decide that the
situation of the next generation in
Germany is such as to give cause for
'
some dlsqulitv
three-year-ol- d

fakery and shoddy Into German
manufacturing, is having Its influence
on the lives and minds of children.
From these homes which as a result
of the war have suffered deterioration
of standards there has been an exodus
of boys and girls, leaving In the midst
of school days, to seep economic indeIn one south German
pendence.
metropolis the instruction in the public schools as late as 1921 was
only
three-fifth- s
of that of pre-wpeace
times. After the war there was a
dangerous period of unemployment
During these times the Juvenile department of the municipal employment bureau In Berlin was able to
place only about half of those who applied. The rest were compelled to
walk the streets.
As a result of these conditions there
was an increase of Juvenile criminality. Weakened resistance to temptation, excitement, abnormal nervous
strain, unhealthful living conditions
ail resulted in a multiplication of
criminal acts by the young. As between 1913 and 1921 complaints with
regard to Juvenile cases In a German
metropolis Increased fourfold; indictments Increased from 188 to 796. The
number of thieves sentenced In the
Juvenile court In 1914 totaled 204; tn
1920, B39. These figures are typical of
all the. large cities of Germany,

Juvenile Criminals Grow
Fourfold in Number
The following story Is also typical of
the temptations that come to youth. A
boy of 13 stole 120 marks and spent
the money in one day for two pounds
of sausage, two packages of crackers,
tight pounds of cherries, two glasses
of beer, four pieces of cake and a dinner of coffee with herring. All this
the boy ate in one day. It need not be
stated that this did not occur at the
exchange rates of tho current year.
Further light on living conditions
of young and old is thrown by an investigation made by a social bureau
into hone conditions of young children. By great economy Germany can
contrive to supply herself foodstuffs,
principally potatoes, from her own
fields. Textiles must come from import. Tho result has been a far greater
increase in the costs of all textiles,
bed clothing and wearing apparel over
the cost of foodstuffs. The increase
over normal pre-wprices is double
in the case of woven materials over
foodstuffs. As purchasing power was
limited at best the natural consequence
has been that the people have put oft
buying cloth until tho last,

'
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TO THOSE WE KNOW
l!l!!P.!V
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MerbGurisimas

'

it is a pleasure to know that we have had a part
m aiding to prepare a joyou3 Christmas for many
lbuquerque homes.

il

WHO KNOW

m

Among our Assets we like to count the only
one that money cannot buy YOUR GOOD
WILL.

of your
vVe. wish . to express our appreciation
liberal patronage, and especially our gratitude for
the consideration you' have shown during the past
few days of extreme congestion of orders. Our
effort has been to render the best service possible.
.

at this Holiday Season we extend to you
not as a customer alone, but as a friend-t- he
best of wishes for a

So

Please Accept Our Best Wishes For a

MERRY CHRISTMAS

HSTHIS

MERRY

.

and

and a

HAPPY

W.
int-!l- 1
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Grocery
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Albuquerque's Big Hardware
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Store
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WE HAVE ENJOYED AN

Here's a wish for Merry Christmas,
And a Happy New Year, too,
For we're proud to send a greeting
STo a patron like you.
A MERRY CHRISTMAS

EXCELLENT BUSINESS AND

.

and

WISH OUR PATRONS A

MERRIEST OF CHRISTMAS

MERRY CHRISTMAS

and
HAPPIEST OF NEW YEARS

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

and a

PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

fmmm

&

We have enjoyed a most excellent trade during
the year, and to those who contributed to our
success we extend our greetings and

mm.
Clothiers, Inc.

DEALERS IN GROCERIES, ETC.

Phone 520

Corner First and Tijeras Avenue

114 West Central

116 WEST CENTRAL

Christmas Greetings and B est Wishes to All

ear.

1922
in the best climate in this wonderful country, we feel that we are indeed
thankful for the many blessings that we enjoy, and feeling this'way we wish to ex-

I VING

H
mm-

tend to each and every one our best wishes for a very Merry Christmas and hope
that everyone may have an occasion to rejoice and enjoy health and happiness for many
.
years to come.
THIS
-

IS

THE SINCERE WISH OF THE

Albuquerque Gas and Electric Company
"Af Your Service"
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would revive theories that were long atro
exploded and would apply to existing
treatment that has been repeated-
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Managing Editor
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BY PARiSIAK TO

DETECT CRIME
Unique Methods of Frenchman Have Been Studied
by the Police Department of New York City

?

Next

to

overthrowing a cabinet the
easiest thing in Europe, according to thd
photographs, is collecting a seething mob
in the main square.

83c

J2.60

4.75
9.0(l

11

25, 1922

detective inFrance.
Bayle is a small, dark, quiet
ho
works in a modern
man;,
equipped laboratory in the palaih
do justice; ho is feared by criminals of all classes, and his ultimate fame promises to surpass
that of Aphonse Bertlllon, the
French finger print: expert who
died. in 1914.
Baylo is chief of the technical bureau of the Paris police department. Here ail the criminal
information of the republic la concentrated, classified and studied.
From this bureau the expert chemist and pyhysicist gives directions
in the field of criminal detection.
So successful has he been that
the ignorant criminal classes have
come to regard him as a worker In
black magic. Ilia unique methods
have been studied by the police
department of New York City. Dr.
Bayle rarely gives much attention
to the personality of criminals or
their particular psychology. He
works rather with material things.
of many
His workshop consists
rooma ana passageways, equipped
with all tho paraphernalia oft a big
industrial laboratory, and includes
a photograph gallery. He has
epectoscopes, microscopes and
machines by the dozen, each
fitted for a special purpose such
as examining blood spots, forged
counterfeit
money,
documents,
powder burned clothes, and the
wreckage that Is picked up on a
t
criminal trail.
Study Lined With Books
is iiued with
Dr. Bayle's
books on science, and catalogue
records of his work. In the records of his bureau t here are registered no less than eight million names
of persons involved in crimes, past
and present.
"The detection of crime today in
something very different from the
said Dr.
conception,"
popular
Baylo to tho Associated Press correspondent. "The Sherlock Holmes
and Arsene Lupin stories of great
criminals and their feats ore no
doubt most entertaining, but that is
for them. From my
all 1 can-sapoint of view there is no crime that
cannot be detected, that does not
leave its traces behind, at least
For one thing crimtheoretically.
inals, as a rule, aro not very in
man
The uneducated
telligent.
usually commits crimes of passion
man
and brutality; the educated
runs to fraud.
Criminals Are Astounded
"My methods astound the ignorant criminals, and they havo come
to fear me when I enter tho courts.
Intelligent nrofes- Tl,o
sional criminals seem to have begun
to try to thwart me, in a small way.
endeavor, oy wear-i,,- ,r
Nowadays tney
fnve9. nrtt to leave ftncer- prints behind, but we have reached
the point where their linger priuit
through gloves can notbe dettctad.
very myste"Crime is really
rious. The curious point to me is
interest me
which
crimes
that the
most do not interest the public.
"There has been very great
do In the detection of
yiva""
the oast six or eight.
known

Wmm- -

Have you dug out your

mJ?Wwl wMwmk

"

May Christmas find you merry,
May New Tear's bring your cheer,
And may success and happiness
Be your lot in the coming year.
$

It's Christmas, so they say.
The fulfillment of the vision of Christ
for humanity! Had Christ had his way,

We couldn't dig up a better wish for you If we
tried until next Christmas.
We'll admit our belief that the tailors who cut
some of the fashionable ladles' gowns exhibit shear
jn erve.
S

A Denver' ory goods firm

has declared a

900

would today be an incar- - per cent dividend. This confirms our belief regard
When men ing tho price of clothes. But what kind of a divination instead of a symoo-l- .
dend would a millinery house pay?
come to understand the meaning of
number
of
You can buy an almost unlimited
Christmas, the world will be peopled
rubles with a dollar, but who wants to buy rubles'
children.
women
and
with happy men,
We pay our humble respects to the nerve ot Mr.
The vision of Christ is the hope of the
Christmas

X-r-

,

Carbone, prize fighter, who attempted to bump
skulls with Mr. Flowers, colored. We should judge,
however, that his name should be Ivory.

world.
THE DOUGHBOYS AND THE KIDS

The captain of an American seagoing vessel says

War and its vicious aftermath have not ibis passengers exhibit signs of illness shortly after
the
limit and will not recover
spoiled the American boys camped on passing
have had a "prescription" from the
until
they
much
are
the Rhine. They, it appears,
bottle. He calls the allgjent the "Glmmies."
the same as they were when they sat on ship's
(
home.
With
back
the front stoop
typical
The folk who suffer badly
From the ailment called the "(Jimmies,"
6anity of judgment they see in the chilFind the cure they seek so madly
dren of the Germans, whose land they
Is the stuff that gives them "Jimmies."
are guarding, just kids. Kids, argue the
and
made
for
are
Christmas,
Americans,
Is the man who
always ceckirg a crockery
old man Klaus has no business overlook- mug containing a maltouti
beverage tho true fol
ing any just because there has been a lower of the Kin Stein theory? Well, relativity
war.
(correct) speaking, he Is.
So the doughboys went to work, and
head writer described the wedding of Miss
made up a purse of many millions of SusieTheHamm
and Billy Egger as the Hamm and
to
with
it
Claus
Santa
handed
and
marks,
Wedding.
Egger
very specific instructions as to its emThe only man who didn't go nutty over the
ployment. It is understood that he is to
be on the job bright and early in Rhine-lan- d original Sajome dance is the only one who lost his
and see, that the children are prop- head over it.
erlyi remembered.
,
.
J
Captain Look is the executive officer of an
neart Ito ocean
it wouiu ItaKe a very stony
found a schooner
going vessel that
criticize that splendid gift. One wonders in distress. News Item. recently
'
which the children will remember longest,
A ISullad pf the Look-S- e
the treaty of Versailles or the time when,
When Captain' Look goes out to sea,
most unexpectedly, Santa Claus came in
Some things at sea sees he
the neat garb and cheerful guise of an
That tho dweller on land cannot see at hand,
American doughboy. Not only does the
Though Tie search most hopefullee.
g
act, in its implication, have a
For the
limit, 'tis found, Is fine
effect, but it will make many an
To strengthen the searching eye.
American feel that the boys are all right
And schooners one sees with perfect ease
Which on land are not there to descry.
these American soldiers even if they
So here's to the breeze which sweeps to the seas
are far away and on an unpleasant
Tho
three-mil- e

.

13

T

1

1

1

.

1

i

heart-warmin-

three-mil- e

ships from dry lands afar,
Where schooners are free to sail the sea
Or be piloted over the bar.

A HERO OF SCIENCE

Ed-mo-

B-r-

ins

THE VISION THAT WAS CHRIST

of

A chemist,

rcent years has become the best

DUG OUT 181 KO01T
Merry Christmas!

Dec. 24.

Bat-is- ,

Among signs of increased employment
don't overlook the millions of children
actively engaged in making themselves
useful around the house and hoping that
oailia LlailS IS taking notice

ADVERTISEMENTS.
The Journal reserves the right to reject any
advertising matter that it may deem improper. rcs- Calls, tor tcciety meetings, cards of t.3thanks,
...
.4
.il.ttw.V. InAinla
ft TOO till.
(except Sunday
tices. calls for church meetingsihui'eli programs) are considered as advertising and
will be charged for at regular advertising raiea.
MEMBEK OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Tho Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
of all news credited to
the use. for
it or not otherwise credited In this paper and alsu
the local news published herein.

.December

w

Russia, says Lenine, wants raw materials. Of raw deals it has had plenty.

1873

MOM

vi'y'y
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STRY USED

BY THE WAY

mutter at the postoffiee
Entered as eocond-clas- s
of Albuquerque, N. M.. and entry in Santa Ke. N.
of
act
under
M.. pending,
Congrees of March 17.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
One month by carrier or mail
months
Hircn
Six Months
One Venr

T

tried and found wanting.

310 West Gold avo.
R7
GO nnd

Office
Telephones
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A MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL! MAY THE JOYOUS SPIRIT OF YULETIDE
BRING HAPPINESS TO EVERY HOME AND FIRESIDE

little girl shouted

as a bar to the maintenance of the
present suit. A reply was interposed by the plaintiffs In which the
The I.azy Do(r
former adjudication was admitted
Mr. Green was tender hearted
but denied the binding effect thereand asked what was thn matter.
Jake
Floersheim, citizen and tax- of. A'
demurrer to this reply was
Oh, hes Just lazy:' said the'
of Harding county, New
payer
man.
interposed by- tho defendants to
himself
and
others
for
Mexico,
the effect that no facts were Plead"Lazy!" F.ald Mr. Green. "But
similarly interested,
ed therein which would avoid the
laziness- surely wouldn't make him
Appellees and
force and effect of the former adlike
that!"
cry
1
1
v.
The court overruled
judication.
"Well, It does," said the man. Board of
Commissioners
County
thP
demurrer and
"because that dog is sitting on a
reply und
ot Harding county, New Mex- thereupon upon finalthehearing
enthistle and is too darned lazy to
Gallegos,
ico, Eufracio
tered a uecree temporarily enjoin-fii- g
move!" Farm Life.
J.
II.
and
Arguello
the defendants from
members the oourthousp and jail bondsissuing
individual
'Crane,
until
.Waste, of Time
the Harding county establishment
thereof,
"I asked Jim if he would contest
bonds
had
first
been
this hlH wife's suit for divorce and he
in
We was eating brel.fist
issued
and
duly
Appellants
particularly through the
accordance with the provisions of years;
ana
or cnemisu-mornlnif and pop hit the top ot l is said no.'.' .
No. 2810, Harding County.
application
tho
act
and
until
Harding county
to detection,
"What reason did he give?"
egg with tho bottom of his spoun,
Ono Manuel Martinez, being a a
intho
for
of
the
levy
not
we
are
O
"fc'aid
I
payment
yet in
tho
he
see
"In my opinion
didn't
way, l'teily
yen, by
paying,
any use: he
and taxpayer of Harding terest on the same had been
of a crimeless civilization.
tills Kraie Frontcliman never Won an argument with that resident on behalf
forgot,
sight
ot himselt ana and lawfully made and until it duly
county,
had
is a part of human nature.
Clemenso ats 8 e?i?s for nrekflst woman in his life." Boston
all other residents and taxpayers been ascertained and determined, Crime
The
it is spontaneous.
and he's 70 yeers old and as strong
suit by referent to The assessment, rolls Much ofdetection
situated,
brought
similarly
and punishment
of
as a horse.
in the district court to enjoin the of the county that tho issuance of fear not
prevent it. .
Incredible
Now Wyiyum I hopo youre not
board of county commissioners of said bonds will not exceed the con- will"I would
like to point out that
Acolyte (to newest genius of the that county from issuing court stitutional
getting onti of your crazy idcera,
on
indebtedbeen to
I'm nlwavs fiml- - house and jail bonds under the pro ness as
part ot our endeavor has and
ma ged.
constituthe
provided
by
preto
...
innocence,
protect
help
t.
iu
or
i.oou.u
inai
An
If
man
,
tion.
a
from said decree vent the misciirriage
visions of section lb
.U68,S
Chapter
grate
Certeny not, hut
of justice.
was Immediately taken. (Ill
estabwas
art
the
which
like ClenienKO cuts S rggs there
Lnws
1921,
Science does not seek to convict.
And cto they believe
er 7, 1922. a
was
iimt be some reaxon fur it. dont youGenius
7
lishing Harding county. Various oblooks for the truth, no more and
Punch, London.
liy'the plaintiff from the It
you know the. Front rh ore Hip- jections to thn action ot the sued out
no less.
decree
final
the
case
in
t.M3fii of ronntv commissioners
upon the
pospil to be tho mort intelligent
Cleared Jailers of Guilt
Bad Any Time
that the plaintiffs had been
urged, and among the- fol- - theory
people in thc.werld '.' pop sed.
Had
"During the war a spy case, that
there's
"Son,
nothing
a
denied
was
perpetual
injunction
section
said
That
Well they dont .'how It if they worse than to be old and broken." lowing: (a)
Vigo, alias Almereyda,
therein as prayed for. The court of a certain
10 of armuch public attention.
all eat S egKs for brekfist, ma sed.
Toimg Hopeless "Yea, father-- to In violation ot section constitution
at the same time reinstated the attracted
found deal in hia
of
was
IX
stale
man
ticle
the
l,e. young, and broke,"
The
and pop Feii, t dont meeti Id be
'Punch
(heretofore cell, and there were those who
in that the act authorized the is- - preliminary injunction
foolish enm'f to wtart rite in on 8 Bowl.
the
of
granted
upon
the
filing
assassinated
first
without
sunnce of such bonds
ggs, but I could werk up to it.
and continued the same claimed he had been
. tho
evidence was two
to the complaint
The
I could start with about 4.
there.
only
question
in
submitting
force
until
the
determination
of
BUILDING AT DEXTER
spots on his shoe laces. By one I
qualified electors ot the county; tho plaintiffs' said
l.
you tell Nora to put 3 more
analysis of these,
(e) that said section violated sec The order was entered cx parte nnd
eggs on to boil, 'ho .'?!.,
DESTROYED BY FIRE
other
contion 21 of article IV of tho
without notice to the defendants. found to be of mud and the
Now Willyum thia lns'gunu far
his bed, and was able
off
It
local
was
a
and
The caso is here on both the direct paint
OF; UNKNOWN ORIGIN stitution in that
enuff. you know very 'welt efcgf
to conclude he had hanged himare the very ferst things that disspecial law regulating county af- and
would
Judgment of the court below re- self and thus clear the jailers of
agree with you, ma serl- How about
Doster. N. M., Dec. 24. Fire dis- fairs: (e) that said bonds reason
versed, cause remanded with direc- guilt.
be illegal and void for the
that pieknielc wen you ate no meny covered at midnight-FridaentireVAnother case: During the war
that there was no provision In tho tions to dissolve the injunction
hanlhoil eggs and then kepp on ly,
in wrote his mother
Weaver
tho
heretofore Issued in the caso and
destroyed
building'
tho
of
constitution or the laws
asking the doctor to let you die so at
wiucu
the nlghfbefore a Dame in to
this place and for a time threat- state regulating tho manner of to dismiss tne complaint.
you'd stop suffering, sho sed.the
he was killed. A postscript
Sylluliiw by the Court
the issuance of the same; f) that
O, Id forgotten that. O well, ened to spread to adjoining' busiin fawill
1.
former
a
revoked
There
is
a
letter
doctrine
to
be
general
would
when
bonds
different.
If
said
issued,
are
ness
boil
blocks
disastrous
with
eggs
hard,
Ptfeet
the
the effect that parties to a cause, vor of his wife. By analysis of tWa
nature hail intended eggs to be to the entire business section locat- illegal and void becauso no provi- which
haR been decided upon the Ink and the handwriting in
hard she would of tipped off the ed on upper Main street. The burn- sion of law had been made for
the
that
was
shown
and their privies, nre bar- postscript, it
hens to that effect, pup sed, and ed building was occupied by the the raising of tho revenue for the merits,
red and foreclosed by the Judgment mother had forged his signature.
ma sed. It dont make env (liferents grocery and feed store of L. S. payment of the interest and prin- and
it lioueh her con
are forever estopped from
A demurrer and
about the hardness of them or the O'Ncil and the entire stock was cipal thereof.
as between them- fession added nothing to the value
interposed by the de- again litigating,
shape either. Wat could be morea also a total loss. Thn building was answer were
selves, the same controversy. The of tho
a: proof.
opposite to a hard boil egg than
xra besrinnine to eliminate
partially covered by insurance ami fendants In that suit and a stipextends further, and com-pescrambled eggs ntul you remember the merchandise, though entirely ulation of facts was filed by tho doctrine
proof in crime. We
'the
to
forward
parties
bring
tho
issues
framed
how you carried on wen you ale 3 covered, altu may prove a personal parties.
Upon
and present to the court' every fact prefer our own, as
case
was
heard
at
milled
sera
the
and
loss
your
since
ei?gfi
all
of
includtho
stipulated
books,
helping'of
facts without sometimes
existing In "support of the distort the
cousin Berts wedding tor a week, ing inventory and accounts, were by the court and the demurrer then
to. Science cannot ue.
wishing
claim
or
defense,
and
w'as
otherwise
sustained and the complaint
she sed.
destroyed.
Tho blaze was ffrst noticed hy dismissed. Thereupon an appeal such faet is lost to the party who
By gosh I believe youre rite, yee
of
to this court and upon might have presented it, the same DRIVE TO COLLECT
an
wer
even
was
residents
who
lliink
awakI
taken
rant
egg
nearby
gods
if, it had never existed. Tho
now with eny frendly feeling, pop ened by the 'light an'd aa alarm September 29, 11122, 'in' an' opinion as
TAXES
is familiarly
DELINQUENT
was
called tho
immediately torned in to the handed down on that date, this doctrine
sed. Not eyen this one, he sed.
of "res adjudlcata."
which responded court held that section 18 of doctrine
Now Willymn you mile as well eat fire department
FRUIT
BEARING
IS
2.
Where unit Is brought to deeele-ritwith unusu.-buttthe en- chapter 48, Laws of 1931, did not
your pci'feekly good egg. if Its' not tire
inside of the structure was by violate
section 10 of article IX of termine a public right, involving a
one ixtremc Its the. other.
New York, Dec. 23. A drive
mass of flnmn .and the state constitution or section matter of general interest by one
I wouldent toutcli that egg if that time a were
efforts
qualified citizen in behalf of him- started six weeks ago against delinturned to saving 24 of article IV of the .constituClemenso himself bngged mc t eat their
federal taxpayers in tho
ad.iolninV
Only, a heavy
and the judgment' of the dis- self and all others similarly situat- quent
it ffir the honor of Frants, pop sed. firo wall Inproperty.
second federal New York district
tho building next door tion court was
all
such
ed,
other
citizens
are
afpartSo-ate if. being pirtty good'of
trict
accordingly
$1,600,000,
has yielded nearly
ies to the proceeding by represenby the Dexter Drug comlike oeeupie,caabled
a epg but net making mc feel
pany,
them to prevent firmed.
'
tation, and are bound by the judg- Frank K. Bowers, collector ot in7 more.
,
eleventh
on
the
day ment, not only as to matters which ternal revenue, announced tonight.
spread of the flames in that direc- of Thereafter,
November.- 19,22. one Jake Flper-shei- were litigated,
tion and prevented all but minibut also aa to mat- The collector has issued aboutwhich
as a- resident and taxpayer ters which existed
mum damage to the drug stock.
warrants for distraint,
at the time and
himself
on
of
behalf
county,
A LITTLE LAUGHTER
supply of water in of said
could have' been litigated in the are being distributed to moreatthan
J thnAneilyabundant
situathe.
all
others
and
he said,
similarly
mains assisted in controllcase the same ns tho actual formal 100 field1 deputies,'
nf rnn' week. Uncollected
ing th,, spread In other directions. ated, brought n suit for an injuncon
tho
parties
of
record,
regardless
amount
to
The lack of an
'. Making Certain
ladder tion against .tho same board of whether they had actual notice of taxes and penalties
An 'enterprising "British company equipment proved' a' handicap in' county coivttiissioners. seeking to the
$300,000,000 wnen uouecior cowof
tho
or
stilt
not.
same
them'
pendency
from
the
issuing
crusade.
de
the
enjoin
his
razed building itself.
in the, Soudan had
workupon
2. Tho binding effect of such a ers began
The origin of the fire is un- courthouse and jail bonds. A nrst
cided to lay a railway line into the
,
ametndea complaint was filed in Judgment upon parties to the proknown.
Our Idea of poetto Justice li a
wilds.
the cause on November 17, 1922. ceeding, by representation may be republican campaign orator buyOn,, day the telegraph clerk nt
ror
avoided
fraud
Ir
or
collision
amended
among
tho
complaint,
only
received
the nearest civilized spot,
ing a suit of clothes under tho
45.000 NEW MEMBERS
in its prosecution.
other things, it was alleged that tho
tariff law.
a telegram from tho native fore4.
Ah
ana
be
In
:
bonds
would
saitl
a pleading' Columbus Ohio State Journal.
allegation
illegal
ADDED TO ELKS' LIST
man of the railway constructor,-'t.
void
a
because
was
establishment
the
that
former
suit
a
friendly
"White boss dead. Shall I bury
IN LAST 12 MONTHS of Harding county failed to provide, '4t, and that tho plaintiff therein,-was- , Tho Chicago surface lines carhim?"
in fact, desirous, that the opfor levying a sufficient tax to pay
4.300,000 more passengers In
",Yei." wired back Ihs clerk.
the interest and provide a sinking posite party should1 be successful, ried
October than in September, and
he is
.24.
that
Dec.
Ellidom
"But 'first, make sure
Chicago.
commanded and that the plaintiff in such form- we
as
said
bonds
fund
for
'
caught that very car. Amerquite dead. Will send another numbers 1,435 lodges with a total by Section 29 of Article IV of the er suit did not make or Intend to
ican Lumberman (Chicago).
white boss tomorrow."
membership of 812,657, according constitution.- - It was further al- make a bona fide
of
A few hours later another tele- to the report of the secretary of
representation
leged that th said statute and the rlcrhta of the parties to the
the Benevolent and Protective Or action
gram came from the foreman:
of the board of county
cause by representation
states no cntly decided,
and ad"Burled bijFs, Mode sure he Was; der of Elks made public here, and
thereunder were void
dead, lilt him on the head with a shows the assets of subordinate under the provisions of Section 10 defenso to a Plea setting up the hered to7.
na
former
to
The
a
bar
the
an
adjudication
of.
be
to
excess
In
of
awarding
shovel." London Anr.wers.
injunc$38,000,
lodges
of Article IX of the constitution,
tion which haB the effect of modi1000.
Last year the local lodges etc. There wore some further al- maintenance of the second suit.
B. Tho
comallegations of tho
for legations.
fying tho Judgment In a cause made
rci'fcet
lipent more than $2,000,000
The plaintiff prayed
in this suit examined and after tho uppeal has been taken to
. The teacher was having' spelling
A net gain of 44,996 for a
charity.
perpetual Injunction enjoin- plaint
In the first grade. She would spell members for the year has been re- ing the defendants from Issuing the held not to state a new or different this court and eucn appeal perfectnew lodges above named bonds. An answer cause of action from the one plead- ed herein, and without notice to
corded, and thirty-foa word and the children would
instituted. Nebraska was the only was filed In bohnlf of the board of ed In, the former adjudication and the adverse parly, la void for wart
pronounce it.
'
'
state to register a decrease in mem- counly commissioners, petting tip for that reason the'euit in this case of Jurisdiction both of the person
she spelled.,
"Mamma." paid the whole class. bership. In 1S7S the order thowel the proceedings in the case of is barred by tho former Judgment. and the subject matter.
n Manuel Martinet
1. Martinez vs. Board of
a membership of S20 and in
Opinion by Parker. C. J. Barnes,
against 'the paid
a client then vn.fj meniberhlp uf 7 67,601,
The clajs
deieudunts ami pleading the same
pi Harding County, rec- - J and Kjan, t. J. Concurring.
"Fapa."

utiys

triumphantly,

Supreme Court Decisions

.
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Capper'B Weekly.
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There is scarcely an American who U
not familiar with the, name of Louis Allbiipsinpffi Twissiilj Tears A
Pasteur, the great French scientist, the
centenary of whose birth will be celebrated throughout the world on DecemChicken fanciers in general end sporting men in
ber 27. That remarkably simple process particular will be interested to know that a cocking
by which our milk is purified or "past- Imuin will be nulled off in thn fiunnvsMa In. Old
eurized," as we have come to know it Albuquerque, this afternoon at 3:30 o'clock.
bears his name. But his medical accomThe cigar and tobacco firm of Roaenwald and
in Flesher has been consolidated with the
plishments are even more
firm of
their daily effect on our lives. Men of Rothenberg and Schloss of Kansas City.largeThe firm'
science have called Pasteur their great- will be known as Rothenberg and Schloss. The di
est benefactor, but he was more than rectors are Nathan Schlous, Alexander Rothenberg,
that he was the benefactor of the whole Berthold ricsher and D. S. Rosenwald. The com
pany will maintain houses Jn Kansas City, Denver,
race.
and Roswell. Mr. Flesher will be In
Therefore it is a welcome announce- Albuquerque
o the Denver house.
Mr. Rosenwald will
charge
ment that France will celebrate the cen- have
charge of the Albuquerque house and L.
tennial of Pasteur's birth. The hundredth
will run the Roswell house.
anniversary of the death of Napoleon last
r
The
Transfer company
year was a festive occasion, but dispatches
from Paris point out that it was greeted Ireati.'d their patrons and friends to good cigars yeswith nothing like the enthusiasm evinced terday.
over Pasteur.
The New Mexico Sheep Sanitary board held a
This is the more remarkable, because meeting here yesterday. Present were Solomon
science seldom are held above Luna, I'resident II. W. Kelly of Las Vegas, W. L.
. men of
great warriors in the popular estimation. Prager of Roswell and Clerk llarry T. Lee.
t
Napoleon always has been looked upon
Santa Fe was chosen at the New Mexico Educaas the idol of France. Can it be possi- tional
Las Vegas as the
association's convention
ble that the present generation has seen next meeting point in, 1903. Dr.atE. L. Hewctt
of Las
the clay feet? Not destroyers, but
Vegas was elected president anij Dr. Light of Silver
such as Pasteur was, are the City was chosen president of the educational
'
,
world's truest heroes.' A scientist be- council.
to
no
Tie
longs
country exclusively.
The cake walk of tho B. W. B. club was won
gams, as a rule, no great reward for his! last night by Dan Brown and Mrs". Lewis.
pertormance
A few days ago Conductor Can and Engineer
Remember the words of the great
with compound engine 853, took a train of
Pasteur, when all the world scoffed at his Abel,
ideas: "I never Knew I had so many 3 000 tons from here to Winslow, Arl., and beat
ten minutes. On the return
enemies." It is one of the tragedies of 33's time one hour and
2,200 tons from Winslow to Gallsp In
they
brought
true greatness that appreciation comes eight hours and five minutes.
too late.
far-reachi-

Chl-fcld- er

McSpadden-Springe-

'

FUTILE NOSTRUMS

Certain projects now being pressed by
radical elements that have appropriated
the title of "progressivism" for their
creed suggest that in large part their
program is such m name only. A number of their proposals shade toward fallacious socialism artd others aim at saddling
the nation with paternalism of an expensive and futile variety.
While the exponents of radical "progressivism" pose as forward-lookinthey
seem to possess the crab's gift of locomotion that enables them to execute a forward march backward. Instead of profiting by the world's experience and chartg,

-

The Santa Fe Pacific hospital here wa:. destroyed by fire of unknown origin last night. Dr.
J B. Cutter, the superintendent stated that he was
in hopes that a larger and more modern hospital
The
will be erected on the site on South Broadway.
firemen, under Alderman J. A. Ilubbs, worked
heroically.
'

TOMB'S

..BEST raOGKJiT

U
Christ has led the world in morals and
religion for eighteen hundred years, only
because he was the manliest man in it;
the humanest and bravest man in it, and
hence the divincst.
THEODOKE

PARKER.
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ONLY

$500

KINGSBURY'S KOLUMN
CLOSE IN
4 rooms, modern, frame, good
lot, shado and outbuildings.
This property la located closeis
and is furnished.' The price
only ?3,500 and terms.
IN THE FOURTH WARD

rooms and

5

glassed-i-

n

sleep-In!-

?

modern, furnished.
This property la located In good
neighborhood, on paved street.
porch,

Priced at
WHAT
'

D,

ony

$3,650.

BETTER FOR XMAS
THAN A HOME?

Realtor

T, Kingsbury,

210 W. Gold..

..Phone

907--

CASH

shlngla bungalow,
Buys a
close in on South Walter. Another:
pressed
cash
$750
buys
brick, modern, close in. South
Edith, balance like rent.
ACKDUSON AM GKIFFITI1
120 S.

Realtors
Fourth.

:The

e

Loans

Rentals

Phono 414.

Insurance

OT SALE white

A. FLEKSCEER,

SWEDEN UNITE
FOR PURE FOOD
Establish a Standard of
I
Purity and Excellence on

Wishing Our Patrons and

Martin Co,

Friends a

Extends. Hearty

MERRY CHRISTMAS
and a

Eedtor

Actldent, Aulnmnblle Insurance,
Surety BonclB, Loans.
..
Vhona
No. Ill B. Fourth Street,

TAKE YOUR CHOICE
Of two beautiful new homes
in the cream of the cities;
A REAL VALUE
location: Luna circle, Nos. 1011
or 1021 West Tew York avenue;
An almost new adobe home, six
heat, built-i- n
modern,
built for homes, priced to sell;
rooms,
In
home
terms. Sea
features and a complete
gaadobe
Good
every respect.
in
size
lbt,
a
and
lawn
good
rage,
Zapf, Owner, at
in Fourth ward.
fine location
1021 West New York
Priced to sell and if Interested in
Phone 640 or
a bargain see me at once. Phono
157G-- J
or call at 801 South Edith.

HELP WANTED.

$1,500 to Loan

NEW YEAR
Franklin & Co., Realtors

and

Loans,

Insurance,

Sincere Wishes

frame in good condition,
garage, trees, cast froi.t, gas and
coal range, on dandy close in lot;
owner leaving; $3,200; part terms.
2 rooms
and 3
3 apartments,
rooms
sleeping
with glassed
porchis, furnished, within four
of
garage,
blocks
postofflce,
steady renter at $70 month; $1,000
cash.
SIlElXEV-BIUtCOMPANY
- W. Gold.
I'htmo 2S3.

and the balance on easy monthly
payments will make you the owner of a brand new modern,, house
in fine location, Lowlands or Uni
versity Heights. Take your choice.

HAPPY

GREETINGS

$500

to Loan

J, D. Keleher, Realtor

Subdivisions

As Long As It Lasts

$10.00 Per Load
(Of about

OPPORTUNITIES

Gold, Corner lot E0xl42 In Fourth ward,
splendid location, $1,000.
Five-roobungalow. In Fourth
ward, yard, shade, garage, south
FOR RENT
front, furniBhed ready to move
Desirable apartment, 3 rooms and into;
FOR KALE By nwoev,
$4,200; cosy terms.
A most desirand
modern,
gas
able lot on East Silver. Telephone sleeping porch,
New fl:; r0om8 and sleeping
E210-on
pavpu
sireui,
ngttis lurnisneo,
nrrt,. in Heights;
bath, oak
FOR SALU three room modern, fureast front,
furnished,
floors,
niture, nnd 1922 Ford, all for 5,60j. month.
Jeased to good tenants for six
Terms. Phone 1P22-J. P. GILL REALTY CO.
$2, COO; terms.
months;
323 V. Central
770.
Foil SALli

1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

211 W

Phono 410,

Coming Year

Botter Grade $16.00.

A

!
I

for the

iwt

Fire,

HOUSEWIVE S OF

.

A, L,

CHRISTMAS

Btucco.
family house,
W, Gold
Phone 240-2- 16
3 room", but:. & glassed aloeplng porch,
n,f ea,.h
.inimitetelv furnished.
1
Cen-' rented tor $S0, per month j East
trnl.
$4360 New 5 roorn, adobe white Btucco
bungalow, modern, large rooms, oak
WE WISH YOU ALXi A
floors, collar; adobe garnse to match
house; University Heights, near CanMERRY CHRISTMAS
1
nv.nun.
white slitoco bungalow, and a Happy and Prosperous New
$6150
modern, nnruwoou nuuro,
Tear.
garporch, fireplace, furnace, cellar,Fourth
age; corner lot, fine location,
want.
R, McClughan, Realtor
Borne rood Luye In business property.
Phone 442-.- T
Gold.
Lots and houses In all parti of the city. 204
Real Estate, Loans & Insurance
S4500-Tw- o

Christmas Greetings

VAN REALTY CO.

.OWN YOUR OWN HOME

$500

--

McKinley Land

.

four lots,

Investment Co.

National

Realtors
Insurance All Kinds.
Real Estate
List Tour Property With Us.
VP. Gold.
08
Phone 638

FOR RENT

Houses.

0j

Oil TRADE House and
easy payments. Wasgener,

leebo

McMillion & Wood, Realtors
YV
Gold. Insurance. Loans

cltv.

206

Oil KENT Bungalow, modern, fur- ,nlshd, 1510 East Gold.
'OU
KENT Five-roounfur
house,
nished. Sturites Cafe.
li KENT Four-roo- j.
modern house,
unfurnished.
Phmre lOO'.'-Oil
KENT Three-roohouse,
Call 1.108 South Walter.
FOR KENT Three room furnished homo
MD.00 per month.
1S07 South Edith.
Oft KENT Furnished houxe, modern.
. 700
Apply
Vest Klarouetta. l'hone

New Mexico.

BERNARD

FURNISHED, FOR RENT

All

rooms, Areola heat, nice
sleeping porch, breakfast nook,
rent
convenient,
everything
reasonable.
4

Dieckmann
Fhono 870.

FOR SALE

113

FOR SALE

Realty Co.

Miscellaneous.

lit

A

good, new, three-rootwo
large
cottage,
lot 50X
porches, plastered,
well
South
Highbuilt,
142,
lands, only $100 down.
Third
frame.
$2000
ward, electric lights, city water, big lot, splendid chicken
houses, $100 cash and $25
monthly.
$2200
Frame, three rooms,
bath, all furnished, close to
$1500

V. Gold
301)
n
SALK
adobe house.
New.
Furnished.
If
Bold
at
Cheap
onco.
801 South
Broadwav.
foil SALE In deslrablo locution, two
houses, store bulldlnr;, net Income .H0
a month. Trice J0.S0O. 12.600 cash, bal- FoU bALE
Acorn range.
ance terms. Phono 1771-- J or 609.
West Gold.
FOU small investment, one of best buys THY BODDY'S MILiil EEBT IN TOWN.
In lowlands, yield about 2Dr& net, beI'hnne 2113-Ring, sacrificed aa owner must leave oily. FOR SALE Select gouumo Navajo rugs.
Apply 713 west Lead.
405 West Copper.
FOR BALE Five-rooCalifornia bun FOR flALE Rose velvet evening dress,
galow, modern except heat. 2t4 blocks
cheap. I'ltone 12T.1-from Robinson parlt. Lawn, tree, flow.
5014-FOIt SALE A baigaln. Manogany case
era.
Terms. Phone 17
B'lre-rooOil
HUNT
piano, tine, OP. Phone 100.
unfurnished FOU BALE Oil LEASE for one
year.
213
Atiul
bungalow witli ranee.
VIOLIN; bargain!
elpht-rooiy
Apply CIS
house, two miles F1NH
North1 Oak.
South Walter, phono 1640-from nest office: 60 bearlnir trees, alfal- LE
FOU KENT New me room
FOR-STmodern Ta, garden, place for oowa, chickens, etc.
Voi Itafllnnt base burner
21 S,

Albuquerque,

rhone

N'orth First, phono 375.

Two-rooKOU SALIC
house nnd Tot!
toxUl1; cleolrlo Hshts; city water; very
North
KlnMlr.
laia
chcajv
VOIt SALE Three-rooBtucco l'ouse,
100x142, on cornert bargain for quick'
saie. Apply 1600 South Walter.
FOU SALK By owner, suburban homo,
four rooms and Bleeping porch, city
Post-o- ff
water, fruit i ees, grape arbor.

.&

Lumber Co.

m

A. SLEYSTER
of Insurance.
K STATE.
South Third Street.

Kinds
REAL

Pbone

14

PHONE 520
puarantce odorless cleaning and pressing, $1.25
We Call for and DuIIver
Meyer & Meyer; Tailors

We

111 West Central
Mule.
street car lino, Highlands,
FIREMEN, BRAKEMEN, beginners li.'.O.
$200 down, $25 monthly.
!; Goods
for Home Con
ADMIXISTUATOK'S NOTICE
later 1250 wlrlch position?). Address
$3000-'-- A
splendid cottage. 8
Court of, Bernalillo Railway, care Journal,
TO LOAN
Probate
In
the
President Says County. Now Mexico.
ileep-ln- g
rooms
and glass-ed-iWANTED Married Tan for
ranch
located
modern,
porch,
In the Matter of the Estate of Jose
for
work. Permanent
place
right
naumanc
V Etocknolm. Dee.
in Highlands, excellent furAddress Box 237, City.
couple.
Lopp7. y Garcia, ueccasoa.
niture.
i
given that the LABORERSt3.oV io ti'li per day.
purity and excellence on goods' Notico is hereby
8 per cent, 3 years,
Xew five-rooseventh
150
on
bungaEm
Good
woman
$4600
quarterly Inmonth.
cook,
the
per
J!o? home consumption lias been undersigned was, 1922,
110 South Third.
terest, Improved real estate. ApapAgency.
ployment
low, all built-i- n
of
features, ArDecember,
duly
day
house tn Highlands. Ileisonabla rates.
C23 North Thirteenth.
stove.
ply
eola heat, oalt floors, breakAdministrator of tho estate WANTED Tie choppers In virgin tim Phone I452-FOU SALE A five-rooKOOFINO
brick. Just
tlonal Housewives association, ac- pointed
ber. Phoce 15c. 10 miles hauling; soe. FOn KENT
of Jose Lopez y Garcia, deceased.
fast nook, very attractive,
furnished four-rooEXPERT
worlt. Phone 1S3I-Partly
heat.
N.
Including;
modern,
Address
Jemez
completed,
Charles
guaranteed
Clay,
bprtnga,
Mrs.
court
to
Bernalillo
of
Ingelman,
$,"0
balance
Agnes
$750
cording
cash,
by the Probate
modern house ou car line. Annlv 1507 Flno location.
City Realty Co,
Priced to sell nnd worth FOR SALE T.wo pool tuhlt.a and ice
M.
Mrs. county, and having
Nortit Twelfth.
qualified as
president of the association.associamonthly, Fourth ward.
the money Pee Mount, 11a Pouth SecKEALTCmS
hoi. No. 1 condition. 1
North First.
for traveling cir- FURNISHED
such Administrator, all persons WANTED Young man
417.
Ingelman states that the
ond,
W.
207
wllit
Gold.
phrno
cottago
rhone ".
culation work. Must be good sales
ten-foFOR SALE Five
dry goods
2183-I- t
tion for years lias been working to having claims against tho estate of man.
or
sleeplnB
Phone
call
porch.
SALE
FOIt
four
Real
Estate
New,
rooms,
bath,
counters.
Exchange
Apply Holm's Btore, 10a
secure the best merchandisn for said decedent are hereby notified Journal. Circulation Manager Morning 1203 East Copper.
sleeping porch, breakfast nooK, built-i- n North First.
400
West Copper
the homes, subjecting different and required to present the same
FOR HiCN'i' Two furnished houses In
features, basement, corner lot, Fourth
A REAL BUY
ATTENTION Tycos
Omnia.
& DOCTORS,
McMillion
Terms.
good location. See Mount. 115 South ward, J3.100.
products offered to scientific puritv to tho undersigned in the manner WANTED
almost new.
Daigain.
Wood, SOU West Oolrt
Waitress, apply at Presby- - Second, phone 467.
and quality tests. The government and within the time prescribed by
4 new houees,
South
4 86 or 020.
Call
Highlands
terlau Sanitarium.
SALE
Ileautlful
FOIt RENT Five room unfurnished FOR
pressed brick
testing bureau, as well as the do- law.
on corner lots, renting for over
MEXICAN CHILI can came,
FOR
RENT
Rooms.
WANTED
Cook anil kitchen maid. Ap
bungalow, five rooms, sleeping porch GENUINE
mestic science school at Vpsala.
bungalow. Good location. 155. per
RAMON ... LOPEZ,
40
All
for
40o a quart, 25o a pint.
1,800;
monthly.
Delivered.
and double pressed brick garage; ideal
month. Phone 171
ply Hl South Edith.
have now placed themselves at the
AdminlHtravOr.
FOU RENT Room.
120 Sinn Walter. $500 caHh; pn quick sale.
Can
near shops.
For particulars In Phone 1719-WANTED
diMiosal of the association.
GIN for general housework, FOIt
RENT Five-roomodern fur home 7011
Dated December Eighth, 1922.
South
beat
Third.
It?
FOR
made
Home
SALE
and
you
quire
jelly,
HKNT
plum
Must stay nights. 420 North Fourth.
Fort
Front beeroom,
nished house. Oarase.
. This
Larae yard.
guarantee mark on houseapple butter, relish and chow chow.
41!) West Mnrquette.
FOR BALE Corner lot, Thirteenth and
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION
WANTED
hold provisions, groceries and supGirl for general housework Call Co5 South TlroadwaT.
Realty Sales Company
tilate, paving now to thla corner, halfm 710 West Lead.
Call FOR RENT Five-roo8:4 North Fifth.
Phone 584-furnished house.
Notice is hereby given that the
FOR ItKt T Furnished rooms, 218 South 111 S. Second.
plies will bo granted only to those
to
Fhonc 68
car.
BUT
Btreat
livable
Christa
DOT
THE
for
Cozy,
lull
pquore
puppy
1CH7-all modern, basement, caraae. on 1610
Walter.
Phone
heretofore existing afternoons.
manufacturers whose goods pass
mas. He rather have it. lot sale at
garago built. Water, lights, "ink,
GHAYSTONE
the tests, and on condition that between Ai Coleman and T. n. Mc WANTED Competent girl for general Ernst Sliver, phone
117 North Mulberry.
rooms, ZlsVi West Gold,
toilet. 702 North Thirteenth.
ing
housework. Good home. 008 North LIST your vacant houses with 'he CLy
Mrs. E. Ouldl,
Dowell In the business known and
rh ne 210-they placo this mark on all their
SALE One four room frame house. FOR SALE Fine-eatI r.una Boulevard).
apples, box
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient FOR
FOR RENT Two rooms furnished for
one three room fn.me and one two room
gdods guaranteed thereunder. Pe- conducted under the name of Na- Tenth.
$1.25. $1.50 and $1.75,
Red
quinces
507
service.
West
Gold,
67.
phone
cook.
Must
First class family
EXPERT RADlAIUIt ItEIAIIUNU.
U.
Investment Company at WANTED
Third
Ail furnished and renting for 3c lb. Phone 1538-J- .
frame.
housekeeping. 815 South
riodically the goods are subjected tional
ng
be neat and clean, 800.00 a month. FOR RENT Three-rooK. Sheet Metal Works, 817 N. Third.
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FOR RENT Furnished-Bleepiroom,
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Ford touring
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Ronth Second.
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FOI. RfclNI Furnished o.ni sleeping
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Perfect condition. Call 21$
Best material made for
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er is immediately notified, and' if hereafter conducted by Mr. Cole AT ONCEBusiness
and kitchenette.
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TransWest Gold.
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play and for sale at Brown's
NIGHT SCHOOL. Thorough courses are
encft with those back of this move M0UNTAINAIR
HEATED furnished rooms,
close In, FOR SALE Overland Touring Car, A- -l
HAS
the '"""iiay. fer. 116 West Filver.
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at vour disposal. Each student received FOR RENT Furnished, modern three- - WANTElJ
ment in America.
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two- room
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FOR
Furnished
house
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light
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floodson.
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No sick.
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At former
IieWI't FOR RENT Nice room
other varieties.
adjuinlng bath right. Two lato model Ford Tourings.
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FOR
central.
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Sleeping
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West
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S
West
month.
Central.
to
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tax return, Installing
room with sleeping porch, steam heat,
central.
Income
sor- ble. Edward P. Cronin, 601 Tart.
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take that leak out of your leaky radiltio
your
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preparo
It.
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Thomas,
Phone
booze.
to
get
worth saving,
s
bath and phone; centrally located. 621 ator. New Ford Honeycomb radiators.
816
and probably help you In many other rester.
bouse,
and FOR RENT Unfurnished
Pupils having "E' In arithmetic really
We congratulate you on wnat LOST Between South 1 Broadway
Will gladly call If you drop a ROMRJ BEAUTY APPLES, In two sizes West Coal,
Best make $1.1.00. We hnvo tire largest
South Arno. lias sleeping; porch, Gas, wys.
brown
South
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leather
Second
month
street,
Was accomplished
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water,
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you and yours a merry Christ purse,
trance: adjoining bathroom; with pri- state. Bodges. Overlauds. Chevrolets,
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mas.
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Zapf, corner
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porch bedroom and
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8 p. m.
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W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
maker.
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rugs, and full line of used furnl-w
It.
chair,
bunch
Nico
SALE
laying
FOR
In
lhe
done
HEMSTITCHING
promptly
"inn m riNTir.a ON THE MESA
Ainrnnv
uu,pujr,
SALE Cheap, or trade for smaller
hens, cheap. 718 soutn .arno.
ttlT' FOR
nOrcllOB.
best possible manner, price lOo per
All mnmm
vith nlflJIiied-l- n
South
tO SUlt. 1U0V. ,iVU
ti.,n n.
rault.
SUNSET UANCIt,
117 Gold, rhone 187-6!ngc;
yard.
nace heat If desired. Nursing care and 4240 or 864 acres fine farming and
Lnreitock."
Turkeys and chickens, range grown ana
aervirn. rtii 20 minutes from city. grazing land in rew jyitu
Sewing Mtchlna Company.
tn,
S400-J- 1
corn fed. I'hnne g4ia-J(- l.
Christmas
for
wreath
and
few
hard
Phone
'.10
the
105
to
niimftte.
$90.
very
in
Rates
auu
up
uutcuss
Rabbit
Hang
Folt SALE
will call for you.
wlnde.
Ad.loins mountains. Near good
Rooms. West Lead.
railroad town. Hay, grain, potatoes, corn, FOR
Bring in the, Yule Log, too,
MONEYTCTLOAN.
FOR SALE Chaup, two lieUars, one
room.
grown,
FOR KENT
Office apace, or deek
boots, beans, peas, pumpkins, etc.,
Hnlst.in
and one Jersey. Will be
And here's the Wish we're wishing
for a fine stock ranch
107 "Vest Gold.
l m.,
Mu.MCS TO LOAN On watches, din,,
fresh soon. J. B. Nipp Stock Farm.
Walter Wlnslow
nnnds. guns and everything yaluable. at less than vaiue. M.
dealt suace. Ill- - Phone 2421-R- L
and
FOU
RENTOffice
Smith. Fnrmlngton. N.
Mr. B. Marcus, 111 boutn first
A happy time for you.
quire 817 West Ooia.
mllclr cows,
voung
von Ktiii-T- wo
OiOAX-SeTstatMONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
FOR RENT Office rooms Korber buildfresh. Cash, terms or trade for old
eL
HDe.-a- i.
rename,
autA dept.
and good Jewelry;
Co..
or
ft
Korber
Waggener,
ing.
anything.
stoves,
;
furniture,
,..' i.',t. on North Seventh
Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 105 N. 1st. trrXrZTrC"-....... tra.u terms. Waggener, 805 FOR RENT Store or office space, all !05 North First, rnone sis.
Co.
WE HAVE 11.000, 81,500, 12,000 and one North First. Phone ."
Electrlo
Fast Central. Glldersleeve
FOR RENT Storerooms.
larger amount to loan on close In busFOR RENT Store room or office at
McMlllloo
iness and residence property.
"WEElTtONTRACTOR.
40 J West WILL ariaiiK
lu suit leimut a Suxl""
11
Third.
at
South
Apply
& WOod, 200 Wost Gold.
foot brick bonding; good condition,
Central.
.
WI.LS' DRILLED, driven and
"Pf'"
Fa shops; reasonable
Santa
W
F.
opposlta
3.
olklng.
pumna. tanks, towera
L. Beyman, 109
FOR SALE Ranches.
terms. Sea or writ
I4r,i-4".- - Wot Mnrhlo
phone
Only,' Exclusive liuggfigo Sliop
AllMiqiierqno'g
alhnouvr,jne w
The crreat old tllfer of France
lfoH"rkAL
of city, Mnrth
Five nines
S13 West Gold
ITERS.
105fYPEWR
KEALTOR.
South First Street
,
does not appear to realize that
,
rhona 110.
grapes uud
Git acres good orchard,
FOR" SALE OR TRADE"
the V. 8. A. enlisted only for tho TVkwRlrERd All insaes overhauled Chicken proposition, sui- - xeec on ciitfiusna
South Side, Sturges Hotel Building.
Company.
ranch
Development
TRADE
SALE OR
City Office, University Uelghfs
nfl repaired.
duration ot the war. and not for
Ribbons or every irnv road and dJO feet on Osuna road. Cor FOR
five miles south test Albuquerque for
Alhiiooemiie TlPewrl r EX1 ner property. .Terms If deslren. Apply
tho duration of the peace. -- Bos nhlne.
cave
9,
Journal.
trocery. Address
1:3 fiouth Fcurtlr. O. O. Ecbbsr, l$ s utB TUira.
I ton
Shoe and Leather Reporter. chinsff, nhene 003-J- .

LEGAL NOTICE.

sumption,

tt

z. a

$2,000

automobile:

t. r.

2.

kc

,

Artnentfj.

l'iKeT

ir

yi.k
..,.

ms

tiri

ir

rORSAIFurniture.

Glsei

dressmaking:

Land.

TOR

el,

i4ii

FORSAtE

RENTOffice

ni.i

WE WISH YOU
A

MERRY CHRISTMAS

JAMES GRWELD

a

,Wm. J.

teverett
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HOXING
WOl'I.I)
24. The
St. Pnul, Minn., Dec.
state boxing commission will spon-- j
sor an amendment to the flute box-- 1
in nil
Infr law to make fights
parts of Minnesota, at the com-- 1
ins RPhSlon of the leRislature.
itj
was learned today. Kouts now are
St.
in
Minnesota,
permitted only
I'atil unci Duluth.

THAT ALL MAY HAVE A

MERRY CHRISTMA
IS OUR PLEASURE.

Freo Ptnte

Irish

to understand
exactly
how the government in London
used to feel sometimes. Detroit
Free Press.

TOMORROW
We start a regular hummer
of

a

Stern

SALE

Y

M.

C. H.

CONMJt,
Osteopathic
Tel.

Bldjj.

1.

D. O.

Orders Delivered for 10c

B08 West Central.

OH.

DR.
500

525--

701-- J.

Fit A N K E. MuctH
DAISY

I
I

Always
Worth

Albuquerque's
Finest

Theater

KU.J

BOOTH

&

DTKR9 AND HATTERS

-

OLD TOWN SOCIETY HALL
TONIGHT
Music by
White Lightning Harmonizers
Everybody Welcome
A Good Time Always

A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
And thank you, one and all, for your

HEIGHTS AUDITORIUM
TONIGHT

GALLUP COAL
Fuel Co.
000 N.

DON'T FORGET THE BIG

and Blackburn
Phone 38S-Flrsl.

g

WOOD

THAT IS WOOD
Direct from forest to your fire- place; logs and chunks and stove
s
wood, any length desired,
phone 240
ling.
City office. 21 8', 4 West .Gold
Phone GGG.

.

2
sleeping porches,
turnished
modern, completely
Fourth
home, furnace hat,
ward: will lease for 6 months
to responsible tenant; possession January 1; rent $100 per
A
W.
K
Address
month.
Morning Journal.

"BON TON FOUR"

SPECIAL XMAS FLOWERS
Open All Day
Roses in red, light pink and deep pink,
Carnations in red, white, pink.

"Through a Glass Window"
tender melody of love and doughnuts, of a great,
grim city and a pretty, struggling girl who finally got
her Big Chance played right on your
A

"toe and Get Me"

1102 North First Street

APPLES

L.

Why should you buy them at $2.25 or $2.50 when
you can have them direct from the producers as
follows :
.$1.75
Fancy (Champion and Black Ben)
No. 2
$1.40
Also Comb Honey, crate
$4.25
Phone or write today to

WW

jiii..yy

tuiv

GREETINGS

YULE-TID- E

e
finri-

-

rT'iitoiimu

trim nninmwi

j

Current Events

REGULAR PRICES.

J. MILLER, Pres.

...

La Salic Ranch, Bernalillo, N. M.

s.

ALSO

PHONE 251

iIim-m-

2

.

ummmmr-iiwlmifm-

-

it--

-i1

t

--

rl

Lyric .Theater
NOW

"" "'

imwiw

SHOWING
iiliM- mill
i,i

ii

e

ii

in. .ii ii

STEAM BOILERS
Let us inspect jour power boiler
before it develops disastrous de- fects.
Estimates given by our
boiler experts.
STEEL CO., Inc
MEXICO
NEW
II. Louis Halin, Mgr.
Res. 1347-Phono 2023-- J

With sincere good wishes for your happiness during the Christmas Tide, and throughout
the coming year.

THE HEW STATE GOAL CQMPAf
PHONE

HOTEL STOCK

A few Pot Plants and Holly Wreaths left.

"THE FLOWER SHOP"
PHONE

We offer cash, 60c share
We will sell 70c share

Western Mortgage
Company
Investment Dealers

988-- J

Free Delivery.
Albuquerque-Sant- a

Fe
TWICE DAILY, STAR STAGE
LEAVE

GREETINGS

Mbuquerque
Albuquerque
3anta Fe
3ama Fe

firm is nearly spent. Twenty-seve- n
years
of amicable dealings with a host of loyal
friends and customers.
We pause 'to acknowledge "the support
that has made this record possible. - A
hearty handclasp goes out to you all and
to each and every one our sincere good
wishes for A Merry Christmas and A
Happy and Prosperous New Year.

7:s0 a. m.
2:00 p.m.
S:00 a. m.
4:00 p.m.

AKR1VE

junta Fe

Once again on Beacon Hill the Christmas
candles throw their beams into the darkening' night. Once again the ringing of
the bells, ushering in the New Year, mustering out the Old.
How swiftly the milestones come and go.
Our twenty-sevent- h
year as a business

In looking back we find Daily's and MacDowell's
cash and
gave Albuquerque its first down-tow- n
stores.
carry
One year later we added free delivery service for
the convenience of our trade. During the past
year we gave the housewife our GIPSY STORE, a
great convenience, and if you will pardon us will
say, at a great expense to us.
We have saved our customers thousands of dollars
have attracted other stores and paved the way
for all ta enjoy better prices.
With grateful appreciation of all the favors received by us from you, we wish you one and all

,

A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND
A HAPPY, PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

DAILY'S

10:80 a. m.
6:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
WAV

Santa l
,
lbuquerque
Albugupique
EACH
FARE
Albuquerque Office Klngting Bros.
Fhone 600
Cigar Store.
4uota Fe Office Hank Confectionery,
i I'bnne

,

CASH AND CARRY

DAILY'S GIPSY STORE

.

Liberty Coal Yard
Gallup Lump
Gallup Egg
Cedar Wood
Pinon Wood
Prompt Delivery
Phone 279
'Make Me an Offer,
ON KTOCK OF
City Electric Co.f
(New

.

Mexico CortMirailonl

We Wish You a
MERRY CHRISTMAS
and a
HAPPY, PROSPER60S NEW YEAR

UOK

Corporation)

AriUrcw
I4.J, JOURNAL
mmmmmi

will

aiitl

Phouo
XOTE

Ik-c- ,

...c

A Tvo-Pa-

rt

Comedy

prices:-

-

'

MATINEE Adults, 25c; Children, 10c.
NIGHT (6 to 11) Adults, 35c; Children, 15c.

91131 East Central

Out yards will ho closed all day Monday,

.'

"THE SKIPPER'S SRMCHTV
:

25.
SiNiaaH

Russell

Simpson, Richard Tucker
and Eulalie Jensen.

ADDED ATTRACTION

IIAIiri COAL COMPANY

raft

IvVj

3.

.

.2

Renick,

"

tmm

City Electric Co. 'i
(Arizona

A wonderful compelling
human interest drama
with comedy and pathos
in profusion
thrilling
scenes, beautiful romance,
lovable characters.
Enacted by a distin- -'
guished supporting cast
including Niles Welch,

Ruth

2.

,

SKINNER.

35.

GREETINGS

Daisies,

VIOLETS

A.

N-

AZTEC FUEL CO.

Season's Greetings to All

'

'

FOR RENT

MUSIC BY THE FAMOUS

White Narcissus, Cornflowers,
Calendulas.

mm

M ay McAvoy
I-

Superior Lump

Orchestra

K-l

COLOMBO TONIGHT

I,

e

Ay

REALART PICTURES PRESENTS

Gallup Lump
Omera Egg
Furnace Coal

kind-Tijera-

DANCE
AT

"

Five-piec-

--

heart-string-

Installed. Fired and Tested.
Quick Service. Hensonahle Prices
TI1AXTON SUPPLY COMPANY
Plumbing Fixtures and Supplies
1111 North Fourth Street.

Ford

MERRY XMAS, FOLKS

Music by Our

sij

a

Materials.

Plumbing and Heating,
r.epair Work My Long Suit.

WISEMAN, JEWELER

'

have a vacant lot on
Central avenue which can
be entered from the rear
and which I am willing
to let for parking priviSee S. Kahn at
leges.
109 North First Street.

Prompt Truck I)elicry.

Pat, the Plumber

liberal patronage.

SECOND AND GOLD

r

:

AtW

Daily local freighters to Bernalillo and long trips a specialty
323 S. Second
Phono 371.

Areola Heating Plants

A MERRY CHRISTMAS

YULE-TID- E

PRIVILEGES

$13.25
$11.75

Complete line of Lumber and Building

Guy's Transfer

t

V-'- i

FOR PARK

DANCING

We wish you

v

-

v

224

t

CXI.O ADIXG FROM CAR

Phono 201.

118 SOUTH FOURTH

Phone.

Coal Supply and Lumber Co., Inc,

great society play,

CHRISTMAS GREETINGS

,

Send your personal laundry to us.
Our prices, are lower and
we know you will ' be
pleased with our work.
Let us call for your
Bundle.

Finnan Huddle .'o. 1.
Fresh Baltimore Oysters.

Phone 4 or 5.

RIG

y

fish.

Gallup Lump Coal
Dawson Lump Coal.

Phone 453. Cor. Mh and Gold

Friend the Devil'

LAST TIME TODAY

I

IN

Thursday-i-

Smoked

KAAM3 & MAUGER
1st and Copper.
Phouo 305

Regular Admission.

Starts

WE CAN SAVE
YOU MONEY

113 S. Socont!

EMPIRE Cleaners

ALSO FOX NEWS TOPICS OF THE DAY.
AND A COMEDY.

n

Economy Laundry

HHH--

SP1TZMESSER

WILLIAM FARHUM

"SHACKLES OF GOLD"

e

AT

WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS

I

Phono

Second.

Fresh fish received daily.
Delivery to all parts of town.

BIG CHRISTMAS DANCE

SCl'lS

Phono 781.

"

30H S.

75c and $1.25

$30.00

LAST TIME TODAY

1922 Version of Henry Bernskin's
"SAMSON."

City Fish Market

Steel Mail Boxes

80--

Kendy-to-We- ar

,

Hand-Mad-

CAR CO.
Cars Delivered.

"5

Adv.

To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co
Phone 421. 423 North First.

T

THEATER1

Shades made to order.
(Victor Luxor
Cloths)
Uirsh Curlnln f!nrtsi
.
I6IH-.IPhone
41. North Sixth

Xl.MQl KIWIS

DKIVbHM-JS-

MacCRACKKN.

11.

Osteopathic Physicians.
Central. I'll. Office

TWO-PAN-

Gordon Landon's 1
Shade Shop

Central

Drive It Yourself New Ford
and Dodges. Coupes and Sedan

-

Let Us Send a Man)

While

VV.

CKF.N.

W.

Residence

modern house, fur
nace heat, garage, completely
furnished.
Call 1873-Five-roo-

substantial boxes, ' the
kind that last as Ions as the
building. Others at 35o up.

Mrs. E. V. Tcnnent, Public Sten.
313 V. Gold; phone 110.
Adv.

Phone 28

RENT

Good,

osrnphcr.

WARD'S CASH STORE

421

A CAR

urj

l

offi-iu-

Phone

FOR RENT

December 25, 1922

.

